There’s loads to try at your new, bigger Sainsbury’s at Milton Keynes.

Now open
Witan Gate, Milton Keynes
Opposite the hub:mk

Why not give it a go?

Sainsbury’s
Try something new today
New deli and bakery
See if you can resist the smell of freshly baked bread at the bakery. And you’ll find all sorts of deliciously weird and wonderful things waiting to be discovered at the deli counter.

New hot food to go
Who says you have to cook every night? You could have the night off. Grab a delicious rotisserie chicken or a few drumsticks.

New meat and fish counters
You can choose from select cuts and the catch of the day. We’ll even have cooking suggestions.

There’s stacks of new things instore.

New Tu clothing
Get inspired by our stylish and affordable collection of Tu clothing for men, women and children. Great for you and all the family.

More electricals
Try something shiny and new from our improved electrical range.

Sainsbury’s
Try something new today
Try our new Autumn Winter collection from Tu home.

Coordinate your kitchen

Bring a bright new touch to your everyday life with the new Tu homeware range. Clean designs and clever utensils, fashionable ideas and fabulous value. Everything you need to feel at home in affordable Tu style.

Makeover your bedroom

Sainsbury’s
Try something new today
Your Milton Keynes store has moved down the road.

New pharmacy
Now it's even easier to pick up your prescription when you pick up your shopping.

Here's where you'll find us.

More books, CDs and DVDs
We have all the latest books and chart releases for those times when you want to veg out.

Witan Gate, Milton Keynes
Opposite the hub:mk

sainsburys.co.uk

Sainsbury's
Try something new today
PLANS to build a war memorial in the city centre are being discussed.

Milton Keynes Council has welcomed talks taking place about a site, funding and design for a memorial.

At a cabinet meeting last Tuesday councillors said they were aware that there was a lack of a central memorial.

Currently the only one in the centre is the Memorable Order of Tin Hats in North Row though the council say this is ‘tucked away’ and only represents one organisation, which holds a service there every year.

But where a new memorial will be built, what it will be and who will fund it - are still under discussion.

Cllr Sam Crooks is one of the people campaigning for the memorial to be built.

“We have lots of memorials, but they are all in the historic parts of Milton Keynes,” he said.

“We want something that honours people who fought after 1945, in Northern Ireland, the Falklands, Iraq and Afghanistan.

“It’s just a case of what we have and where we put it. There has always been a very strong peace movement in the city. The place I think is most obvious is the back of the church, near the Guildhall, in the city gardens overlooking the city.

“We’ve been talking about a central memorial for more than 20 years. Other proposals include near The Point because it’s very central, or less obvious where Campbell Park leads into Fishermead.

“Some others think the memorial shouldn’t be too near a church to reflect the fact that we are a multi-faith society.”

Former Mayor, Mike Barry, chairman of the Newport Pagnell Branch of the Royal British Legion, said: “The one thing that Milton Keynes is lacking is a memorial. The main problem is where to put it. The easy thing about village memorials is they can be near a church.

“There is the Order of the Tin Hats in the centre but it is very tucked away, as is the garden of remembrance in the church. We want to look at all the probabilities. It’s not necessarily going to be a soldier statue or a plinth.”

Cllr Phil Gerrella said: “We’ve got two regiments here, and the Rifles have the freedom of the city.

“The will is there and we want to do something. It won’t detract from what other villages are doing.”

Tributes flood in for Gemma Sisley – see page 3

Do you think the city centre should have a war memorial? If so where should it be?

E-mail jessica.cunniffe@mk-news.co.uk
THREE new art exhibitions have opened in Milton Keynes to coincide with the official launch of FringeMK.

Guests including the Mayor of Milton Keynes visited the opening of the exhibitions on Friday night at Midsummer Place, Central Milton Keynes.

FringeMK is working with the Mark Jason Gallery and MK Gallery at permanent Project Spaces in Midsummer Place and two in units in the Theatre District. The works selected showcase established European fine art practitioners, format and social observation. The latest projects include the work of Italian artist, Michele del Campo, from his ‘Urban Chic’ series which give a contemporary view of European city life in the ‘noughties’.

Pink bin welcomes high-rise recyclers

RESIDENTS of the tallest apartment block in Milton Keynes can finally participate in the council’s recycling scheme.

Milton Keynes Council has installed a recycling centre for flats at Mellish Court, six months after MK NEWS ran a story on the lack of such facilities at the site.

Residents were not allowed to use pink sacks because the council said their rubbish chutes, which go down into a big bin at the bottom, were inadequate for the job.

There was no facility for glass recycling either.

Now bins for bottles and pink sacks have been placed in a secure dock in the car park and the waste is collected three times a week.

Peter Lindop, who lives in the building, campaigned for recycling facilities for a number of years. He is pleased that the 136 households that live in the block, many of whom do not have cars, can now do their bit for the environment: “I did a quick bit of totting up and if everyone gets one paper a day plus the free newspapers, that’s 70,000 papers a year,” he said. “If everyone uses two plastic milk cartons a week then you are into nearly 10,000.

‘It just seemed crazy that you had this many people screaming letting us recycle.”

West Bletchley Cllr Liz Campbell said: “Residents wanted to recycle but they felt the council had a downer on them. We worked through the Denbigh Neighbourhood Action Group. “They are being used and residents really appreciate it, as they have the same opportunities as anyone else.”

The council originally said in March that a recycling centre would be placed at the site in four weeks.

A spokesman said: “We did move them in quite shortly after the article but put them into Mellish Court shops car park nearby while we consulted about the best location at Mellish Court.

“They are now much closer to Mellish Court itself.”

UNEMPLOYMENT in the city has risen by up to 17 per cent in just one year.

In the north east of Milton Keynes, the number of claimants increased by 17.1 per cent between July 2007 and 2008.

In the south west of the city the number of people out of work increased by 15.6 per cent during that period.

The study also shows that unemployment is higher than in 1997. Just three years ago Milton Keynes was the city with the fastest employment growth in the country. The new figures put Milton Keynes alongside towns and cities with the sharpest surges in unemployment.

Mark Lancaster, MP for Milton Keynes north east, raised the issue during Work and Pensions questions in the House of Commons on Monday.

Afterwards he said: “The rise in unemployment in Milton Keynes is deeply worrying and we must do everything we can to tackle it, but I simply do not see the sense of following Stalinist housing targets if there are currently clearly not the jobs in Milton Keynes to support the extra housing.

It comes at a time when Liberal Democrat councillors believe their plans to get people back into work has been thwarted by their Tory counterparts.

When the Government lump sum of more than £800,000 was given to Milton Keynes Council, the Lib Dem Cabinet spent the summer working on measures to get people into work, help businesses with skills and training, give additional language teaching for people who have not got English and funds for the university, plus a scheme for helping offenders.

However, this week the Conservative administration, has ‘called in the decision’, meaning it will have to be reviewed again.

Cabinet member for finance Cllr Sam Crooks said: “We are really concerned that unemployment is rising and these schemes would really help people. I accept that the opposition has the right to question things, But these are real people with real jobs.”

Cllr Liz Campbell and resident Peter Lindop with the bins at Mellish Court
Facebook tributes flood in from pas of dead woman

BY JESSICA CUNNIFEE
jessica.cunniffe@mk-news.co.uk

TRIBUTES have poured in for the murdered 22-year-old woman who wrote on her Facebook’s page ‘I love life because of the people in it’.

The body of Gemma Sisley from Newport Pagnell was found in a house in Milton Road, Broughton on Thursday. Police charged Jason Burrows, 34, with her murder on Friday. Post-mortem results revealed asphyxia as the cause of death. Ms Sisley’s parents Alison Chamberlain, from Newport Pagnell, and Andrew Sisley, who lives in Norfolk, said in a tribute: “Our darling daughter, Gemma, was tragically taken away from us. Gemma was a fun-loving, caring, bubbly daughter, sister, grand-daughter, niece, and friend. Gemma will be greatly missed by everyone who was fortunate enough to know her.”

Since the news of the former Oakhill inmate’s murder had broken, friends and family have flooded her Facebook page with loving messages which recall their favourite memories of the girl they will never meet again.

“Hey Gem. You were a very special person, like no one else ever could. I miss you more and more each day, I don’t think that’s ever going to change,” David Mclean said: “I can’t believe what has happened - you were such a lovely person, so happy and had such a great personality. You will be missed.”

Detective Chief Inspector Stan Gilmour, leading the investigation, said: “My thoughts are with Gemma’s family and friends as they come to terms with their tragic loss.”

The investigation is at an early stage and we are still piecing together Gemma’s movements prior to this incident. I would ask anyone who saw, spoke or otherwise communicated with Gemma on Wednesday (13/10), who has not yet spoken to the police, to contact the incident room on 0845 8 505 505 quoting URN 1262 of 17/10/2008.

I am also keen to hear from any one who has any other information that may be relevant to the investigation, particularly people who knew both Gemma and Burrows. You can contact us at the above number or anonymously via Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.”

Tributes for Gemma Sisley

‘What can I say, I’m devastated. You were a very special person, Gem. A real joy to be with. The world’s going to be that bit less fun without you in it. RIP Gem, I miss you, your wonderful smile.’

‘James Loose added: ‘You were the light of my life, everyday that I saw you you would make me smile like no one else ever could. I miss you. I love you. I am so happy and had such a great personality. You will be missed.’”

Human Rights boss calls for changes after visit to Oakhill

THE use of force to restrain young offenders has again been criticised at Oakhill.

The Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights has called for the UK to ‘reshape its juvenile justice system’ after visiting the young offenders’ centre in Milton Keynes.

The commissioner, Thomas Hammarberg, has presented a series of recommendations to the UK authorities this month.

His report follows visits to Oakhill Secure Training Centre (STC) and the Young Offender Institution Huntercombe in February and April 2008.

He said the system is ‘too punitive and too focused on rehabilitation’ and criticised the conditions of children in custody and the use of restraints and distraction techniques.

Although the overall conditions in the two premises visited are good and the staff I met was very dedicated, I am worried about the methods of restraint that staff are allowed to use in child custody institutions,’ he said.

He commended the government for suspending the use of some restraint techniques but urged discontinuation of all these methods.

He called for the authorities to ban corporal punishment in all custodial settings and reminded the Government of its obligations to protect children from all forms of harm and ill-treatment.

This call follows an independent report which MK NEWS revealed in March that highlighted a ‘tangible use of force by staff’ at the Oakhill centre, which is run by a private firm, Rebound Children’s Services on behalf of the Youth Justice Board.

The annual inspection by Ofsted and the prisons inspectorate found that some teachers were visibly frightened of children. Last year MK NEWS revealed a string of concerns from whistleblowers inside Oakhill. A hostage situation, children swallowing bleach and staff shortages were some of the allegations that led staff to refer to it as ‘Jokhill’.

The Ofsted report showed there were 377 assaults on staff in the first nine months of last year. Force was used 157 times in nine months to control children.

In response to the commissioner’s calls Paul Cook, director of Rebound said the forms of control and restraint used at the centre are approved by the government and used nationally.

Due to the nature of the young people detained in the centres physical restraint is sometimes required, but is used as a last resort. He added that since the centre, which caters for 80 boys and girls aged 12-17, was acquired by Rebound in Mayit has worked hard to improve the service and hopes this will be reflected in the next Ofsted inspection, due to take place in December.

Estate chosen to aim for ‘zero’ waste

A MILTON Keynes estate has been chosen as one of only six areas across the country for a pioneering new project aimed at drastically cutting waste at home, in the workplace and in the community.

Environment Minister Jane Kennedy announced yesterday that Shelley Church End is to become a Zero Waste Place, with funding to help the community work to do everything possible to reduce the environmental impact of waste at home, in the workplace and in the community.

The project hopes to see an increase of recycling among both public and residential properties to 50 per cent - residential recycling currently stands at 33 per cent, slightly above the Milton Keynes average of 32 per cent.

‘Two staff will be recruited for the six month scheme to promote waste reduction. All commercial/ non-household properties will receive a free waste audit with advice on waste reduction, provided by the local Green Business Network with the aim of reducing their non-recyclable waste by 50 per cent.

They will also be encouraged to look at ways of reducing waste outside their premises, such as not using plastic carrier bags, and to consider ways of using less energy-consuming alternatives.
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Pebbles not just for kids

SIR – In relation to your article about Fishermead, I would like to draw your attention to the wide range of activities that we provide for families at The Pebbles Children’s Centre in Newlyn Place, Fishermead.

Pebbles is a welcoming and vibrant place where the local community can access services and support. These include play activities, gym, story times and sensory sessions. Groups can also be accessed via the centre including; Citizens Advice, Relate, Job Centre Plus and many more.

The health visitors are also based at the centre and run their own drop in clinics.

Family Support workers are also available to offer support and advice.

We welcome all members of the community to the centre.

If you require further information or details of our activities please contact us on 01908 240556.

sent by e-mail

Double jeopardy

SIR – Regarding Parking at The Hub.

These bays should be for loading only – why – because home shopping deliveries such as Waitrose to the flats are impossible because of nowhere to park, apart from on the pavement or double yellow lines.

These firms have to send two people on these deliveries – one to drive around while the other takes the deliveries up to the flats.

This wastes resources, takes one off person off another job and causes more fuel emissions.

Viv Reardon

sent by e-mail

Bucking a trend

SIR – I find it very sad that many prospective visitors cannot find Milton Keynes centre over 40 years.

Maybe it is time to turn the clock back and give all the old addresses but, of course, keeping their postcodes.

Bletchley, Bucks and Stony Stratford, Bucks as examples - removing the Milton Keynes centre from their addresses.

As each grid square is now the size of a small town they also would benefit from not being tied to the Milton Keynes Central area.

The existing new town centre and the area close to it could keep it’s Milton Keynes title and then visitors who hopefully head to that area without having to travel all over the north Bucks countryside would find it!

Edward J Neal

Middleton

Take it to the limit

SIR – With reference to a recent letter from a Keith Powell.

I think it would be wise to point out that under the highway code none of MK’s grid roads has a 70mph speed limit.

Although most of them have maximum speed limit signs indicating the maximum speed, in built-up areas this means that the maximum speed on dual or single carriageways is restricted to 60mph.

The only 70mph road passing through MK is the A5 dual carriageway because it is separated from any estate feeder roads. But that is a Town in Milton Keynes.

Mary Garrett chats to Fishermead resident Ayodele Adekanmi

SIR – May I congratulate Mary Garrett on her ‘mission’ to get a grip on the problems, as featured in last week’s MK NEWS.

For an estate with such low housing density and a large number of huge houses, it is a shame that Fishermead has acquired the problems your paper highlights.

Sadly, these problems are largely as a result of failed socialist policies from the now defunct MK Development Corporation, but the current council must share some blame.

Fishermead has far too many houses in multiple occupancy – fact, not fiction.

Every town or city has HiMOs, so what's different in MK?

The difference is the Lib Dems have run the council for years yet failed to develop in place competent housing policies.

The council has the power to develop a proper policy on the number of HiMOs in any given area, to impose massive fines on illegal HiMOs and to solve the problems in Fishermead.

By not doing so, the council is guilty of imposing poverty on people through complete incompetence.

Isn’t it a shame a LibDem wasn’t thrown out at the last election and Mary Garrett elected in her place?

John Baker, sent by e-mail

Failing housing policy behind estates woes

Bravest men I have ever met.

Jill Hope

SIR – With reference to your article in MK NEWS about the closure of Little Brickhill shop and post office.

Mr Keith Morgan, the owner was issued with official leaflets from the post office naming October 16 as the date when they were closing the sub post office.

He therefore decided to close the shop at the same time.

Neither did they notify post office and Keith were displayed in the shop and flyers sent round the village well in advance of this date.

We were not informed of the plans or details until late on the 13th. So to imply that Keith was closing the shop early was a gross injustice.

He has always had the best interest of the village at heart.

Those of us who have used the shop on a regular basis appreciate all he has done to know that a shop without the income from the post office is not viable.

Mary Garrett, sent by e-mail

Gets my goat!

SIR – What is wrong with people when it comes to taking goats off an island in the middle of a lake? It takes too long for stock to boost a lonely goat herd – MK NEWS, October 15.

The Parks Trust are doing their best to try and control the bumbling of the island using the natural methods they can find.

And how are they repaid?

Someone pops along and steals the goats?

Let us hope that this next batch far a little better and I would urge everyone walking past that island to keep their eyes and ears open to see if they spot any suspicious types.

Name and address supplied

Bad attitude

SIR – I was glad to read in last week’s edition that a bus driver had been fined for flicking his leg butt out of a bus window.

Unfortunately I have regularly used this route in this town and I am fed up with the attitude of the significant major of drivers.

I have found many to be rude, unhelpful in some cases intimidating.

Mrs J Evans

Bletchley
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**Biker died on ride to “clear his head”**

Wood worker was to be best man at brother’s wedding later in the day

**BY LAURA HANNAM**

A MAN was killed in a motorcycle accident hours before he was to be best man at his brother’s wedding.

Twenty-six-year-old Dean Paul Richardson was killed when the bike he was riding mounted a roundabout near Netherfield, the bike in a ditch 30 meters away.

Emergency services were called to the scene, where he was pronounced dead by a police doctor. Dr K Y Lavin, consultant pathologist who carried out a post mortem, said he died of multiple injuries consistent with being in a motorcycle collision.

He had more than the legal driving limit of alcohol in his blood.

Police collision investigator, PC Stephen Jenkins, said Mr Richardson had been travelling from the direction of Simpson in the outside lane of the dual carriageway at around 45mph when the motorbike clipped the central reservation.

The bike travelled over the reservation before colliding with the island of the roundabout and going into the air.

Mr Richardson was thrown from the bike and struck a tree before landing.

PC Jenkins concluded that alcohol was likely to have contributed to the incident as it would have affected his control of the vehicle.

Mr Richardson was born in Newport Pagnell, was employed as a flat pack wood worker.

“He also had several push bikes because he just loved riding, he loved being outside,” she said.

Mr Richardson, who was born in Newport Pagnell, was employed as a flat pack wood worker.

Verdict: Died in a road traffic accident.

**More toilets for women call**

A CITY MP wants more toilets across the country.

Dr Phyllis Stacey MP, as chairman of the select committee for community and local government, is nationally head of scrutinising Britain’s loo provision.

The member for Milton Keynes south west spent months looking into the lack of loos in the country and her committee’s report, which tells all councils to rethink its public conveniences, is released today.

She said: “Our overriding recommendation is that the Government imposes a duty on local authorities to develop a public toilet strategy, which should involve consultation with the local community.

“This will go a long way towards achieving the right of people who live in and visit this country to have accessible and clean public toilets, wherever they live, work or visit.”

The Public Health Act 1936 gives local authorities the power to provide public toilets, but imposes no duty to do so - as a consequence, their provision varies enormously from one authority to another.

The committee recommends that local authorities use their many existing powers to ensure that more public toilets are available, either by using planning, licensing and leasing powers, by running public toilets themselves, or by paying local businesses, such as shops, cafes and pubs, to provide public access to their toilets.

The committee also wants local authorities to aim to provide a ratio of two-to-one public toilet provision in favour of women.

**NEW SHOWROOM NOW OPEN**

Beautiful

Windows, Doors & Conservatories

Gallagher & Cropton have been installing Windows, Doors and Conservatories in and around the Milton Keynes area for 18 years.

At Gallagher & Cropton we pride ourselves on our fast, reliable and efficient customer service. Our windows and doors are of the highest quality and come with a British Standard Kitemark plus we offer a 10 year insurance backed guarantee. Gallagher & Cropton will not be beaten on price, so call us first and transform your home forever. We are honoured to say that 90% of our work is from recommendations.

Licensed Credit Broker, Office of Fair Trading No. 544160. Insist on a British Standard Kitemark window.

More information on our 10 year guarantee from recommendation.
ENGLAND’s failure to reach the Euro 2008 Finals left the suits at Soho Square with plenty of time on their hands over the summer.

The figureheads at the FA came up with another way to improve football at the highest level right through to grassroots – it’s called RESPECT (not to be mistaken for Aretha Franklin’s smash hit, although essentially both have the same message).

It’s not just the look of the game that is being affected by the lack of respect. Referees are no longer progressing through, in fact football is losing officials due to the stream of abuse they receive.

The FA also wants children to enjoy the game with little pressure, so pushy parents are being told to quieten down on the touchline.

Children should also be safeguarded, so abuse, racism and discrimination need to be stamped out.

The Premier League and Football League have taken RESPECT on board, and so far, it’s proving difficult to win people over.

Admittedly dodgy penalty decisions, a goal awarded when it actually went out for a goal kick, and cards galore have done little to encourage players and managers.

If the programme is going to work it needs to filter to grassroots and youth level so the stars of tomorrow are discipline today.

I went to see Yardley Athletic versus Fishermead Doyles Reserves because Sunday League football is notorious for swearing, abuse, banter and thunderous tackles.

The biggest problem I noted within the first ten minutes was players effing and blinding to one another, to an extent you can’t excuse as a competitive edge. But then the referee, Mr Bill French (Berks and Bucks), came in for some criticism. Actually that’s a lie; he came in for a lot.

“It’s our ball ref.” Add in a few choice words and you have the argument of a Fishermead player who was then told by his team mate that the decision was ‘gone’.

The first to be cautioned was a Fishermead player for dissent, something a supporter on the sideline disagreed with so proceeded to scream blue murder in Mr French’s direction. It didn’t appear to have much effect as Mr French said minutes later: “If you want to keep talking I’ll just get rid of you.”

The message started to drum home when a substitute described the ref with a five word expletive which had him immediately shown a yellow card, even though he had not entered the field of play.

For the record Fishermead won 7-3.

Mr French has been a referee for 24 years, he has twice been assaulted during his duties on a field which left one player banned from the game for seven years.

Even though he is happy to see this new plan by the FA, Mr French does not believe it has made an impact in the lower levels of the game.

“If you want to keep talking I’ll just get rid of you.”

“"The only way you can deal with that is by issuing cards and cutting it out totally.”

Mr French, a level four referee, says the top names in football have to take responsibility for the problem.

“These players watch Premier League football week in, week out and they know what they can get away with.

Some referees are stronger than others. It’s just unfortunate that we’re not as consistent as we could be as referees - how you rectify that I’m not
player said to the ref

totally sure but we try to be consis-
tent and we give what we see.”

Recently MK Dons stepped up to
their responsibilities by inviting
Select Group, who are part of the FA
Premier League as well as other
competitions, referee Mr Andre
Marriner to take control of a training
session.

Mr Marriner took up refereeing
in 1992 and he thinks it is only a matter
of time until the amateur leagues
follow suit.

“I think when individuals see
Match of the Day or live games and
see players getting away with all
tsorts they think it gives them licence
to do it on a Sunday as well. So if
we’re clamping down on it at the top
level then it will filter down to the
grassroots.”

To cut out abuse aimed at officials
the role of the captain now includes
having regular chats with referees
during the game and then reiterat-
ing the message to player to diffuse
the situation.

It is something Dons skipper Dean
Lewington believes can only
improve the game.

He said: “I think in the last couple
of season it’s got a bit silly with play-
ers surrounding the refs, and the
way they’ve been treated. I think it’s
about time we clean up the game
and start to be a bit more positive.

“As a professional you have to set
an example and I think it’s good
we’re starting to do it.”

At this moment in time Sunday
league football is struggling to get to
grasp with RESPECT.

Professional and amateur football
worlds apart perhaps the FA need to
adapt their approach to the lower
end of the beautiful game.

Theft from cars a draw on cops time

BY JESSICA CUNNIFFE
jessica.cunniffe@mk-news.co.uk

SAT navs stuck on the wind-
screen, mobiles left on the pas-
senger seat and laptops in the
footwell make cars treasure troves
for the thieves of Milton
Keynes.

That is why police are patrolling
the city’s streets and car parks to
warn people with valuables left in
their cars that they risk a break in.

This fortnight, in a campaign to
prevent car crime, they are edu-
cating people about the dangers,
so in future the opportunists are
not given the opportunity.

Last month Thames Valley
Police sent out 2,200 letters to
motorists who had left valuables
on view.

PCSO Tom Gott, based at
Kingston Police Station, said offi-
cially patrols car parks in his patch
and believes this is the right strat-
 egy.

“We write down the number
plates of cars with valuables left and
pass it on to the DVLA who send
out letters each month.”

Unless people get a letter them-
seves they may just ignore the
signs. We occasionally find quite
a lot of cars with valuables.

People may want police to be con-
centrating on more serious crime but it is these
incidents which take up more time. If we
prevent a crime like this occurring it’s
going to save us a lot of hassle

“People are grateful to us
because thieves do go round the
streets or the car parks looking for
anything that’s been left.”

The number of car crimes such
as this fluctuate, but do remain a
constant problem for Thames
Valley Police. For example, last
month there were 163 such crimes
in the city, and 172 the month
before.

Sgt Tony Scott said that although
people may want police to be con-
centrating on more serious crime,
it is these incidents which take up
more time.

“If we can prevent a crime like
this occurring it’s going to save us
a lot of hassle,” he said.

One victim of car theft in Stony
Stratford, whom we agreed not to
name, had her handbag, stolen from
her car as she stood a few
yards away.

A car pulled up, a man jumped
out and smashed the side window
taking the bag.

She said: “It all happened unes-
pectedly quickly. I am normally so
careful about not leaving things in
the car but we were working so
close by, I couldn’t leave it in the
boot as the back seats were down
so I popped it on the dashboard, I
thought it would be fine as the car
was locked and within our sight.

“Although the bag didn’t contain
much money and I managed to
cancel my cards immediately it
was still a costly incident.

“The bag contained my house
keys and my diary with my home
address in it so all the locks had to
be changed.”

“My phone was also in the bag,
plus three pairs of prescription
glasses. All these had to be
replaced.”
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SakS Milton Keynes
IS OPEN TO NON-MEMBERS

Milton Keynes
 MK15 0DL
tel: 01908 239 292
DAVIDLLOYDCLUB,LIVINGSTONE
FRUITEY CERSEY, MILTON KEYNES.
MK15 0DL
email: salon@saks.co.uk
www.saks.co.uk

Halloween Family Fun

From 18 October don’t miss
Mead Open Farm’s Halloween
Fun. Including Shaggy’s indoor
PlayWorld there’s so much to do!

• Witch’s Trail & Haunted Castle
• Phantom Ride & Field of Torso
• Cars vs. your pumpkins!
• Pet rabbits, feed goats & milk cows
• Daily fancy dress competition at
5pm from Monday 27 October
All inclusive. £5.95 (child)
£8.95 (adult) Under 2’s go free
Mead Open Farm, Rillington, Nr Loughton Ruxby.
LlP 9JH Follow brown signs from A599 and A444(a)
Tel: 01525 852 954 www.meadopenfarm.co.uk

** a small charge is made to cover the cost of the pumpkin
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FURTHER ADVENTURES IN FANGORIA

Fangoria #194 is on sale from
20th October

TAYLORS
Milton Keynes

Proud to be
MK’s favourite
Call us on: 01908 678151

Saks Milton Keynes is
Open to Non Members
Free Parking Available

£10 OFF
NAIL ENHANCEMENTS
Call Today For An Appointment

tel: 01908 239 292
DAVID LLOYD CLUB, LIVINGSTONE
FRUITEY CERSEY, MILTON KEYNES.
MK15 0DL
web: www.saksuk.co.uk

Mention offer at time of booking.
Valid with selected staff at Saks Milton Keynes only.
Cannot be used together or with any other offer, in
homecare or exchanged for cash. Subject to availability.
No photocopies.
Since opening 3 ½ years ago Milton Keynes Chiropractic Clinic in Fenny Stratford has gone from strength to strength offering a growing number of healthcare services to its diverse range of patients.

Dr Gary Jackson, a qualified Doctor of Chiropractic and Principal Practitioner, was pleased to confirm that the objective to offer quality health care at favourable prices at times to suit patients has been a major reason for the clinics success. “We like to feel that we are the second option that a lot of back pain sufferers are looking for. An ever increasing number of people now look at health care a different way – If I have a tooth problem I go to the dentist and when I have a back problem I go to my chiropractor. A growing number of people are deciding that just taking pain killers to mask the symptoms is not the answer, preferring to actually try to solve the problem instead.”

Worldwide recognition

Although Chiropractic is the world’s third largest primary healthcare profession after medicine and dentistry, amazingly many people in the UK still haven’t heard about chiropractic when it comes to healthcare, particularly in the management of mechanical low back pain. Chiropractors are able to treat a huge range of conditions including; back, neck and limb pain, disc nerve and sciatic symptoms, headaches, migraine and pins and needles as well as sports injuries and problems caused by peoples hectic lifestyles and postures. Dr Jackson confirmed “many patients come to us for their arthritis pain. We cannot ‘cure’ arthritis and wear and tear, but for a lot of patients we can at the very least improve movement and decrease a lot of their pain thus improving their quality of life”.

Research

The Meade Trials in 1990 & 1999 confirms that ‘chiropractic treatment was 30% more effective than hospital outpatient management, mainly for patients with chronic or severe back pain’.

In 2006 the Department of Health Musculoskeletal Services Framework (MFS) recognises that ‘Chiropractors provide evidence-based, timely and effective assessment, diagnosis and management of certain musculoskeletal disorders’.

High Quality professional training

Gary led on to say “I am very proud of the team of practitioners I have at the clinic; my two associates are, like me, graduates of the world renowned Anglo-European College of Chiropractic. It means we have undergone 5 years medical studies alongside our 5 years of chiropractic training. We are qualified to take and read x-rays (indeed we have an x-ray suite onsite which saves time on unnecessary onward referrals), and are trained in orthopaedic as well as neurological testing procedures. This enables us, as Doctors of chiropractic, to diagnose, examine, manage and treat our patients conditions. We can be a very effective alternative to just popping pain killers and offer an excellent ‘second opinion’ option for people. We bridge the gap between mainstream and complementary care. Although we are medically trained we do not prescribe drugs we use specialised chiropractic techniques, that have taken years to perfect, to assist in improving joint, muscle and nerve function; and utilise many different types of chiropractic treatment techniques to fit individual patients individual problems.”

MK Dons pride

When questioned about his work with the MK Dons he stated “I am as pleased as very proud to be the official chiropractor for the MK Dons football team, they are very dedicated to their profession, team and fans; it is an absolute pleasure to be working with them.

Communication between health care professionals

I also see the work I do with the football team as a glorious example of how co-operative health care can really benefit patients. We have an excellent working relationship whereby myself, the team physiotherapist and head of sports medicine Simon Crampton and Mat Hillier the team sports scientist and 1st team masseur have a professional appreciation of each others areas of speciality and work together as a team to achieve the best results for the players.

Finding the right clinic.

There are quite a few different clinics in Milton Keynes that unfortunately have names that are confusingly similar, in the past patients that we have been recommended to have phoned the wrong clinic before realising that it was not us. Fortunately for those people looking to find my clinic once they see the MK Dons logo they know they have found the right one.”

Value for money with no hidden charges.

Another reason for the clinic success is the cost effectiveness that treatment can often yield.

At Dr Jacksons clinic normal treatment appointments last from 20 to 40 minutes, however, when a patient visits the clinic for the first time their initial consultation lasts anywhere from 40 minutes to 1hour 20 minutes. This enables the chiropractor to perform a detailed history taking as well as perform a thorough examination involving chiropractic, orthopaedic, neurological and postural assessment so as to establish a detailed diagnosis, establish a personable rapport with the patient and come to a medical diagnosis of the patient’s condition. The patient is given a full report of findings and begin to treat the problem.

When he was asked about what an initial consultation involves Gary explained “At our clinic the initial consultation is NOT just a consultation. At our clinic the initial consultation INCLUDES treatment. If we have any concerns then x-ray examination will be performed on the first appointment instead of treatment.

We like to emphasis to patients that their first appointment charge (with the discount voucher) of only £30 INCLUDES their first treatment (or x-rays if they are necessary). We genuinely feel that £30 for a consultation, examination, report of findings and either treatment or x-ray examination, all included in the fee, is absolutely superb value for money. Likewise normal treatment charges are a very favourable £30, again excellent value for money considering you are receiving private treatment from a 5 year fully qualified Doctor of Chiropractic. This is value of service with no compromise to professional quality of care that we are extremely proud of.”

Cost Effective care & Ethical advice.

When asked about patients concerns regarding how many treatments they would need he led on to say “We only do the treatments that are necessary, and for the vast majority of people coming to visit us anywhere from 2 to 8 sessions can yield significant results for most mechanical joint problems that are causing secondary muscle problems. After that we distance appointments to ensure the improvements are long lasting and merely advise people to have an occasional preventative check-up just the same as they do with their dentist.

Of course there are some patients who’s problems can take longer, there are actually a small number of patients who don’t respond to treatment. These are the exception and not the rule and if we find patients are not responding to treatment we can contact their GP (with the patients consent), offer onward referral or MRI etc. and discuss many other options including home exercise regimes and ergonomic & postural advise. In most cases this avoids the need for people to undergo prolonged amounts of treatment sessions. Likewise we DO NOT ask patients to pay for treatments in advance because if we can get speedy results there is no need to book up for lots of unnecessary sessions; treating each patient as an individual is crucial.

All the Chiropractors at my clinic are qualified to worldwide standards, are registered with the General Chiropractic Council (GCC) and abide by rules and ethics of the British Chiropractic Association. We take pride in getting results as soon as possible, in as few treatment sessions as possible, with improvements that last for as long as possible, for each individual patient.

So what are you waiting for?

Milton Keynes Chiropractic Clinic in Fenny Stratford is available for appointments till 9pm on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, till 7pm on Tuesdays and Fridays and till 1pm on Saturdays. There is no need for GP referral, simply call us today on (01908) 37 27 37 to book your consultation. Their website www.mkbackpain.com has a very clear and detailed layout full of information about what they can do to help.
No Government cash for MK Credit Union as crunch bites

BY LAURA HANNAM
laura.hannam@mk-news.co.uk

THE head of the city’s credit union says deprived people are suffering in Milton Keynes.

Phillip Turnbull, chairman of the board of Milton Keynes Credit Union, has called for the city to be included in Government funding to give affordable loans to people on low income or benefits.

Milton Keynes MP Phyllis Starkey says the Growth Fund is a pilot scheme that is only for the most deprived areas.

The Growth Fund, a national pot of £16 million, was launched in 2006 to increase the availability of affordable personal loans via not-for-profit lenders such as credit unions and community development finance institutions.

It aimed to stop financially excluded people from turning to high cost doorstep lenders and even illegal loan sharks which can result in spiralling debt problems.

Lenders were given the chance to bid to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) for the funding in 2006, but Milton Keynes was not chosen.

Phillip Turnbull said city residents are increasingly in need of this support in the current financial crisis but has been overlooked as it is not seen as a deprived area.

“At the time of the last census in 2001 there were about 10 estates in Milton Keynes which came out among the worst in the South East region.

“Average Milton Keynes at that stage was doing very well and had low unemployment but that average just obscured the fact there was some very poor areas of Milton Keynes that need these kind of facilities the same as in London or Liverpool.

“And I understand the latest figures show the situation has worsened and unemployment in Milton Keynes is now higher than the national average.

“He added that though the credit union provides affordable loans it cannot help those in an emergency, as members must save money in the union for three months before they can borrow.

“Sarah Billingham, from Grasmere Way, Bletchley has tried to access growth funding but says it is a post-code lottery.

“I am on income support as my son is disabled, so I stay at home to look after him,” she said.

“I need a loan to do some improvements to make my house more comfortable, just like anyone else.”

“I have heard of lots of people in the same situation.”

She added that though Milton Keynes may not be known as a deprived area there is still many people on income support and benefits in the city.

Phyllis Starkey said: “It [the Growth Fund] is not available to everyone in the country, it was started in areas of high deprivation,” she said.

“It may be rolled out elsewhere in the future.”

A spokesman for the DWP which administers the fund on behalf of HM Treasury, said funding is very limited so it must evaluate where the demand is when they allocate the money and could not confirm whether a review of those who receive Growth Fund money would be held in the near future.

No growth cash: Sarah Billingham (centre) with Kim Davies and Phillip Turnbull of MK Credit Union say poor areas of the city need funding like areas of London and cities like Liverpool

Choosing the right frame for your pictures

by Phil from HobbyCraft

The huge choice in empty frames, backing boards, glass, pre cut mounts and accessories means that DIY framing has never been so popular, so quick and so easy!

For me, framing a picture or even a photograph is more about composition than craft. Choosing shape, size and colour of frame to complement and enhance the picture inside.

I first started framing photographs and posters in my teens when a limited budget meant I had to think creatively, especially when it came to managing my finances!

So, if you’ve just finished your latest watercolour or cross stitch, splashed out on a favourite print or just received your wedding photographs and would like to have a go at framing yourself, my advice is go for it!

The choice in ready made empty frames is enormous, which is great because it dispenses with all that painstaking mitring of corners (which I never quite got the hang of).

It’s worth taking a trip to a specialist store like HobbyCraft where you can take your pick from literally hundreds of frames - empty frames, frames complete with backing boards, glass and backing accessories to suit your budget. It’s especially when it came to managing my finances! Come along frame and mount in with glass and backing boards to glazer points, gum strip, wire and cord, eye screws, double sided tape and even picture hooks.

The specialist will also have all the mounts and accessories you’ll need, from replacement glass and backing boards to glazer points, gum strip, wire and cord, eye screws, double sided tape and even picture hooks.

One of the best tips I was ever given was to choose a frame and mount in colours and tones that complement the artwork inside. This will ensure the picture is the centre of attention and not the frame.

Buy standard sizes and if you fancy a change all you have to do is replace the outside rim. A change here can really alter the way a picture looks so don’t think that frames are just for new pictures.

Just one final piece of advice – less is more! Whether individual or grouped in small clusters, pictures have far more impact if they are given a little space and not crammed together. So please, hang on your favourite picture and don’t be tempted to hang a picture on every square metre of wall – unless of course you have something to hide!

Find your nearest HobbyCraft at www.hobbycraft.co.uk or call 0800 027 2387
The Charity Cricket Ball everyone can catch

Stoke Hammond Sports Club are holding a charity ball on the 15th November 2003 in order to raise funds for much needed cricket equipment for the club. After a successful season winning league champions in Morriston four counties Division 4 2002, they want to push on and have two teams competing next season. So as well as giving the youth players experience of league cricket, they want to attract new players to the club young and old and better equipment and training facilities will hopefully ensure this. The cricket club secretary Mel O’Garroth said: “These are exciting times at Stoke Hammond, the standard of the players has increased, we have youth players coming through, we are already counting down the days to next season. The atmosphere in the clubhouse after games is excellent but we’ve always been a friendly club.”

The tickets for the ball are on sale now at just £30 each and this includes a welcome drink, a 4 course meal and the Charity Auction and an excellent evening entertainment provided by MWRN, including a live band and disco. You would like to donate a prize for the auction which could be anything suitable for a mixed audience or book tickets, call Mel on 01865 270818. If you are interested in joining the club for the forthcoming season, all standards and ages are more than welcome to get in contact.
Bun maker wins Queen's Award

TEN years of growth and innovation at Eurobuns was formally acknowledged when HRH the Duke of Kent visited.

He presented the Queen's Award for Enterprise in the Innovation category on Friday.

Eurobuns was announced as a winner in this year's awards earlier in the Summer, in recognition of its continuous innovation in the manufacturing and supply of frozen breads in the UK food service and retail food industry.

His Royal Highness met members of the senior management team and was given a tour of the factory before making the formal presentation to managing director Soren Landtved.

The address was made by the Lord Lieutenant of Buckinghamshire, Sir Henry Aubrey-Fletcher, he said: "Eurobuns set up in business here in Milton Keynes ten years ago determined to break into an extremely competitive market place; it has done this by being innovative in its processes.

Along the way Eurobuns has achieved double-digit growth every year, exceeding its business plan from year one and then every year since."

Mr Landtved said: "I am delighted to accept this award on behalf of Eurobuns, which is undoubtedly the most coveted business accolade in the UK, and highly regarded around the world as a true mark of excellence. It seems fitting that this success coincides with our tenth anniversary and we should like to congratulate and thank our hardworking staff who have made a vital contribution to tour success."

Policeman found dead in his bedroom

BY LAURA HANNAM
laura.hannam@mk-news.co.uk

A POLICE officer from Milton Keynes has died after an apparent overdose.

PC James Rowantree, 51, from Uglyett Place, Oldbrook was found dead at his home on Saturday, October 11.

An inquest, opened on Thursday, October 16, heard that he was in the process of separating from his wife, Caroline. He was due to appear in court on Monday, October 13 as a non-molestation and occupancy order had been requested by his wife.

Police officers were called to his address as his family were concerned for his welfare after Caroline received a number of text messages. He was found in the bedroom and a bottle of wine was discovered with two tumblers, one containing a white residue.

A note left in the house read ‘I can’t do this again, sorry’.

Mr Rowantree, who was born in Glasgow, was a police officer for nearly thirty years and was due to retire. He was based at Milton Keynes Police Station. The inquest was adjourned until January to await the results of a post-mortem.

Chief superintendent Liam MacDougall, head of the control rooms and enquiries department at Thames Valley Police said: ‘PC Rowantree was an extremely popular officer and was well liked by his colleagues. We are deeply saddened by the loss and Jim will be missed by all who knew him.’

Lifestyle

THE INTERIORS & EXTERIORS SHOW

Thursday 23rd-Sunday 26th October 2008

MK Theatre

LIST OF EXHIBITORS

A Bell
Allstyle Windows
Adjustastic Beds
Aquaflames
Best Buy Conservatories
BPS Access Solutions
Buckingham Carpets
Burning Inspirations
Charlotte Designs
Concorde Blinds
Donkey Sanctuary
Fine Furniture
FT Oak
Go Direct Flooring
Golf Greens Fore U
Granite Transformations
Hammonds
Handywork
Harmony Design & Build
HS Bedrooms
John Briars Garage Doors
Kealey Farmer Artist

Keyne Home Improvements
Kiddy Stix
Kitchen Italia
Kitchen Outlet
Koncept Kitchens
Lucas Furniture
Merlin Blinds
Mitra Vaghelh Art
MK Theatre
New Citi Construction
Newleaf
Olney Furniture Gallery
Opal Spas
Samba
Stadium Studios
Steve Davis Furniture
Tekksta
The Tile and Bath Centre
Thos. Sanderson
Top Drawer Kids
Thos. Sanderson
Teakita

Muggers steal phone and iPod

A TEENAGER was beaten and robbed at a non-road car park on Monday, October 13 as a non-road car park on Monday.

Police are appealing for information on the incident, which happened at around 4pm.

The 16-year-old was walking along the path next to the football pitches when he was approached by four teenagers. He was beaten before being thrown to the floor by one of the group who searched the victim’s pockets taking his mobile phone and iPod.

The offender is white, about 5ft 11ins, average build, 17-18-years-old and was wearing a black hooded top.
Don’t miss out on HUGE SAVINGS!
Ex-display Kitchens for sale

View our full range of Kitchens & Bedrooms at www.k2go.co.uk

Huge savings on appliances too!

Opening Times  Mon to Thur 9 - 5.30pm, Fri 9 - 5pm, Sat 10 - 4pm, Sun Closed
01280 700200 Unit B, Shires Rd, Buckingham Rd Ind Estate, Brackley, South Northants, NN13 7EZ

SAVE £1,000’s by cutting out the middlemen
FORMER pop-star Noel Sullivan was in Milton Keynes three years ago when he played a comic role as Will in the musical Lovershack. Now he returns as the romantic lead in the brand new World Premiere production of Flashdance – The Musical and he is excited to be trying something new.

Noel, who is best known as one fifth of the record-breaking pop band Hear’say, plays Nick, the love interest of 18-year-old Alex (Victoria Hamilton-Barritt), a welder by day and ‘flashdancer’ by night, whose dream is to obtain a place at the prestigious Shipley Dance Academy.

The unique musical, based on the Paramount Pictures film, is set in Pittsburgh, USA, and is about holding on to your dreams and love against all the odds.

Noel said he enjoys playing Nick, who has come back home from overseas to help save the men’s jobs during the recession, meets and falls in love with Alex and encourages her to follow her dream to become a dancer.

“For me it is definitely challenging as it is the first straight acting role I have played,” he said.

“You do not often get to create a role which has never been done before.”

“Plus I have done a lot of comedy recently, which is a lot of fun to do, but it is now really starting to pay off that I have been working so hard in theatre to be given a role like this. It is where I want to be.”

After playing Danny in Grease and Nick in Fame he said this production has more ‘guts’ than the average musical and more of a story.

“What Nick is facing is not very far from some of the problems we have today,” he said.

“It is going really well. I think it was the right time for the show as there is a lot of 80s nostalgia about at the moment.”

Noel has been on the road with the production for ten weeks and will continue to tour until next spring.

Despite this gruelling schedule he said he is glad to be back in the city.

“If Nick is facing is not very far from some of the problems we have today,” he said.

“There is something about live performance I get a massive kick out of. He is happy to be back performing in Milton Keynes.

“The theatre is fantastic, it is up there in the top lot of venues we work in,” he said.

“And there are loads of good bars nearby, which is always important to us actors.”

He said the production is fantastic with a big budget, great costumes and iconic songs, including Maniac, Manhunt, Gloria, I Love Rock and Roll and the Academy Award winning title track Flashdance – What a Feeling.

Noel plays alongside a star-studded cast, which also includes Bruno Langley, best known for playing Todd Grimshaw in Coronation Street and Bernie Nolan, known as the lead singer of The Nolan Sisters and for parts in The Bill and Brookside.

It is choreographed by Arlene Phillips, judge on BGT’s Strictly Come Dancing.

The musical is at Milton Keynes Theatre from 27 October 27-November 1. To book call the Box Office on 0870 606 6652 or visit www.miltonkeynestheatre.com

Hear’say was an awesome experience, but I have gone back to doing what I always wanted to do, there is something about live performance I get a massive kick out of.

— Noel Sullivan

Noel Sullivan and Victoria Hamilton-Barritt star in Flashdance

Noel’s theatre work no flash in the pan

Noel Sullivan and Victoria Hamilton-Barritt star in Flashdance
A TOWER which commemorated the 40th anniversary of Milton Keynes has beaten Wembley Stadium in a national building competition.

Building Control MK at Milton Keynes Council, Milton Keynes Gallery and dRMM architects won the Best Structural Project category of the 2008 LABC (Local Authority Building Control) National Built in Quality Awards for the MK40 Tower.

The aim of the public artwork was to allow visitors to climb to the top, where they could view the city from above the tree line and the countryside beyond.

Geoff Beck, head of Milton Keynes Council’s environmental services, said: “We are absolutely thrilled to win this award which is testament to the hard work by the Building Control MK, the gallery and the architects dRMM. The tower itself is a great example of how Milton Keynes has become nationally renowned for producing innovative, eye-catching architecture.”

The judges at the ceremony on Thursday at London’s Grosvenor House Hotel said: “It was evident that the project team had worked closely with Building Control MK to reach this resolution and create an imaginative piece that the public could interact with.”

They were also impressed by the use of carbon neutral material to create an ‘elegant structural solution that addressed the issues related to both the site constraints and the sculptural form’.

The MK40 Tower, built in just seven days, was made from 162mm thick cross-laminated timber from sustainable forests in Austria.

It was open between August and the end of October last year, during which time almost 5,500 visitors climbed the 101 steps to the upper viewing platform to see the city and surrounding countryside. The tower has since been put into storage.

The MK40 Tower beat Wembley National Stadium; B&Q warehouse, Derby; 2 Victoria Place, Chippenham; Preston Farm Development and Vega ‘Block F’; Celestia Pierhead Street, Cardiff Bay to win this category in the LABC Awards.
Art meant new start for dyslexia sufferer

Bedfordshire helped me succeed. There are so many different ways I could have gone if I had not been selected for the degree course.

Steven Carruthers

Milton Keynes resident Steven Carruthers could have chosen any number of words to describe his feelings when he recently graduated with an honours degree in Fine Art from the University of Bedfordshire.

A far cry from only a few years ago when words were his biggest fear as Steven suffers from dyslexia, which went largely undetected and unsupported throughout most of his years in primary and secondary education.

Steven, 21, said: “I never questioned it. I just thought that everyone saw letters moving around on the blackboard and in books the same way I did.” He was considered a low achiever and became disinterested in school work, with the exception of art which earned him an A – enough for him to enter a two-year diploma course at Bletchley College and then secure a place at the University of Bedfordshire on a three year degree course.

His growing maturity and the ability to use a laptop (he never realised that because of his dyslexia he could probably have got a grant towards its cost), and being surrounded by new friends and tutors in a focussed learning environment, added to his determination to succeed.

At the end of his course, some of his art work was selected for a final exhibition, but it was the words he had more confidently been able to put together which told the real story. He had already achieved the unthinkable – an 8,000-word dissertation for his degree.

He was just as proud to write the 200-word piece about his work which went on display to the public at the art exhibition.

Steven added: “Bedfordshire helped me succeed. There are so many different ways I could have gone if I had not been selected for the degree course.”

Within days of learning he had achieved a 2:1 in Fine Art, Steven secured a position to teach art at HMP Bullingdon, a Category B prison located near Bicester.

He joined as a part time teacher and is given time and study so that he can gain a formal teaching qualification.

Steven said: “I never played too much on my dyslexia when I was at Bedfordshire, probably because I did not understand the effects. I benefited from the support of the staff. It’s an experience I will remember for the rest of my life. In fact, the university has given me a life.”

For further information about studying Fine Art or Design at the University of Bedfordshire visit www.beds.ac.uk or call 01234 400400.

“University has given me a life”: Art teacher
Steven Carruthers

Milton Keynes resident Steven Carruthers could have chosen any number of words to describe his feelings when he recently graduated with an honours degree in Fine Art from the University of Bedfordshire.

A far cry from only a few years ago when words were his biggest fear as Steven suffers from dyslexia, which went largely undetected and unsupported throughout most of his years in primary and secondary education.

Steven, 21, said: “I never questioned it. I just thought that everyone saw letters moving around on the blackboard and in books the same way I did.” He was considered a low achiever and became disinterested in school work, with the exception of art which earned him an A – enough for him to enter a two-year diploma course at Bletchley College and then secure a place at the University of Bedfordshire on a three year degree course.

His growing maturity and the ability to use a laptop (he never realised that because of his dyslexia he could probably have got a grant towards its cost), and being surrounded by new friends and tutors in a focussed learning environment, added to his determination to succeed.

At the end of his course, some of his art work was selected for a final exhibition, but it was the words he had more confidently been able to put together which told the real story. He had already achieved the unthinkable – an 8,000-word dissertation for his degree.

He was just as proud to write the 200-word piece about his work which went on display to the public at the art exhibition.

Steven added: “Bedfordshire helped me succeed. There are so many different ways I could have gone if I had not been selected for the degree course.”

Within days of learning he had achieved a 2:1 in Fine Art, Steven secured a position to teach art at HMP Bullingdon, a Category B prison located near Bicester.

He joined as a part time teacher and is given time and study so that he can gain a formal teaching qualification.

Steven said: “I never played too much on my dyslexia when I was at Bedfordshire, probably because I did not understand the effects. I benefited from the support of the staff. It’s an experience I will remember for the rest of my life. In fact, the university has given me a life.”

For further information about studying Fine Art or Design at the University of Bedfordshire visit www.beds.ac.uk or call 01234 400400.
TV chef, Jamie Oliver’s ‘learn to cook and pass it on’ ethos has spread to Milton Keynes’ newest Indian dining venue, Calcutta Brasserie. Management at the Stony Stratford restaurant have been inspired by the TV chef’s Ministry of Food series. Now, the Calcutta Brasserie has decided to offer our city the same opportunity.

The Indian restaurant’s team of skilled chefs will hold cooking sessions for the public to give them a unique insight into traditional methods of cooking plus ingredients used, but ultimately it is aimed at encouraging people to cook for their own homes. Chef and proprietor, Subhojit Chakravarty said: “It is always special to go out and have someone cook for you but you don’t do this every night, which is why we want to help people cook for themselves when they’re at home. As well as being good for you, it’s also good fun and not as hard as some people imagine. Our classes demonstrate this.”

The restaurant will hold regular demonstrations, master key skills and learn the fine art of Indian cooking – then they will have a go for themselves. Subhojit adds: “Our classes are a great chance to learn something new, cultural and fun plus it’s something you can use as often as you like.”

The lessons will also be posted online for people to watch at home.

Join D4M at its city launch

An events company which tamed the millionaires of Dragons’ Den is looking city residents to perform with them at the end of the month. Bletchley-based D4M is looking for local singers, dancers and performers over 18 to join the team at their launch party on Thursday, October 30.

The launch follows D4M’s success in securing Duncan Bannatyne and James Caan’s cash on the BBC1 show, and its managing director Julia Charles recently winning Business Person of the Year at the Chamber of Commerce Awards. She said: “This is a very rare opportunity. The other week we were performing in front of thousands of people at the Madonna concert at Wembley stadium and then at a celebrity club opening in Cavendish Square, London. This is a very exciting time to join the team.”

Any interested in taking part in the launch party at Spice Lounge should send their details and photo to clare@d4mepromotions.com

The best entries will be invited to an audition but only one person will be chosen for the VIP launch.

Indian restaurant cooks up a ‘Jamie’

The Indian restaurant’s team of skilled chefs will hold cooking sessions for the public to give them a unique insight into traditional methods of cooking plus ingredients used, but ultimately it is aimed at encouraging people to cook for their own homes. Chef and proprietor, Subhojit Chakravarty said: “It is always special to go out and have someone cook for you but you don’t do this every night, which is why we want to help people cook for themselves when they’re at home. As well as being good for you, it’s also good fun and not as hard as some people imagine. Our classes demonstrate this.”

The restaurant will hold regular sessions throughout the year, depending on the popularity of the classes. All students will watch demonstrations, master key skills and learn the fine art of Indian cooking – then they will have a go for themselves.

Subhojit adds: “Our classes are a great chance to learn something new, cultural and fun plus it’s something you can use as often as you like.”

The lessons will also be posted online for people to watch at home.

To get involved, visit www.calcuttabrasserie.co.uk or call 01908 566577.
Great value offers to celebrate Diwali.

ASDA

Pillsbury Chakki Atta Flour 5kg £5 (10p per 100g), Carnation Milk 397g £1.20 (30.2p per 100g), Imperial Delhi Mix/Bombay Mix 400g £2.98 each (74p each), Natco Almonds 1kg £5 (50p per 100g). Subject to availability. Some products only available in selected stores. Selected products available online. Online prices may vary from those in-store. Fireworks only available to people aged 18 and over. We may ask you for proof of age. www.dti.gov.uk/fireworks

ASDA, BLETCHAM WAY, MILTON KEYNES.

A WIDE RANGE OF AUTHENTIC ASIAN & HALAL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE IN-STORE.
Ex-Stables boss is the toast of London

BY ROB GIBSON
rob@mknews.co.uk

A TOASTMASTER from Milton Keynes has been awarded the Freedom of the City of London. Ken Chaproniere, from Monkston Park, received the award at a special ceremony at Guildhall, London.

A well-known figure in the world of arts and fundraising, he was general manager of the Stables Theatre until 1988 and Wavendon All Music Plan for 10 years and is currently a trustee of the organisation with its respected founders Sir John Dankworth and Dame Cleo Laine.

Ken, 60, said: “It was a very proud moment for me. I was proposed by a member of the Common Council for the City of London and seconded by two livery men. They said I was a good character and the right sort for it. “It’s very meaningful.”

Ken was responsible for masterminding fund raising for many organisations in London, St Albans and Milton Keynes. He has also been associated with the BBC, the Milton Keynes City Orchestra, the Southern Arts Board and the London Bach Orchestra.

Recently, he became a professional toastmaster and is now in demand at private and commercial events across Herts, Beds and Bucks, officiating at weddings and public ceremonies.

Under the ancient rules of the city corporation, new Freeman can claim the right to ‘drive rocks across London Bridge without pay- ment and set up a market stall in the City without permission.’

The honour also allows the Freeman to carry an un-sheathed sword in public.

Today the prestigious award is still taken up by some 1,800 people every year and is open to all who are genuinely interested and meet the criteria set down.

Ken said: “I am really saddened to leave Milton Keynes Gallery which has provided me with such strong support and a wonderful opportunity. The last four and a half years have been an incredible journey of ambitious projects and landmark exhibitions which are fully reflective of the vision, courage and ambition of the city, both with great affection for Milton Keynes Gallery, but most of all about its exciting future ahead.”

Health and care event

AN event to raise the profile of health and care organisations is to be held in the clocking centre.

Local people are invited to attend the one-day event at the centre on Sunday later this month.

The new Milton Keynes LINK (Local Involvement Network) is hosting the ‘LINK 2 Health & Care’ event in Middleton Hall on Monday October 27.

There will be more than 60 organisations, including health and social care related community groups, local NHS Trusts, commercial and alternative health.

John Needham, chairman of the LINK executive committee said: “Health and care related voluntary organisations have an enormous range of skills and knowledge specific to their interests.

“We have found that giving these groups an opportunity to spread their messages to a wider audience can produce benefits for those people who were previously unaware of their existence.”

A free bus will be provided to transport those living in sheltered and supported housing residents to the event.

Something for the weekend

A HARDRESSER is calling for volunteers to take part in a World Record attempt.

Elia Lepere, owner of Ella Hair Salion in Broughton, will be attempting to cut 310 heads of hair in a 24-hour period for a Guinness Record, while raising funds for Milton Hospice.

The cutting will start at 9am on Saturday, November 8 and finish at 9am on Sunday, November 9 at her salon at 62 Tanfield Lane, Broughton Square, Milton Keynes.

To be part of this world record attempt, get your hair cut and support the hospice call Ella on 01908 694201.

Club staff charity walk

STAFF at a city night club will be taking on the grid system on foot to raise money for charity.

This October, Sunday 26 Buddha Blue will be holding its ‘2-Step Walk’ in aid of MK Sickle Cell & Thalassaemia Support Group.

The 10k sponsored walk, setting off at 1am, will take employees of the club to the far corners of the city centre and surrounding parks in a bid to increase awareness of the little known sickle cell disease.

The group will be sporting custom made T-shirts and carrying buckets to encourage the donations of passers-by.

Treats as Lizard returns

A CLUB night for learning disabled teenagers is returning to Milton Keynes.

After the success of its launch event in April, Sunday’s Lizard, a club night for learning disabled young people aged 13-17 years, will return on Tuesday, October 28 with a Halloween theme.

The night will have no tricks but loads of treats and will be a fantastic evening of music, dance and performance. Come in fancy dress from 7pm until 10.30pm at Buddha Blue Nightclub in the Theatre District.

Call 01908 678514 or visit www.inter- actionmk.org.uk
If to you a strenuous time in the bedroom means a stack of flatpacks and an allen key, move on. This is for those with better things to do: people only too willing to accept A. Five Furniture's assembly-service for our wardrobes with sliding mirror-doors. (Among our best-sellers, they fit almost any bedroom.)

We do much, much more than wardrobes, however. A. Five Furniture is surprisingly large showroom of every kind of furniture. Right now we have sale-priced items and full displays of dining furniture, living-room furniture and, of course, bedroom furniture. So no assembling, and no paying for it, either – at least not until October 2009.

Please come and see A. Five Furniture soon: if you've the strength to.

www.afivefurniture.com
Tel: 01525 721727
Enterprise Way, Maulden Road, Flitwick, Bedfordshire MK45 5BS.

OPENING TIMES:
MON - SAT 9.30am - 5.00pm
SUN 10am - 4pm

“A. Five can assemble the mirrored wardrobes. My man needs all his strength.”
MKANNOUNCEMENTS

Birthdays

Michael Rinaldi
Happy 18th Birthday on 25th October

Daniel Cooper
Happy 18th Birthday

Happy 18th and 21st Birthdays to Becca & Anna de Fortuna

Rebecca Milbourne
Happy 18th Birthday on 21st October

Carla Williams
Happy 18th Birthday Today

Sarah & Carl on 22nd October

Love from Andy, Niall & family

Love always, Kelly

Dr. Ian Mitchell
Happy 40th Birthday on 20th October 2008

To a wonderful husband and dad
Love Michelle, Tim and Addie

Victoria Young
18 on the 18th

Conratulations (All our love Mum, Dad and all the family)

Love Mum, Manuel, Kevin

Lots of love Mum & Kevin

Lots of love Mum & Kevin

Lots of love Mum, Dad & Adam

Love always Mummy & Daddy

Daphne Margaret Lee
Happy 50th Birthday on 20th October

Love and kisses from Mum, Dad, Angelina, Andrea, Scott, Nina, Andy, Alexis,
Dad Baby Ali Growen Up

Carla Williams
Congratulations on your 18th Birthday
With love from Andy, Helen, John and the family

Shay Jeffries
Happy First Birthday
22nd October 2008

Love always Mummy & Daddy

Louise Roberton
Happy 21st Birthday
22nd October

Love from Mummy, Daddy, Corey & Alexa

Lambert
Nah 18th October 2008.
Love from your grandmother, granadad, uncles and aunts

In Memoriam

Cristina Florio
21 Today

Love and kisses from Mum, Dad, Angelina, Andrea, Scott, Nina, Andy, Alexis,
Dad Baby Ali Growen Up

Sibylle Bennett
Died 21st October 1995

Your presence we miss,
Your memory we treasure,
Loving you always,
Forgotten you never.
Your ever loving wife Jean
and family

Dr. Ian Mitchell
Happy 40th Birthday on 20th October 2008

To a wonderful husband and dad
Love Michelle, Tim and Addie

Carla Williams
Happy 18th Birthday Today

Ready to Party
Lots of love Mum, Dad, Antoyn & Charlotte & family xxx

SHIRES MEMORIALS
Headstones - Plaques - Restorations

0800 917 3008
www.IFShire-memorials.co.uk

Christmas in the Black Forest

Celebrate the festive season in a fairy-tale land of pine and birch
tall-mounted mountains, crystal-clear lakes, spectacular waterfalls
and romantic valleys – an idyllic setting for an unforgettable Christmas break.
Includes • Return coach travel • Return channel crossings • 4 nights' bed
and buffet breakfast accommodation at a good standard hotel in the Black Forest
• Three evening meals, a light lunch on Christmas Day and Christmas
Turkey dinner • A visit to Freiburg • The services of a Tour Manager

Departs 23 December 2008 from £269.00

New Year Spectacular at Disneyland® Resort Paris

Magical! The most exciting, fun-filled, magical New Year's Eve ever,
Celebrated in Disneyland® Park, with a firework spectacular and a special
night of celebration at Europe's Happiest Place!
Includes • Return coach travel and Channel crossings • 2 nights' Bed & Breakfast
in a Paris area • A visit to Disneyland® Resort Paris with one day's admission to
the Disneyland® Park • Resort representation

Adults From £159.00
Kids From £105.00
Departs 30 December 2008

The York Christmas Fayre

A visit to your Christmas shopping off to a flying start with this overnight break
To the hugely popular St Nicholas Fayre in the heart of historic York.
The inner crafts, gifts, food, festive fun, musical entertainment, shops and stalls
all combine to create a really memorable weekend of Yuletide cheer!
Includes • Return coach travel throughout • 1 night's bed and full English
breakfast at a good hotel within one and a half hour's drive of York • A visit to
York's St Nicholas Fayre • A visit to Leeds • The services of a Tour Manager

Departs 29 November 2008 from £75.00

For a brochure - tick box(es) • Christmas in the Black Forest (EBX) • New Year at Disneyland (PDX) • German Valley Xmas (GMV) • York Christmas Fayre (YSF)
Complete and send this coupon to: Newmarket Holidays, FREEPOST KT7270, Worcester Park KT4 8BR [NO STAMP REQUIRED].

MKNEWS
Six of the best

The Parks Trust appoints new trustees as tree fellers get to work on the ‘Magic Roundabout’

SIX new trustees have been appointed to the board of The Parks Trust to help safeguard Milton Keynes’ green spaces and the trust’s assets and to shape the parks of the future.

Brigid Heywood, Mike LeRoy, Chris Shaw, Tim Skelton, David Thompson and Hefalene Whiteside will join a 21-strong board, which steers the policy and direction of the work of The Parks Trust.

The trust cares for 4,500 acres of parkland across the city, including Campbell Park, Willen Lake and Linford Wood.

As an independent charity it is funded completely through its property and investments.

These assets are worth over £70m and the trustees have to ensure that they are properly managed and that the income generated is well spent.

The Parks Trust is not only the city’s greatest asset but also one of the city’s biggest landowner but also the largest commercial landlords in the city.

Its breadth of activity and the scale of its financial assets require a broad range of highly experienced individuals with a successful track record in business leadership, environmental activity, property or land management.

David Foster, chief executive of The Parks Trust, said: "Milton Keynes’ parks and green spaces are one of the city’s greatest assets and the role of trustee is a huge responsibility. Appointing new trustees now will ease the succession of our existing trustees retiring in the coming years."

"We had a great response to our search for trustees and we’re extremely lucky to have enlisted the service of some highly respected people who care passionately about the parks and Milton Keynes. Each brings their own unique views and experience and will add their skills to the expertise of our existing board members.”

Each trustee is a volunteer and is appointed initially for a three year term.

**ELSEWHERE**
The Leylandi on the roundabout at Great Linford has been getting to grips with some of its tallest hedges.

The hedges had reached about eight metres tall and were being trimmed to a more manageable size.

Making a Will

Want to ensure your family’s future is secure?

With our large team of dedicated specialist solicitors we can ensure that your family’s future is not left to chance, by helping you to make a Will and advising on how best to organise your assets so you know that the right people will benefit and less is paid in tax. So call now and make an appointment to discuss your Will and effective planning of your estate be it large or small.

Dixon House
77-97 Marjor Street
Bedford, MK40 2SY
T: (01234) 353321
Contact: Karen Chase

Chancery House
199 Silbury Boulevard
Milton Keynes, MK9 1L
T: (01908) 696002
Contact: Teresa Dales/Steve Higham

60 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks, MK16 8AQ
T: (01908) 613545
Contact: Teresa Dales/Steve Higham

www.borneos.co.uk

Avanti Tiles & Bathrooms
“EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS SINCE 1989”

END OF LEASE SALE

OVER £1 MILLION STOCK MUST BE CLEARED!

FINEST QUALITY! LOWEST PRICES!

UP TO 70% OFF IN OUR CLEARANCE WAREHOUSE

All baths, basins, taps, showers, toilets, mirrors & bathroom accessories - 15% Off RRP

Biggest stockist of wall and floor tiles in Milton Keynes

Avanti
01908 225225 www.avantitiles.co.uk

Tiles & Bathrooms
Unit 16 Stacey Bushes Trading Centre, Milton Keynes

Open 7 days Monday to Friday 8.30am to 5.30pm Saturday 9.00am to 5.00pm Sunday 11.00am to 4.00pm

Want to ensure your family’s future is secure?

Too much clutter in your home? Did you know that you can now rent a garage with Milton Keynes Council for storing your domestic items? Alternatively you can still use it for storing your vehicle safely.

Even if you aren’t a council tenant you can still rent a garage, so why pay hundreds a month for a private company’s storage when you can use one of ours for under £11 a week?

Garages are available in the following areas (subject to availability):

- All the Bletchleys – ie West Bletchley, Far Bletchley, Central Bletchley, Fenny Stratford, plus Lakes Estate.
- Great Linford – Shenley Church End – Eaglesstone – Greenleys
- Little Woolstone – Newport Pagnell – Stony Stratford – Olney

With our new hassle-free applications process and prompt decisions it has never been easier.

For more information about how to start renting one of these, please call 01908 253446.

(Existing garage tenants wanting to use their garage for storage will need to contact their local housing office for a new tenancy agreement.)

(Garage rental is subject to Terms and Conditions)
A MOBO award-winning DJ wants to find Milton Keynes’s most ‘pimped ride’. Radio 1’s Tim Westwood will be judging the competition on Friday, November 7 before taking over the decks at Buddha Blue.

Then ‘The Big Dawg’, as he is known, will crown a winner from the city’s three best motors, before with the lucky owner winning a photo with Westwood next to their car and £100 cash. As host of MTV’s car-customising show Pimp My Ride UK, he will judge the best of the top three which will be lined up next to the club in the Theatre District.

Buddha Blue general manager, Robin Lyle, said: “We always like to come up with fresh ideas to keep Buddha Blue interesting, and we hope this is one the motor fans can get involved with. We are also delighted to be offering our customers another huge name as part of our commitment to bring top class entertainment to the city.”

To enter for Buddha Blue’s hottest ride, email a photo of your car and your contact details to info@buddhablue.co.uk or call 01908 241243.

RESIDENTS facing injustice due to inequalities, discrimination and prejudice were all issues tackled at an equality and diversity conference in Milton Keynes.

Representatives from community groups all attended the recent conference to demonstrate how, by forging closer links, different care organisations can help more easily break down the barriers holding back some people from fulfilling their potential in the city.

The conference was wide-ranging covering issues concerning age, race, faith, disability, sexual orientation and gender.

This follows the launch of the Commission for Equality & Human Rights last year that is tasked with helping organisations work more closely together on projects to deal with equalities.

To this end the conference was a milestone event to set out how partnerships could be achieved between MK Age Concern, Centre for Integrated Living, Council of Faiths, Equalities Council, Q-Alliance and Women at Work.

The conference was funded by Milton Keynes Council.

Keynote speaker was Gavin Anderson – the man behind last year’s Queen’s visit, Fringe Festival, and this year Celebr8 diversity parade.

Equality and diversity conference

You should have received your electoral registration form by now

If you have not received your form or have a query please call 01908 254706.

You should have received your electoral registration form by now

Come Along and Be Pampered

Professonal Nails By Qualified Technicians
★ Acrylic ★ Gel ★ Fibre ★ Nail Art ★ Glitters ★ Gems

50% OFF
This voucher can be redeemed for you to enjoy any hair or beauty treatments at half original price
Valid until October 31st 2008. Terms & Conditions Apply

Call us on
01908 643444
41 Queensway, Bletchley, MK42 2DR

You should have received your electoral registration form by now

If you have not received your form or have a query please call 01908 254706.

Equality and diversity conference

You should have received your electoral registration form by now

If you have not received your form or have a query please call 01908 254706.
HALF PRICE
Or Less

FINAL DAYS
TO SAVE

Andante - double divan set with a luxury tufted mattress. After event £499
Less Than
HALF PRICE
NOW ONLY
£189

...plus there's free credit on every bed!

Everyone you need for a great night's sleep...

Glasgow - double divan set with memory foam. After event £599
Less Than
HALF PRICE
NOW ONLY
£699

Fremont - panelled white wooden king-size bedstead. After event £399
HALF PRICE
NOW ONLY
£299

Abbot - upholstered electrically adjustable pocket spring single bed. After event £999
HALF PRICE
NOW ONLY
£499

Divan Sets from £99
Bedsteads from £79
Adjustable Beds from £499
Kids Beds from £79
Mattresses from £49
Bedroom Furniture from £69
Bedding from £3.99

Plus, we offer you... the lowest prices...next day delivery...and we’ll even collect & recycle your old bed

3 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
Over 180 Superstores www.dreams.co.uk 0844 5565 500

MILTON KEYNES
Winterhill Retail Park
Snowdon Drive MK6 1AZ
01908 676 737
Opposite DFS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

OTHER BRANCHES
Aylesbury 01236 421 400
Bedford 01234 326 894
Bedford 01234 465 216
Dunstable 01582 478 588
Luton 01582 508 441
Northampton 01604 631 978

Dreams
Britain's leading Bed Specialist

0% APR Typical

Next day delivery refers to stock lines only. Dreams Price Promise - see stores for details. Headboards are extra. Mattresses & bedding are extras on bedstands. After event prices apply after 3rd November 2008. Free Credit on every bed (0% APR). Minimum deposit 20%. Credit subject to status. This advert is the copyright of Dreams plc 2008.
CHILDREN from Milton Keynes have helped local construction company Morgan Ashurst to carry out a sod-cutting ceremony with Jessica Taylor, Fatia Mohammed and Liam Libby supervised by the Morgan Ashurst site team (L-R) Damian Wilkinson, assistant quantity Surveyor; Mark Lloyd, site manager; Peter Turner, contracts manager; Richard Everett, design manager; Frank Conway, project manager and Jamie Knowles, senior quantity surveyor.

They were joined by pupils from Oakgrove School for the future, where the new building will be constructed. The project is part of the Oakgrove School development scheme and will include three wind turbines to generate electricity around the clock and a photo-voltaic panel which, unlike a solar panel, directly converts the sun’s rays into electricity, will be placed on the school roof.

Any unused power will be sold back to the National Grid. A computer system will monitor temperature and when necessary, open and close huge rooftop vents. This will allow fresh air to circulate around the building.

Cladding the school in wood uses far less energy than methods for man-made materials, such as concrete. The school is due to be completed in next summer.
More Larkswood Autumn Offers!
SAVE 20% off our French Country Range

Pre-Christmas delivery available, call us to find out more!

Surrey & Henley Chair
THIS MONTH’S SPECIAL OFFER
FROM ONLY £195 each
NORMALLY £429 each
SAVE £234 each

Office Furniture
WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF OFFICE FURNITURE IN STORE NOW!
SAVE EEEEEE’S!
Come and visit our studio
We have plenty of stock!

MEGA DISCOUNTS on Recliner Chairs!
SALE PRICE FROM £355 each
Come and visit our studio
We have plenty in stock!

Westbury Sofa
LARGE £945
SMALL £855
LARGE SOFA Normally £2245 SAVE £1290
SMALL SOFA Normally £1125 SAVE £270

The Woburn
‘Tailored to fit range’
Designed for those who prefer a more tailored chair, the Woburn is available in 3 sizes: standard, compact & petite

Windsor Round Table
With 5 Sandby chairs with a fabric seat
NOW ONLY £795
Save over 20%!
NORMALLY £1015 SAVE £220
106cm round table extending to 146cm

New Ranges • Modern & Traditional Furniture • Extended Showroom

Opening times...
Mon - Fri: 9.30am - 5.30pm
Sat - Sun: 10am - 5pm

01908 583897
www.larkswood.net

We’re easy to find...
To Milton Keynes
Bedford Road
Bedford
Aspley Guise
Woburn Sands

Larkswood Limited
the trusted name in furniture
Larkswood, Bedford Road, Aspley Guise, Nr. Woburn, MK17 8DJ
VISIT OUR TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY SHOWROOMS
IN IDYLIC ASPLEY GUISE!
THE PERFECT WEEKEND DRIVE OUT!
A 28-YEAR-OLD woman has become the first NVQ qualified police constable in Milton Keynes. PC Laura Garside is the first to achieve national vocational qualifications level three and four in policing.

The qualification was introduced in August 2006 as a requirement for all new police students. There are currently another 49 students working to complete the two year course.

Each student undergoes a probation period and is tested on how they deal with incidents, members of the public including victims and offenders, and how they document the evidence.

PC Garside said: “The two years probation has been challenging, stressful and hard work, but this is where the hard work really begins. “I am looking forward to the challenges I will face and knowing I am helping Milton Keynes to be a safer place - that is greatest job satisfaction of all.”

Superintendent Gez Chiariello said: “I am very pleased for Laura. “The NVQ requires dedication and commitment, which is also essential in becoming a police constable.”

Thames Valley Police is recruiting police officers between October 6 and October 17.

For more information call 01865 840816 or visit www.thamesvalley.police.uk.
Bletchley is probably most famous for being the home of the Code Breakers - it was the location of Britain’s main code breaking establishment during the Second World War. Codes and ciphers of several Axis countries were deciphered at Bletchley Park, most importantly those of the German Lorenz machines. The high-level intelligence produced by Bletchley Park is frequently credited with aiding the Allied war effort and shortening the war.

So now it's your turn to live in the footsteps of those who broke the code back in World War II. We need YOU to Break the Code! Listed below are six hint questions with a numbered code on places in Bletchley. Each number represents a different letter in the alphabet. We have given you a small clue below to help break the codes. For example B = 6, L = 12, E = 5 etc. (We recommend you write down all 26 letters of the alphabet first and write the corresponding numbers underneath)!

To check if you managed to break the code properly, turn the page for all your answers. GOOD LUCK!

Clue: Bletchley = 6●16●9●24●7●12●16●9●3

Q1. We share the same name as the code machine. Crack the code for some special food and drink offers!

9.18.13.11.17.5 / 24.5.26.9.22.18

Q2. We are home to Colossus, the World's First Electronic Semi-Programmable Computer.

6.16.9.24.7.12.16.9.3 / 20.5.22.15

Q3. The friendliest club in the area. We are always ready to welcome new players to our 1st XV.

6.16.9.24.7.12.16.9.3

Q4. Bletchley’s premier food and drink establishment.

24.12.9 / 6.22.13.8.11.9 / 13.18.18

Q5. We can provide you with a wide range of beds & mattresses offering an old fashioned service and good value for money.

17 / 5.18.8 / 15 / 6.9.8.23

Q6. The only place to come for all your laundry services and cleaning needs.

1.12.5.22.10.23.12.8.9.7 / 8.22.3 / 7.16.9.5.18.9.22.22
THE reality of the first canal to be built in two hundred years has moved a step closer after council-lors approved the first cut. Bedford Borough councillors agreed to a proposal that will see the start of the Bedford to Milton Keynes canal being built in a year. The decision was set to be made in secret but when the council was asked whether to exclude the public no member seconded the motion and the process was made in the open. Construction company Balfour Beatty – which will be dualling the A421 up to junction 13 of the M1 – need clay soil to build the embankments alongside the new road and the easiest and cheapest way would be to dig what is known as a ‘borrow pit’ in the council-owned Berry Wood, Wootton, which is near the line of the road and the pit would become a lake. The council was given four alternatives as to how the work would be paid for. The construction company could pay £100,000 for the soil or it could build some infrastructure which could lead to the lake becoming a leisure amenity and harden up the access which its lorries would use to make a road. The third option was to convert the soil haul route into a canal link while the fourth was Balfour Beatty could cut the first length of the canal, up to 500 yards across Berry Farm, in return for the soil.

Introducing the proposal Bedford mayor, Frank Branston, said: “Some years ago this council said that it was behind the waterway and now is the time to do something about it. How would it look if, as soon as there was an opportunity to actually do something on the ground, we ran away from it? I doubt very much that the canal will be completed in my lifetime or possibly anyone else’s in this room but this is an opportunity that shouldn’t be missed.”

The Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway Group will now start work on getting planning permission and other details approved by September 30 next year and by Christmas 2009 the first length of the first new canal could be cut.
**Bletchley Home of the Codebreakers**

**Bletchley’s Best Kept Secret**

**Enigma Tavern**

*Free Wi-Fi* *Sunday Roasts £7.50* *Poker Night Thursday*

**Special Offers All Year Round**

- Fosters & Carlsberg £2 per pint
- Real Ale from £2 per pint
- 2 Meals for £7.50 deal
- VK bottles: 3 for £5
- Spirits - Double up for an extra £1

**Offer 1**

- **Free Drink**
- With Every MAIN COURSE

**Offer 2**

- **Buy One Get One FREE**
- On All Our REAL ALES

**Bring in this coupon to receive these great offers!**

- **Princes Way, (Next to the Bus Station)** Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK2 2EN. (01908) 645523

---

**Bletchley Park**

**BLITZWIGHT! Saturday 25th October 2008**

- Generously Sponsored by New City Heating
- Furfair, Fireworks, Barbecue!
- 6.30pm to 9.30pm
- Adults £5, Children £1
- Pay at the Gate - NO on-site parking
- Call (01908) 615644 - www.bletchleypark.org.uk

---

**Bletchley Rugby Club**

Welcome to BLETCHLEY Home of the Codebreakers

The Club for players and supporters who want to enjoy better Rugby in Milton Keynes and North Bucks

Manor Fields, Bletchley MK2 2HX

01908 372298

---

**The Bridge Inn**

**Menu Items marked with this logo**

2 for £10

Are available on our 2 for £10 special offer Monday to Friday 12 - 2pm & 6 - 9pm

12-14 Watling Street
Fenny Stratford
01908 379584

---

**Wharfside Dry Cleaning & Laundry Services**

SPECIAL OFFER

Dry clean 5 items for the price of 4!

1 WHARFSIDE, FENNY STATFORD, MILTON KEYNES, MK2 2AZ

01908 371181

---

**Milton Keynes Newest Bed Showroom**

Quality Beds, Old Fashioned Service

A large selection of beds always on display for you to try out.

With experienced staff to help you find the perfect bed for you

Unit 11, Stadium Business Court, Lyon Road, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK1 1EX
Tel: 01908 645649 Email: Info@mandkbeds.co.uk www.MandKbeds.co.uk
DO you crave Chinese while your partner insists on Indian food?
Are you a prawn cracker person while he is a poppadom lover?
Fear not, that’s why the Silk Road was created – to satisfy both worlds.
The Thai, Chinese AND Indian restaurant on Grafton Gate East (next to Staples) has become famous throughout the city for its authentic taste; created by an expert team of chefs from around the world.
To celebrate two years of a winning Thai, Indian and Chinese cuisine formula, Silk Road is giving away a three course meal for four accompanied by a bottle of fine wine. In addition, management have teamed up with Regency Executive Travel to offer the competition winner a chauffeur driven car from your home to the restaurant.
You and your friends will be picked up in style and escorted to the restaurant. Staff will see to your every need to make sure you have a night to remember.
When you’re ready to leave, your chauffeur will be waiting to take you home.
Once you’ve tried the Silk Road, we guarantee you’ll be back very soon. Whether it’s an Express Business Lunch (£5.95), an evening meal or the Sunday buffet (£10.95), the Silk Road has a flavour to suit every taste.
With just two months to go until ‘the big day’, it’s already the beginning of the Christmas party season.
Looking for somewhere to go? Look no further as Silk Road is perfect for entertaining – why not make it an extra special occasion and book a car with Regency Executive Travel?

HOW TO ENTER
To win a three course meal for four at the Silk Road with executive chauffeur travel to and from the restaurant, all you need to do is answer the following question:
From which continent is Silk Road’s menu based on?
Answers on a postcard to Silk Road competition, MK NEWS, 1 Diamond Court, Fox Milne, MK15 0DU or by e-mail to competitions@mk-news.co.uk
Please include your name, address and daytime telephone numbers.
First correct entries drawn win.
The editors decision is final and the closing date is October 29.
Half Price Sale on selected lines. Plus until 4th November 2008
Extra £100 Off on selected lines.
Free Until Easter 2009**
or up to 40 Months Interest Free Credit†

Elan - Double
Contemporary bedstead with cleverly designed floating headboard and solid hardwood frame with interesting ‘knuckle-joint’ features.
Usually £299.95 •
Sale Price £299.95
NOW ONLY £199.95
SAVE £100.00
Price for bedstead only.

Backcare Supreme - Double
With pocket springs - the ultimate orthopaedic bed!
Includes 2 drawers.
Usually £499.95 •
Sale Price £449.95
NOW ONLY £349.95
SAVE £150.00
Headboard and bedding available at extra cost.

Bellagio - Kingsize
Indulge in a feeling of opulence with this luxuriously styled brown leather headboard with soft sweeping curves.
After Sale Price £999.95 •
Sale Price £499.95
NOW ONLY £349.95
SAVE £650

Milton Keynes, Snowdon Drive, Winterhill
(within Harveys)
Telephone (01908) 235 680
Open 7 Days:
Late nights Mon, Thurs and Fri 10am-8pm.
Tues and Weds 10am-6pm.
Sat 9am-6pm. Sun 11am-5pm.

Bedford, Interchange Retail Park
(within Harveys)
Telephone (01234) 351 362
Open 7 Days:
Late nights Mon and Fri 10am-8pm.
Tues, Weds and Thurs 10am-6pm.
Sat 9am-6pm. Sun 11am-5pm.

The feeling of crisp cotton sheets on a Sleepmasters bed.

Only you know when it feels right.

At Sleepmasters we rate every bed by firmness and luxury to help you narrow down your search and find the one that feels right for you. No one wants to throw money away – that’s why it’s more important than ever to buy the right bed. And with many beds half price, the price will feel right too!

**On orders over £499 – stock items only. All finance subject to status. The Usually price is the price that was charged in the following stores from 04/06/08-01/07/08. Rotherham, Blackpool, Horwich, Nottingham, Farnham, Loughborough, Dunstable, Lichfield, Derby, Ashton, Bridlington, Taunton, Hereford, Gloucester, Huddersfield, Solihull and Neep. ● Aintree, Blackpool, Stockton, Barnby, Charlton, Orpington, Canterbury, Londonerry, Eastbourne, Hull, Nottingham, Watford, Teddington, Kegworth, Camborne, Harrogate and Altrincham. The After Sale price is the price that will be charged in the following stores from 24/11/08-22/12/08. ■ Warrington, Wakefield, Doncaster, Cribs Causenay, Huddersfield, Telford, Thurrock, Solihull, Norwich, Southampton, Bournemouth, York, Manchester, Wembley, Hexthorpe Abbey, Eastbourne, Swansea and Camborne. Extra £100 off ends 4th November 2008.

All beds may not be available in all stores. **On orders over £499 – stock items only. All finance subject to status. The Usually price is the price that was charged in the following stores from 04/06/08-01/07/08. Rotherham, Blackpool, Horwich, Nottingham, Farnham, Loughborough, Dunstable, Lichfield, Derby, Ashton, Bridlington, Taunton, Hereford, Gloucester, Huddersfield, Solihull and Neep. ■ Aintree, Blackpool, Stockton, Barnby, Charlton, Orpington, Canterbury, Londonerry, Eastbourne, Hull, Nottingham, Watford, Teddington, Kegworth, Camborne, Harrogate and Altrincham. The After Sale price is the price that will be charged in the following stores from 24/11/08-22/12/08. Warrington, Wakefield, Doncaster, Cribs Causenay, Huddersfield, Telford, Thurrock, Solihull, Norwich, Southampton, Bournemouth, York, Manchester, Wembley, Hexthorpe Abbey, Eastbourne, Swansea and Camborne. Extra £100 off ends 4th November 2008.

0% APR
DINA DISCOUNTS

Was £75.00
Now £37.50

Was £12.00
Now £6.00

Was £15.00
Now £7.50

Was £2.00
Now £1.00

Was £500.00
Now £250.00

All Fireworks Now Half Price!
All Fireworks Now Half Price!

Was £75.00
Now £37.50

Was £30.00
Now £15.00

Was £90.00
Now £45.00

Was £120.00
Now £60.00

Was £45.00
Now £22.50

Was £3.00
Now £1.50

Guy Fawkes
Opening Hours
Friday 31st October 9am to 8pm
Saturday 1st November 9am to 6pm
Sunday 2nd November 11am to 3pm
Monday 3rd November 9am to 8pm
Tuesday 4th November 9am to 8pm
Friday 5th November 9am to 8pm

Many More on Offer Come & Pick
your FREE Catalogue with Full Range
& Details
2A Cambridge Street, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK2 2TP
Tel: 01908 644747
With the current financial climate, you may be thinking about saving your pennies rather than spending them. However the following advertisers are offering some fantastic savings so you don’t have to! Whether it’s 10% off or BOGOF, there are a great range of offers available to suit you:

Take advantage of ‘What’s on Offer in MK!’ Grab your scissors and cut out the coupons!
Joanna Eden at the Stables – see inside

LINk2 Health and Care
27 October
Visit Middleton Hall and find out what kind of support you can access from 60 local Health and Social Care groups, and the services offered by Hospital, Ambulance and Primary Care Trusts.

Parent’s Information Day
28 October
Discover new ideas that could make family life and bringing up children that little bit easier. There will also be information about support services, workshops and courses relating to families.

The centre for seriously unmissable events

Lifestyle Interiors & Exteriors Show
23 – 26 October
Furnish your home with imaginative ideas on everything from designer kitchens and state of the art bathrooms to wood flooring and fireplaces. For even more inspiration, enjoy the home makeover demonstrations on Saturday at 10.30, 12.30 and 3.30 and on Sunday at 12.30 and 2.30.

leisure@mk-news.co.uk | phone 01908 689595
After a near-death experience, a socially awkward dentist, Bertram Pincus (Ricky Gervais) is pursued by ghosts – who all want something from him.

**BURNT AFTER READING**

Brad Pitt, George Clooney, Frances McDormand, John Malkovich, Tilda Swinton

A YOUNG father and his gung-ho assistant Chad. Did we ever say...? Apart from the convoluted and messy plot.

**INCENDIARY (15)**

Michelle Williams, Ewan McGregor, Angus MacFadyen

She begins an affair with newspaper journalist Jasper (McGregor), but her life changes forever when a terrorist attack hits an Arsenal match.

**EAGLE EYE**

Naomi Scott, Michelle Monaghan, Rosario Dawson, Billy Bob Thornton, Michael Chiklis

Second chance at fame when he’s invited to join a teen rock band. If you have kids between the ages of five and ten then chances are you’ll know about High School Musical in a big way already.

**FRIDAY NIGHT IN ROSENTHE (2008)**

A DOCTOR sets off on a trip to meet his long-lost brother, Jerry Shaw is framed as a terrorist. Arrested by the FBI, he is sprung by a female caller and cowered, along with a single mum, into going on a dangerous mission.

**IOR**

John Cusack, Steve Buscemi, Jennifer Coolidge, Eddie Izzard, John Cusse, Sean Hayes, Jay Leno

In a world filled with Mad Scientists and Evil Inventions, one talented evil scientist’s bunch-backed lab assistant has big dreams of becoming a Mad Scientist himself and winning the annual Science Fair. No show!

**THE ROCKER (12A)**

Raimie Wilson, Josh Gad, Christina Applegate

A FAILED drummer who is given a second chance at fame when he’s invited to join a teen rock band.

**COMPETITION**

MK NEWS has teamed up with Cineworld at the Xscape to offer readers the chance to win a pair of tickets to see the film of their choice. We have two pairs to give away.

**MK NEWS**

| www.mk-news.co.uk | October 22, 2008 |

---

**FILM REVIEW: BURN AFTER READING**

In my opinion no film makers in the last 20 years have made as many consistently interesting, intelligent and enjoyable movies as the Cohen brothers.

I offer Oh Brother Where Art Thou, The Big Lebowski, Fargo, Barton Fink, The Hudsucker Proxy, and the recent Country For Old Men as mighty examples. They have had one or two duds along the way, but mostly they deliver.

Anyway, onto their latest offering, a screenplay sploited with a seriously starry set of suspects – George Clooney, Bard Pitt and John Malkovich among them.

The plot begins when CIA analyst John Malkovich is called into a meeting and unceremoniously sacked. Instead of accepting the humiliation of a security downgrade, he ups and quits.

He breaks the news to his wife Tilda Swinton, and plans to exact revenge and make them millions by revealing all in his memoirs.

Little does he know she is about to run off with an overacting George Clooney and his new beard.

George’s beard is one of the main stars of the film and distracted me (not in a good way) from following the convoluted and messy plot. That’s my excuse anyway.

Brad Pitt enters the fray not long after a totally witless gym instructor and, much as I hate to praise him (what with being generally jealous and all), he’s the best thing in the film by some distance. These characters all get mixed up with each other as Malkovich’s script falls into Brad’s hands and everyone’s greedy plans to rip each other off unfold with supposedly offbeat and hilarious consequences.

Unfortunately it just doesn’t work. Most of them are trying waaayy too hard and the film is horribly self conscious and a bit too smug. Like all Cohen films it has a lot of style, loads of money thrown at it, plenty of odd characters and no shortage of ideas. It still doesn’t work though. It’s worth a look. (maybe on DVD though)
THE BIG DRAW IN THE PARK
Saturday, October 25, 2-7 pm
Campbell Park Events Plateau
Central Milton Keynes
This year, Milton Keynes Gallery will host their annual Big Draw event but with a difference. This year the event will be held in the great outdoors instead of the gallery – in marquees in the picturesque Campbell Park.

Join the friendly team, including professional artists, for free fun activities exploring alternative ways of drawing. Catering and toilet facilities will be on site.

No booking or experience necessary. This event is suitable for all ages. Free entertainment and displays of work made during the afternoon.

This event is organised by Milton Keynes Gallery and generously supported by the Parks Trust, Milton Keynes Theatre, Adult Continuing Education and Milton Keynes Science Festival. Admission FREE. Visit www.mk-g.org or ring 01908 676/980 for activity times and details.

4FT FINGERS
Plus The Remnants, RSL and Target Zero
Friday, October 24
These UK punk rockers went through several line-ups as well as name changes before they finally settled as 4ft Fingers. In 2001 the quartet recorded their debut album At Your Convenience with Martin Nicholls at Whitehouse Studios.

This was followed by a year of non-stop touring, earning the band the reputation as one of the hardest working bands in the UK. In early 2002 4ft Fingers signed to Goll Records and their second album From Hero To Zero was released.

After several line-up changes the band’s new album, New Beginnings of Old Stories will let everyone know they are back for business.

Tickets £7. Doors 7.30pm.
Magical Wedding Cars
Bringing the fairytale to life
For a Magical Wedding Day or any other special occasion such as anniversaries, birthdays etc. Please call 01908 615853 or 0777 4033511 www.magicalweddingcars.co.uk

AIRPORTS DIRECT
WE ARE THE PREMIER AIRPORT TRANSFER / TAXI COMPANY IN BUCKS
For all your Holiday & Business Travel needs!
T: 01908 22 55 23 or freephone: 0800 707 6003
E: info@airportdirectmk.com
www.airportdirectmk.com

HOT HEADS
Hair & Nails for Ladies & Gents
HALF PRICE SALE
Hot Heads the most exclusive HAIR and NAIL Salon in Fenny Stratford. Whilst the rest of the world puts its prices up we are cutting ours in half. Look beautiful from head to toe at ridiculously low prices!
HALF PRICE UNTIL 24TH DECEMBER ON PRODUCTION OF THIS LEAFLET!
Call now to treat yourself to the perfect cut and colour or a wonderful set of nails.
price excludes Hair Extensions and Product

The Parks Trust
Milton Keynes
Half-term Holiday Fun
Autumn Storytelling
Fantastic tree tales
Mon 27 Oct Howe Park Wood, 10.00, £2.50
Halloween Hocus Pocus
Crafts, games and spooky fun
Tue 28 Oct Campbell Park, 9.30 & 12.00, £2.50
Let’s Go Conkers!
Join the conker competition
Wed 29 Oct Tree Cathedral, 10.30, £2.50
Ghoulish Trails & Tales
Ghostly walks in the wood with spine-tingling stories
Fri 31 Oct Times vary please call to confirm, £3.00
Booking is essential please contact
The Parks Trust on 01908 255379
www.theparkstrust.com

HALF PRICE UNTIL 24TH DECEMBER ON PRODUCTION OF THIS LEAFLET!
Call now to treat yourself to the perfect cut and colour or a wonderful set of nails.

CHRISTMAS IS COMING
ARE YOU STILL GETTING FAT?
TIME TO CALL THE LOSE IT COACH AND PUT AN END TO THAT!
The lose it coach offers one to one consultations or small group meetings (men only meetings avail) a fantastic satisfying eating plan, motivation and nutritional information to help you make small effective changes.
Call 01908 488126 visit our website www.theloseitcoach.com or come along to our information meeting at Rents Hill Community Centre, Weds 29th Oct at 1pm to find out more!!

Quality, reliable leaflet distribution
Let us deliver your leaflets to between 1,000 and 12,000 homes across Milton Keynes and the surrounding areas.
Call our distribution team on 01582 390353 or email distributions@mk-news.co.uk for full details of areas covered and rates.

Christmas Fayre
Friday 31st October
To Sunday 2nd November
The centre:mk
Milton Keynes
Middleton Hall
(adjacent to John Lewis)
Opening Times
Friday 9.30am to 6.00pm
Saturday 9.30am to 6.00pm
Sunday 11.00am to 5.00pm

MKNEWS WHERE NEWS COMES FIRST IN MK
WWW.MK-NEWS.CO.UK
To advertise in your weekly guide to the best takeaways in Milton Keynes call 01908 242490

Mister Chef
Indian Takeaway & Balti Cuisine
Spice up your night with quality food at rock bottom prices.

FREE HOME DELIVERY
(On order over £7 within the Milton Keynes Area) minimum order £17 for Stony Stratford & Newport Pagnell

10% DISCOUNT
(On all collected order over £12 Not applied to set menus or Any other offer)

Special Offer 1
Order over £12.50 RECEIVE FREE
2 Chicken Tikka (st) or 2 Onion Bhaja (st) + 1 Bombay Potato, Mint Sauce & Onion Salad

Special Offer 2
Order 2 Balti Dishes RECEIVE FREE
2 Poppadom, 2 Chilli or Onion Bhaja or 2 Onion Bhaja (st) Bombay Potato, 2 Pilau Rice, 2 Nan, 2 Soft Drink, Mint Sauce & Onion Salad

KEBABS

Small £3.50
Large £4.50

Mega £8.50

Dinner (2 st) £6.50
Lamb (2 st) £6.50
Chicken (2 st) £6.50
Samosa (2 st) £3.50

CHICKEN

Tikka (st) £2.50
Chicken Tikka £4.50
Lamb Tikka £4.50
Seafood Tikka £4.50
Chicken Shashlick £2.50
Lamb Shashlick £2.50

BURGERS

Chicken £3.00
Beef £3.00
Vegetarian £3.00

CURRIES

Chicken £4.50
Lamb £4.50
Vegetarian £4.50

Biryani £3.50

Munna curry £3.50
Matar Curry £3.50
Methi Curry £3.50

Spicy Chicken Tikka £4.50
Spicy Lamb Tikka £4.50
Spicy Seafood Tikka £4.50

“Tastiest Food in MK, come and eat-in with us”

FREE DELIVERY £8 min. order, 3 mile radius, from 5pm. Open Fri-Sat 12-2am, Sun/Thur 12pm-12am
3 Stratford Road, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, MK12 5JL

To advertise in your weekly guide to the best takeaways in Milton Keynes call 01908 242490

Chef 01908 56 76 76
Open 5pm to Midnight and 1pm to 1am Weekends

“Sit back, relax and let our Chefs do the cooking...”

FREE BOTTLE OF DRINK WITH ORDER OVER £15

Mister Chef

Specials

CHEFZ SPECIALS
Chicken Tikka Masala £4.50
Garlic Whole Chicken £4.00
Fitran Josh £4.00

BASMATI RICE AND NAAN BREAD
Plaice Rice £2.00
Shrimp Rice £2.50
Naan £1.50
Kaana Naan Bread £1.80
Chilli Naan Bread £1.50
Garlic Naan Bread £1.70
Tandoori Roti £0.60

ACCOMPANIMENTS
Chutney £0.60
Mixed Green Salad £1.50
Raitha (sour cream or mixed) £1.80

DESSERTS
Apple Pie 90p
Fudge Cake £1.00
Strawberry Cheesecake £1.50
Cheesecake Pudding & Custard £1.80
Haagen Dazs 100g/500ml £1.70/£4.50

New - £3.99

Special Offer

Buy One Get One FREE upto same value

Buy One Get One FREE upto same value

FREE 1.5 Litre Soft Drink with every order over £15.00

Side Orders

Butter Chicken £3.50
Tandoori Chicken £3.50
Chicken Tikka £2.50
Balti Mix £2.50
Cottage Pie £2.50

To advertise here call 01908 242490

Food rating from MK Council

184

Open 4.30pm ’til late, free delivery most areas in MK
Minimum order £8.95

Phone 01908 677551 or 672221
Open Six Days 5pm-1am
Closed Tuesday

www.181manu.co.uk/misterechef
**DEALS**
Any Pizza, Any Size £6.99

**BUY 1 GET 1 FREE**
OR 10% OFF YOUR SINGLE PIZZA on delivery or collection

Buy any pizza and get a second one for the same price and style (up to a maximum value of £9.99). Only on large and extra large pizzas.

**PARTY DEAL**
2 XL Pizzas + Spare Rib & Wedges + Garlic & Bread Drink £17.99

**MEAL FOR TWO**
Large pizza, Chicken Wings or Potato Wedges plus a bottle of drink £16.99

**MEAL FOR ONE**
Regular Pizza, Garlic bread or Potato Wedges plus can of drink £6.99

---

**SPECIALITY PIZZAS**

- **Mushroom & Onions**
  - £8.95 £11.95 £13.95
  - Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers & Sweetcorn

- **Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Onions, Sweetcorn**
  - £8.95 £11.95 £13.95

**STANDARD**

- **Tomato, Cheese, Ham & Pineapple**
  - £7.95 £10.35 £12.95

**DELIVERY**

- **Order**
  - 01908 313535

**ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS**
- £1.00 (£2.00 if added to the original price)
- On your Miloken Keyes
- All day 11.30am - 12.30am Fri Sat 11.30am - 2.30am

---

**SPECIALS**

- **Hot Tator**
  - £5.00

---

**DESSERTS**

- **Green Salad**
  - £2.50

- **Coleslaw**
  - £1.50

---

**DRINKS**

- **Potato Skins (5pcs) with cheese**
  - £4.95

- **Jalapeno Peppers Cream cheese (6pcs)**
  - £3.95

---

**EXTRA TOPPINGS**

- **Extra Toppings**
  - £1.00 (£2.00 if added to the original price)
  - On your Miloken Keyes
  - All day 11.30am - 12.30am Fri Sat 11.30am - 2.30am

---

**BUY ONE - GET ONE FREE!**

**NOTE:** No other discounts apply with this promotion & prices are subject to change without notice. **BUY ONE PIZZA & GET ONE PIZZA** (of same or lower value) FREE
Diversity is Toronto’s strength

The Canadian city of Toronto is cool, cultural, vibrant and classy - a perfect location for the Lumino Festival 2008 which celebrates arts and creativity and hosts 136 events over ten days.

To give you an idea of its size and population, the city is the fifth largest in the world in its second year and is already drawing sponsors from the likes of Intel.

If the infamous Toronto Film Festival closes the season then its little sister Lumino surely opens it - and with pure style too.

Toronto is home to 5.8 million people and a large chunk of them enjoyed Lumino and like me went to yard. Dundas Square in the heart of the city to watch the Count Basie Orchestra accompanied by jazz sensation 14-year Nicky Vanosky kick off proceedings during a colourful open-air party.

Wow, that girl can sing.

Then after a few drinks and dances, on to possibly the most glamorous event I have ever attended - a gala party in the Royal Ontario Museum hosted by Giorgio Armani.

A perfect introduction to Lumino was followed by a perfect introduction to its host with a guid- ed tour by charismatic Bruce Bell (Brucebelltours.com) who showed us around the magnificent city. It was an early start and I knew why when the temperature had already reached 23 degrees by 9.15am.

Bruce explained some of the provincial capital of Ontario's history, much of which includes mimicking English architecture.

Way back in history the old Torontarians, with the assistance of their British cousins, tore down much of what occupied the land to make way for the awe-inspiring skyscrapers that still exist.

Although a little controversial the demolition job was needed to secure the city's future and put it firmly on the architectural map where it remains today.

Over the decades Toronto has evolved into a place that is cosmopolitan and international. It’s one of the world’s most diverse cities by virtue of its multicultural population - around 50 per cent of the population were born outside Toronto, which is widely regarded as one of the most desirable places to live on the planet.

It’s easy to believe this as you walk around. In spite of its gigantic population and more than its fair share of tourists, Toronto feels safe. Crime figures are comparatively low and it has a relaxed vibe that you may not even imagine.

Hailing a cab is easy and getting around by taxi, subway or tram is convenient and cheap.

There’s a great rhythm of paths underground in downtown Toronto - 68km to be precise - which links the subway stations to a maze-like shopping centre. Basically it’s an entire city underground so when the sub-zero temperatures kick in (it can get as low as -10°C on a bad day in winter) shoppers don’t have to risk contracting frost bite for the sake of enjoying a bit of retail therapy.

The skyline is dominated by the CN Tower a landmark that can be used as a sort of compass to direct you.

There are masses of other skyscrapers but none quite as large as the CN Tower which, until fairly recently was the world’s tallest man-made structure before Dubai built The Burj.

You must go to the top even if you are a bit scared of heights. The view showcases the city as the tower dwarfs hundreds of other buildings at 1,815 feet 5 inches from base to tip. And if you’re feeling really brave stand on the glass floor.

And Niagara Falls is an hour-and-half away from downtown Toronto. The Niagara River separates the Canadian Province of Ontario and the State of New York and I rec- ommend a ride on The Maid of the Mist boat which gets you up close to the waterfalls.

You are careful for the full-length blue waterproof handed out on board as remaining dry is not an option.

I don’t know if it shows but I was impressed with this place. A great holiday destination with so much going for it - and a great time to plan your trip would be during next year’s Lumino Festival which I’m sure will be bigger and better than the one I enjoyed.

GAYNOR SELBY
MK JOBS FAIR 2008

Exhibition Guide
Wednesday 29th October 9.30AM - 7.30PM

FREE ADMISSION
Hilton Hotel
Timbold Drive, Kents Hill Park,
Milton Keynes, MK7 6HL

Recruitment Training & Education Exhibition.
Career and Job Opportunities for All

Confirmed Exhibitors:
Milton Keynes Council
Royal Airforce
MK College
Walton High School
Army Careers
Kaplan Training
Allstaff Recruitment
Learn Direct
D & P Recruitment
Buckingham University
Oriflame Cosmetics
Warden Hill Motoring
thecentremk
Hilton Hotel

FREE PARKING
Whoever you are, whatever your ambitions, you can achieve them in the Army.

With over 140 trades and 10,000 jobs on offer there is something to suit everyone – whether you join full time as a Regular, or in your spare time as a Territorial. You will have the opportunity to have fun, get stuck in and create life-long friends. It’s not all tough work; adventure training and sport such as white water rafting and mountaineering provide plenty of action. The Army will also help you develop yourself and your career, equipping you with the skills necessary to advance and training to gain professional qualifications.

The Army recruit both men and women aged between 16 and 33 into seven career groups - Combat; Engineering; Logistics & Supply; Intelligence; IT & Comms; HR and Finance; Medical and Musical and Ceremonial.

For further information please contact your local Army Careers Information Office in Milton Keynes call 01908 674 722 or visit www.armyjobs.mod.uk.

Milton Keynes Maths Initiative

The national shortage of well qualified Maths teachers is news to no one. But one school’s answer to the problem certainly is!

Walton High, recently reconfirmed as ‘outstanding’ by Ofsted, is committed to providing opportunities for graduates to earn while they learn by expanding its Graduate Teacher Programme for potential teachers. Graduates with Maths related degrees are invited to train at Walton High and other local schools, thus ensuring that the young people of Milton Keynes have access to a high quality Maths education. Well qualified and enthusiastic graduates could begin training in January and be qualified to teach before the end of 2009. Recent research indicates that teachers are far more likely to show high levels of enjoyment in their job; to be fulfilled and to experience a sense of achievement through working with young people.

For further information on this exciting initiative, please contact Walton High on 01908 677 954 or email recruitment@waltonhigh.org.uk

THE UNIVERSITY OF BUCKINGHAM

* Your local university
* Over 30 years experience offering a traditional 3 year degree in 2 years
* Places available for January start Top university 3 years running in National Student Satisfaction Survey

For more information contact:
The University of Buckingham
Buckingham MK18 1EG
Tel: 01280 820313
Milton Keynes Council has number of opportunities for people who want to broaden their careers in a growing city.

We’re creating a truly world-class city here. A city that is a great place to live and work with new infrastructure, transportation, housing, education social care and planning projects in place. What better place is there to be if you want to work on a range of interesting projects that will affect the future of Milton Keynes. In a growing city your skills will create a real difference reflecting not only the new challenges and tasks that you will encounter in your career but also to the future of the city.

To find out about the job opportunities available please visit www.thelplacetobe.info

Milton Keynes is one of the fastest expanding and most attractive cities in the country. But you won’t just be enjoying our excellent theatre, superb shopping, scenic parks, countless lakes and endless woodland. You’ll also relish the challenge to make a difference every day with a truly innovative and dynamic council.

We need everyone from Administrative Assistants to Teachers, Social Workers and Planners, and we’ll give you all the space you need to grow – plus a great work life/balance, brilliant benefits and family-friendly policies.

Quite simply, this is the place to build your future. To discover why, learn more and apply online at www.thelplacetobe.info, where you can read about new vacancies every day. We’ve even got absorbing information on career development, training, the New Deal and much more. So go there now – and get set to grow here.

Milton Keynes Council. The place to be.

Since joining, my teaching career has really developed. The ongoing support and encouragement really help you to feel valued and appreciated as an employee – Zoe, Course Leader, Art, Design & Media

Milton Keynes College is leading the way as an education provider. To compliment our outstanding facilities, we also strive for the highest levels of service to provide our learners with the ultimate educational experience.

Providing vocational, academic, professional and higher education courses at 4 Milton Keynes based campuses, plus a huge offender learning programme across numerous prisons and young offenders units, we offer a huge number of teaching, support and management careers.

We’re looking for people to join our professional workforce of 1,300 employees. So if you’re looking for an exciting career, with an excellent benefits package and training to match, look no further.

Jobs at Milton Keynes College, Whatever your Direction
Oriflame, the natural Swedish cosmetics company, are undergoing a major relaunch in the UK and Ireland having just moved their Head Office back to Milton Keynes.

Oriflame produces high quality natural skin care products at exceptionally good value prices and internationally are quickly establishing themselves in the cosmetics field with over 1.5 million consultants and a £1 billion turnover. Here in the UK the Company is going from strength to strength and is currently recruiting in all parts of the UK and Ireland.

Vacancies exist for both full and part-time people and the career opportunities within the business have never been better. Oriflame prides itself not only on its products but also on the superb training and support that it offers to all its Consultants.

This training ranges from general product knowledge to fully fledged beauty and make-over training. Its Research and Development facility, based in Dublin, is a state of the art facility that ensures that Oriflame stay at the forefront of innovative skin care research. If you would like to know more about our fabulous products or are interested in the business opportunities that we have to offer then visit us at the Milton Keynes roadshow on 29th October.

WARDEN HILL SCHOOL OF MOTORING LTD

We are a local, well-established and rapidly expanding business comprised of two Companies: The Driving Instructor College (a Driving Standards Agency recommended Training Establishment approved by ORDIT (The DSA’s Official Register of Driving Instructor Training), and Warden Hill School of Motoring, now one of the largest Driving Schools in the Country.

We are currently looking for smart, responsible and enthusiastic people to work as Driving Instructors and to join a team of friendly, professional people. You can work locally and can earn up to £30,000 pa.

Your training will be carried out in Milton Keynes or Luton around your present job/commitments (fast track available). You will be guaranteed a teaching position once fully qualified (training with us does not obligate you to join us). Please also apply if you are partly or fully qualified.

Our aim is to give an excellent service and to give our instructors a personal level of help and support and to this end we endeavour to be flexible in both our training and financial terms. Please contact us for further details at our stand at The Milton Keynes Jobs Fair on Wednesday 29 October 2008, or as follows:

Tel: 0800 7835953
Email: info@whsom.com
Website: wardenhillschoolofmotoring.com, thedrivinginstructorcollege.co.uk

Allstaff Recruitment Solutions is an independent recruitment consultancy that has been established in Milton Keynes for the past two years and has another branch in Bedford town centre.

We are able to offer a high level of tailored solutions to both clients and candidates along with excellent customer service. At Allstaff we understand that finding the right people is the most critical challenge faced by businesses in today’s climate. The team is made up of established recruitment specialists, with an extensive knowledge of employers and trends in the Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire areas. All members of the Allstaff team, pride themselves on giving both clients and candidates an exceptional service when recruiting and searching for new opportunities. Willing to go the extra mile to assist local clients and built a strong candidate database. Being a leading provider of office, industrial, retail and catering solutions, the Allstaff brand is synonymous with quality. The team are able to concentrate on specific industries offering expert advice, honest feedback and a friendly service.

Our emphasis on partnerships is one of the reasons we believe we have been so successful in winning long-term contracts with a range of prestigious and respected organisations. If you are a client looking to recruit or a candidate looking for a new role, call or email:

01908 242500
Email: mkjobs@allstaffrecruitment.co.uk
Website: www.allstaffrecruitment.co.uk

PERMANENT VACANCIES

Field Sales Account Manager £20-£30,000
French Account Manager £25-£35,000
Administrator £12-£15,000
Senior Auditor DOE
Telesales Executive £17-£20,000
Customer Service £17,000
Warehouse Operative £14,700

TEMPORARY VACANCIES

Long and Short & Term Administrators
Customer Service
Retail Assistants
Catering staff
Warehouse Operatives Days and Nights - Jun 13
Reach/VNA/Counterbalance Drivers - Various shifts

Email: mkjobs@allstaffrecruitment.co.uk
Tel: 01908 242500
Website: www.allstaffrecruitment.co.uk
Looking for a fresh challenge? have you considered one of the many
different career paths the Royal Air
Force has to offer?

Careers range from engineers to pilots, from lawyers to administrative officers. It also offers a number of sponsorship opportunities to sixth-formers, university students and cadets for those wishing to become medical and dental officers. Formal qualifications are not always necessary, with aptitude being tested as part of the application process.

A benefits package includes competitive rates of pay, substantial retention bonus and opportunities for travel, adventurous training and sport, free medical and dental care and an organisational commitment to your continual development.

For details of all career opportunities call the RAF careers Officer Luton on 01582 724805 (RAF) or visit www.raf-careers.com

Education From The Best Training Centre

Some of the courses available include:

- Basic Skills – Maths and English
- Technical Computing – Networking, Operating Systems, Programming
- Business – Marketing, Financial Management, Customer Care, Working In Teams, Project management, Personal Development and many more
- Accounts – Sage Accounts and Payroll

National qualifications are available in

- Maths and English (City & Guilds certificates),
- in IT (the European Computer Driving Licence),
- in Accounts (Associate Membership of the Institute of Certified BookKeepers),
- in management (Institute of Leadership and Management) and
- in Food Hygiene (Royal Institute of Public Health)

Best Training now also offer National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) in:

- Customer Service;
- Business and Administration;
- IT (the ITQ)

Learners at the Best Training Centre are adults between 18 and 80, and come from a wide variety of backgrounds. Some are studying for pleasure and others to get into work, to change career, or to gain a valuable qualification. In most cases the government will help those taking Maths and English by paying all their course and exam fees. There is sometimes some help available with the costs of Computer courses – this depends on your personal circumstances. Fees for Business courses are charged but set at affordable levels; and many students on an NVQ programme can have their fees completely paid.

Get in touch with Best Training today on 01908 239251 or 10908 261204. They are always happy to help you in
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The skillcentre : mk is a high quality training provider
ideally located in Central Milton Keynes which since 2003
has been providing training courses at affordable prices
to businesses and individuals in the Milton Keynes area.

The skillcentre : mk aim’s to ensure clear progression routes to lifelong
learning providing responsive training solutions which aim to satisfy both
the needs of business and the individual learner.

Originally funded by the Learning Skills Council the skillcentre : mk has dedicated training facilities and specialised team of trainers delivering courses with recognised qualifications up to NVQ level 3. Also available are bespoke courses designed by highly trained staff to meet
an individual company’s requirement. Although most courses take place at the dedicated

The skillcentre : mk facility, some can be delivered on client site.

Whether you’re a small business with just a handful of staff members, or a large company
employing thousands, skillcentre : mk can help you meet your business objectives through
top level training. Staff development. From one day short courses and multi-day qualifications, to bespoke train-
ing programmes – we can help you find the perfect course.

To find out more visit us at Stand or contact Jackie Small on: Tel: 01908 608067
email:jackie.small@skillcentremk.co.uk
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Looking for a new Job?

We have the solution
Breaking it down into manageable pieces giving you the best chance to access 1000’s of great opportunities for you...

log on to: www.mk-news.co.uk/jobs
Can you handle loads of money?

You can with an AAT accountancy qualification from Kaplan Financial

Looking for a career with great prospects – and the chance to handle some serious money - then an AAT qualification from Kaplan Financial could take you there!

The AAT is awarded by the Association of Accounting Technicians and you can use it to launch a rewarding career in finance and accountancy.

You’ll handle it better with Kaplan Financial in Milton Keynes.

You can achieve your AAT as an apprentice on the NVQ route or study a Diploma. Either way, with Kaplan Financial’s renowned tuition you’ll be expertly guided every step of the way. And remember, if you decide to study the apprenticeship route, it now attracts government funding* so you could get your course for free, no matter what age you are.

To find out what it’s all about:
Call: 01908 201127 and quote AAT/MK/07
Text: ‘Tell me about AAT’ to 81025
Email: miltonkeynes@kaplan.co.uk
Web: www.kaplanfinancial.co.uk/miltonkeynes
*Subject to certain terms and conditions

D & P Recruitment Specialists are happy to be taking part in the MK News Jobs Fair. We are recruiting for new and existing Companies in Milton Keynes and the surrounding area.

We are urgently seeking candidates for Customer Service Vacancies, Telesales, Accountancy, Legal, PA/Secretarial, HR & HR Administrators, Graphic Design, Mechanical Design Engineers, Warehouse Personnel and HGV Drivers, Drivers Mates and Delivery Agents. Our City is growing and has a need for experienced and highly skilled personnel so if you are looking for a new Career or have recently been made redundant we welcome you to our stand to talk about current vacancies. Our company opened in Milton Keynes in 1980 and we have been lucky to achieve continual growth throughout our 28 years. We have seen recessions and economic slowdowns but in spite of all this Milton Keynes continues to be the envy of many other cities and something we should all be proud of. We look forward to meeting you.

Sonia Coleman
Chief Executive
D&P Recruitment Specialists
Tel: 01908 309637/201182
Email: sonia@dandp.uk.com
visit www.dandp.uk.com www.completelylegal.co.uk www.accountancyandfinance.co.uk
www.jobsmk.co.uk

The Hilton Milton Keynes is Ideal for Business or Pleasure.

Located in Kents Hill Park, this modern hotel is close to most local attractions and businesses, with easy access from all major routes into Milton Keynes. It also boasts an impressive range of on-site facilities, all manned by a friendly Hilton team. Recently refurbished as part of a multi-million pound project, the hotel offers spacious and modern bedrooms, flexible air conditioned conference space and our contemporary café Cino lounge bar.

It all adds up to the perfect mix of comfort and professionalism that you would expect from a Hilton Hotel.

As part of the worldwide Hilton Family of brands, the Hilton Milton Keynes offers some fantastic career opportunities. Whether you are looking for a career in front of house services, sales, revenue, conference and events or fitness with our Livingwell team, the Hilton Milton Keynes has the perfect opportunity for you.

The award winning recruitment agency
Established in 1980

“Passionate about people”
We are passionate about recruiting and pride ourselves in working with the highest quality of permanent and temporary staff. Our goal is to ensure job satisfaction competitive pay and a positive work experience.

Specialist desks include...
Customer Service, Telemarketing,
Accountancy, Commercial, HR, Legal, Logistics and Driving

Contact
Milton Keynes 01908 608090
Bicester 01908 631515
Kempton 01234 840644
Rugby 01788 826954
sonia@dandp.uk.com
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MK JOBS FAIR 2008

Wednesday 29th October
9.30AM - 7.30PM
FREE ADMISSION

FREE PARKING
Hilton Hotel
Kents Hill Park Milton Keynes
MK7 6HL

Recruitment Training & Education Exhibition
Career and Job Opportunities for All
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Finding love has never been so easy! call now to place your FREE ad on
0800 092 6407

Finding love has never been so easy! call now to place your FREE ad on

http://www.mk-news.localdates.co.uk

How do I...
...place a FREE ad?
call 0800 092 6407

Remember to leave your mobile number, so you will be contacted when you are left a message.

A photo will increase your chances of finding your perfect match!

...answer to an ad?
call 0911 374 0222*

Have your pin & box numbers ready, as you will need both of these to pick up your messages.

...view a photo?
If an ad has a # next to it, then this advertiser has posted a photo. To view a copy of the photo to your mobile, text MKNISP<space>email address to 88300*. Or send in your photo by email to: support@jmediauk.co.uk with your Mailbox & PIN number.

If the advertiser in this has not left a phone number, why not leave them a voice message saying you are interested in seeing their picture?

...upload a photo?
Send in your photo to 0779 366 6363 followed by your mailbox number/season then your photo will be on the site.

...use TextMatch?
Too busy to phone? Then try our Text Service SendChat262 to 8800* and get chatting today!

...reply by Post?
If an advert has this symbol #, then they are happy to receive a postal reply. Please send in an envelope, addressed to the box number you like. Place this envelope in a further envelope addressed to Magnet Postal Media UK Ltd, The Bench, 20-24 King's Bench Street, London SE1 7LG. Please include a cheque or P.O. for £5.00 per box. Make payments payable to LSN Media

...get some help?
call 0207 928 4422

Open Mon-Fri, 8am 9pm. Alternatively, you can email us at support@mjkiaudio.co.uk

How do I...
...use TextMatch?
Type your Service sendChat262 to 8800* and get chatting today!

How do I...
...place a FREE ad?
call 0911 374 0222*

Simple, just follow the link below and add input your details.

How do I...
...access my responses?
call 0911 374 0222*

Have your pin & box numbers ready, as you will need both of these to pick up your messages.

How do I...
...view a photo?
If an ad has a # next to it, then this advertiser has posted a photo. To view a copy of the photo to your mobile, text MKNISP<space>email address to 88300*. Or send in your photo by email to: support@jmediauk.co.uk with your Mailbox & PIN number.
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Open Mon-Fri, 8am 9pm. Alternatively, you can email us at support@mjkiaudio.co.uk
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Leave your 20 word advert - make it a good one!
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**MKBUSINESS**

**Powerful and collective voice for all businesses**

**Milton Keynes Partnership**

Chairman, Dr Ann Limb, has praised the powerful and collective voice of leadership following her appearance as guest speaker of the new Milton Keynes Business Leaders Partnership.

Dr Limb, who attended the first dinner event of the organisation, said it was vitally important to meet members: “I was impressed by the commitment and the energy shown during the evening and the level of interest in taking the city forward. The fact that the business voice is working in partnership is really critical. I believe that talking with MKBLP will help people understand that we at MKP are committed to business.”

She said it was important to have an umbrella organisation like MKBLP to bring together the leaders of different sized companies, so that the business community had a powerful, collective voice of leadership that represented a range of enterprises.

MKP plays a key role in the decision-making processes that have ensured jobs are created and retained in the city. Recent examples are Domino’s, River Island and the whole of the Magna Park development – and it is important to listen to the kind of business development that is wanted and to help ensure that, where possible, these developments continue to take place during tougher economic times.

MKBLP chairman Philip Smith was delighted with the success of the evening, he said: “This was an excellent start to the new organisation’s agenda and I’m grateful to Ann for giving up her time to talk to us. Her comments began a lively no holds barred but constructive discussion about some of the key issues for MK. Most importantly, it enabled us to see how business needs to get its point across in the right places and how crucial our role is in ensuring that MKP and other decision makers are listening.”

In conclusion, Dr Limb said: “We’ve seen an example tonight of a contribution towards building up the confidence and the intellectual capital of the city. “Here you have people with abilities and skills, commitment and vision, sitting round the table debating, sharing ideas and seeing how it can be taken forward.”

Milton Keynes Business Leaders Partnership is a limited company established in September to identify and promote business interests and the needs of the Milton Keynes business community at large by influencing key decision-makers.

**Environmental awards**

The new £8.8m Milton Keynes Business Centre has gained two top BREEAM Awards, after being environmentally rated in assessments and construction.

At the awards ceremony, Phat Pasty Co ended up as runners up in the independent category. The judges commented that they were impressed by the innovative and fun business that Phat Pasty Co had developed.

They were also impressed by the professionalism of the business and the funky Phat Vans, which have been developed exclusively for the business.

The Phat Pasty Co has just added its fifth Phat Van in Milton Keynes. The distinctive vans visit over 200 businesses in Milton Keynes and Bedford each day with an extensive range of traditional handmade Cornish pasties, homemade soups and sandwiches, baguettes, wraps, ciabattas, bagels and salads.

The original idea was conceived by Laura Clark who said: “We are delighted to reach the finals of such a prestigious award in just our second year of operating the business. We have a great team and are passionate about delivering the very best lunch to our customers. Everyone who sees the funky Phat Vans loves them. Our challenge now is to replicate this across the UK.”

**Spa-king award**

Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Spa and Management Training Centre has made it to the finals of the prestigious World of Learning Awards in the category of Training Venue of the Year.

The company has also won the Gold Award in the Spa of the Year category, at the East Midlands Enjoy England Excellence Awards 2008/09.

**Top enviro awards for new business centre**

The new £8.8m Milton Keynes Business Centre has gained two top environmental awards, after being commended as a sustainable development that minimises environmental impacts.

A BREEAM Environmental Assessment Award gave offices at the Milton Keynes Business Centre a ‘very good’ rating following a rigorous independent review of design and construction.

Workshops at the Centre were also highly rated in assessments and gained a further Award.

Capital Enterprise Centres (CEC) have developed the centre in an environmentally sensitive way from the outset and managing director Peter Boam said the company was delighted to have received the Awards.

He said: “We have an outstanding site at Linford Wood and we wanted to create a campus style business park that would meet all the needs of modern businesses while seeking to minimise environmental impacts. “Our aim was always to use environmentally friendly systems wherever possible and to ensure that the Milton Keynes centre met high standards in sustainability.”

**Top enviro awards for new business centre**

THE new £8.8m Milton Keynes Business Centre has gained two top environmental awards, after being commended as a sustainable development that minimises environmental impacts.

A BREEAM Environmental Assessment Award gave offices at the Milton Keynes Business Centre a ‘very good’ rating following a rigorous independent review of design and construction.

Workshops at the Centre were also highly rated in assessments and gained a further Award.

Capital Enterprise Centres (CEC) planned to develop the centre in an environmentally sensitive way from the outset and managing director Peter Boam said the company was delighted to have received the Awards.

He said: “We have an outstanding site at Linford Wood and we wanted to create a campus style business park that would meet all the needs of modern businesses while seeking to minimise environmental impacts. “Our aim was always to use environmentally friendly systems wherever possible and to ensure that the Milton Keynes centre met high standards in sustainability.”

**New office for telecoms co**

HAYS Telecoms has opened a new office in Silbury Boulevard, CMK, in order to meet increased demand in the region.

The office will enable its team to provide a better, more localised service to employers and candidates.

Lee Chant, managing director at Hays Telecoms, said: “We are looking forward to being better equipped to meet the high level of requirements in the area. This office will service a substantial part of central England.”

**Lunchtime legends**

THE Phat Pasty Co reached the finals of the prestigious Lunch! Retailer of the Year Awards, held at Old Billingsgate, London.

At the awards ceremony, Phat Pasty Co ended up as runners up in the independent category. The judges commented that they were impressed by the innovative and fun business that Phat Pasty Co had developed.

They were also impressed by the professionalism of the business and the funky Phat Vans, which have been developed exclusively for the business.

The Phat Pasty Co has just added its fifth Phat Van in Milton Keynes. The distinctive vans visit over 200 businesses in Milton Keynes and Bedford each day with an extensive range of traditional handmade Cornish pasties, homemade soups and sandwiches, baguettes, wraps, ciabattas, bagels and salads.

The original idea was conceived by Laura Clark who said: “We are delighted to reach the finals of such a prestigious award in just our second year of operating the business. We have a great team and are passionate about delivering the very best lunch to our customers. Everyone who sees the funky Phat Vans loves them. Our challenge now is to replicate this across the UK.”

**Spa-king award**

Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Spa and Management Training Centre has made it to the finals of the prestigious World of Learning Awards in the category of Training Venue of the Year.

The company has also won the Gold Award in the Spa of the Year category, at the East Midlands Enjoy England Excellence Awards 2008/09.

**Top enviro awards for new business centre**

THE new £8.8m Milton Keynes Business Centre has gained two top environmental awards, after being commended as a sustainable development that minimises environmental impacts.

A BREEAM Environmental Assessment Award gave offices at the Milton Keynes Business Centre a ‘very good’ rating following a rigorous independent review of design and construction.

Workshops at the Centre were also highly rated in assessments and gained a further Award.

Capital Enterprise Centres (CEC) planned to develop the centre in an environmentally sensitive way from the outset and managing director Peter Boam said the company was delighted to have received the Awards.

He said: “We have an outstanding site at Linford Wood and we wanted to create a campus style business park that would meet all the needs of modern businesses while seeking to minimise environmental impacts. “Our aim was always to use environmentally friendly systems wherever possible and to ensure that the Milton Keynes centre met high standards in sustainability.”

**Top enviro awards for new business centre**

THE new £8.8m Milton Keynes Business Centre has gained two top environmental awards, after being commended as a sustainable development that minimises environmental impacts.

A BREEAM Environmental Assessment Award gave offices at the Milton Keynes Business Centre a ‘very good’ rating following a rigorous independent review of design and construction.

Workshops at the Centre were also highly rated in assessments and gained a further Award.

Capital Enterprise Centres (CEC) planned to develop the centre in an environmentally sensitive way from the outset and managing director Peter Boam said the company was delighted to have received the Awards.

He said: “We have an outstanding site at Linford Wood and we wanted to create a campus style business park that would meet all the needs of modern businesses while seeking to minimise environmental impacts. “Our aim was always to use environmentally friendly systems wherever possible and to ensure that the Milton Keynes centre met high standards in sustainability.”

**Managed quality workspace from £225 per month at Milton Keynes Business Centre**

Discounted monthly licence fees fixed until June 2009

Our new business centre at Linford Wood offers modern managed office, studio and workshop units on easy in - easy out monthly licence, with state-of-the-art telephone and internet access, on-site support services, free parking, high-tech security systems and much more.

Call 01908 698700 or visit www.capitalspace.co.uk
A SPACIOUS and well proportioned detached property situated in Aspley Guise with mature south facing gardens, on a plot approaching one third of an acre. The property has been subject to extensive extensions and refurbishment and comprises reception hall, lounge, family room, good size open plan kitchen/dining/day room, study, rear lobby, cloakroom, utility room, five bedrooms, two en suites, family bathroom, garage and extra parking with gardens backing onto woodland.

Price £895,000 freehold
Beasley & Partners, 6 High Street, Woburn Sands.
Tel 01908 282820.
E-mail justask@beasley-partners.co.uk
www.beasley-partners.co.uk
Executive Homes
Ask about our London Link
EXECUTIVE HOMES OFFICE
436 Midsummer Boulevard
Tel: 01908 240981
email: mkexec@taylorscountrywide.co.uk

£88 Million
You would be forgiven if you thought this sum referred to a government bail-out of another financial institution. Its actually the value of property sold STC during July, August & September 2008 by our group in the Milton Keynes area.

Over 450 buyers understood and acted in the current housing market, a market where house prices are significantly lower than a year ago, coupled with even more competitive mortgage rates.

Now is a great time to buy.

Downhead Park
O.I.O. £400,000

This unique property is situated on a generous plot in the leafy location of Downhead Park which boasts:
* Two terraces * An indoor swimming pool and entertainment area * Private gated driveway and gardens to front and rear * Three reception rooms * Kitchen/breakfast * Four bedrooms * En suite and family bathroom * Parking for approx 10 vehicles and double garage.

Woolstone
£525,000

Well presented detached residence which boasts:
* Three reception rooms * Kitchen/diner * Six bedrooms * En suite to master bedroom * Good size plot * Double garage * Enclosed frontage.

Shenley Lodge O.I.O £400,000

Well presented seven bedroom property which boasts:
* 3 reception rooms * Kitchen/breakfast * Four bathrooms * Double garage
* Gardens
* Must be viewed

Whalley Drive O.I.O £400,000

An immaculately presented five bedroom detached which boasts:
* 3 reception rooms * Kitchen/family room
* Two en suites * Situated on private plot * Beautifully landscaped gardens * Wrought iron gated access to the gravel driveway.

Emerson Valley
O.I.O £350,000

Situated on a large plot in a cul-de-sac ‘off road’ location close to parkland in Emerson Valley this property boasts:
* 3 Reception rooms * Kitchen/family room * Four bedrooms * En suite * Substantial block paved parking * Double garage * Large front and rear gardens.

Giffard Park O.I.O. £300,000

This spacious detached family home is set in approximately 1/4 acre which boasts:
* Detached double garage * Three reception rooms * En-suite to Master and second bedroom * Gardens * Scope for extending.

Newton Longville O.I.O £300,000

A well presented and excellently located detached property which boasts:
* Three reception rooms * Kitchen/breakfast * Conservatory * Four bedrooms * En suite and family bathroom * Double garage * Rear garden overlooking open paddock land.

Hanslope
O.I.O. £375,000

A rare opportunity to purchase a detached bungalow in a rural setting which boasts:
* Private and generous plot * Block paved parking for numerous vehicles * Lounge * Farmhouse style kitchen/diner with log burning fireplace * 4 bedrooms/reception rooms * Utility and 3 bathrooms.

Reaching the London Market
Exposure your property to London, national and international buyers through our extensive marketing with John D Wood & Co.

• Exposure on the leading property websites
• Greater market profile for your property to generate more viewers
• Network of 14 London offices
• Peace of mind that your property is being exposed to the widest market

01908 240981 www.taylorsestateagents.co.uk/london
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Grange Farm         | £169,995 | * Three Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Kitchen  
|                     |        | * Lounge/Diner  
|                     |        | * En Suite to Master Bedroom  
|                     |        | * Single Garage  
|                     |        | * Off Road Parking  
|                     |        | To view call 01908 678151                                               |
| Walnut Tree         | £114,995 | * One Bedroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen  
|                     |        | * Bathroom  
|                     |        | * Poplar location                                                       |
| Kingsmead           | £204,995 | * Four Bedroom Townhouse  
|                     |        | * Double Glazed  
|                     |        | * Gas Boiler heating  
|                     |        | * En Suite to Master Bedroom  
|                     |        | * First Floor Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * No upper chain                                                        |
| Monkston            | OIEO £360,000 | * Five Bedroom Detached Property  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Studded Windows  
|                     |        | * Spacious living area  
|                     |        | * Front & Rear Gardens                                                   |
| Willen              | Guide Price £230,000 | * Four Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen  
|                     |        | * Bathroom  
|                     |        | * Popular Location                                                       |
| Great Linford       | OIEO £160,000 | * Three Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * Enclosed Rear Garden  
|                     |        | * Double Glazed  
|                     |        | * Off Road Parking                                                       |
| Caldecotte          | OIEO £275,000 | * Four Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Dining Room  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * Family Bathroom & En-suite  
|                     |        | * Front & Rear Gardens                                                    |
| Shenley Lodge       | £185,000 | * Three Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * Family Bathroom & En-suite  
|                     |        | * Off Road Parking & Garage                                                |
| Giffard Park        | £220,000 | * Three Bedroom Detached  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen  
|                     |        | * Lean To  
|                     |        | * Dining room  
|                     |        | * Bathroom  
|                     |        | * En-suite  
|                     |        | * Garden  
| Bradwell Village    | £145,950 | * Three Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Shower Room  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/Breakfast Room  
|                     |        | * Study  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Bathroom  
|                     |        | * Gardens  
| Bradwell            | £146,950 | * Three Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Dining Room  
|                     |        | * Kitchen  
|                     |        | * Bathroom  
|                     |        | * Gardens  
| Emerson Valley      | £134,995 | * Two Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * Family Bathroom  
|                     |        | * Double Garage  
|                     |        | * Front & Rear Gardens                                                    |
| Neath Hill          | OIEO £160,000 | * Three Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * Family Bathroom & En-suite  
|                     |        | * Fitted Gas Boilers  
|                     |        | * Front & Rear Gardens                                                    |
| Bancroft            | OIEO £230,000 | * Four Bedroom Semi Detached  
|                     |        | * Downstairs Cloakroom  
|                     |        | * Lounge  
|                     |        | * Kitchen/diner  
|                     |        | * Family Bathroom & En-suite  
|                     |        | * Fitted Gas Boilers  
|                     |        | * Front & Rear Gardens                                                    |
Shenley Brook End £139,995
* Two Bedroom Property
* End of Terrace
* Kitchen
* Lounge/Diner
* Family Bathroom
* Front & Rear Gardens
* Off Road Parking
* Call 01908 524456!

Furzton £274,995
* Four Bedroom Detached Property
* Study & Utility
* Kitchen, Lounge & Dining Rooms
* Conservatory
* Master Bedroom with En-Suite
* Downstairs Cloakroom
* Gardens & Double Garage
* Call 01908 524456!

Emerson Valley £139,995
* Two Bedroom Terraced Property
* Lounge/Diner
* Kitchen/Diner
* Separate Lounge
* Bathroom
* Gardens
* Make an Offer: 01908 524456!

Lakes Estate £94,950
* Three Bedrooms
* Mid Terrace
* Double Glazing
* Central Heating
* Kitchen/Diner
* Lounge & Dining Room
* Separate Bathrooms
* Gardens
* Off Road Parking
* No Upper Chain!

Grange Farm £185,000
* Four Bedroom Detached Property
* Entrance Hall
* WC/Shower Room
* Lounge/Diner
* Kitchen/Breakfast Room
* Master Bedroom with En-suite
* Front & Rear Gardens
* Off Road Parking
* Call 01908 524456!

Furzton £129,950
* Two Bedroom Terraced Property
* Entrance Hall
* Kitchen
* Lounge
* Family Bathroom
* Front & Rear Gardens
* Driveway providing ORP
* No Upper Chain!

Trees £135,000
* Three Bedrooms
* Double Glazing
* Gas to Radiator Heating
* Lounge & Dining Room
* Kitchen
* Downstairs Cloakroom
* Gardens
* Off Road Parking
* No Upper Chain!

Whaddon Way £155,000
* Three Bedrooms
* Semi-Detached
* Double Glazing
* Kitchen & Dining Room
* Conservatory
* Refitted Bathroom
* Driveway & Garage
* No Upper Chain!

Westcroft OIEO £49,995
* One Bedroom Apartment
* Entrance Hall
* Open Plan Living Area
* Balcony
* En-suite Bathroom
* Off Road Parking
* 50% Share
* Call 01908 524456!

Tattenhoe OIEO £150,000
* Three Bedroom Property
* Semi-Detached
* Kitchen/Diner
* Dining Room
* Downstairs Cloakroom
* Master Bedroom with En-suite
* Front & Rear Gardens
* Garage
* Toview call 01908 370861

Middlesex Drive £150,000
* Three Bedrooms
* Semi-detached
* Central Heating
* Double Glazing
* Lounge
* Bathroom
* Outside
* Off Road Parking
* No Upper Chain!

Saints £164,995
* Four Bedrooms
* End of terrace property
* Lounge
* Kitchen
* Dining Room
* Bathroom
* Large Rear Garden
* To view call 01908 524456!

Emerson Valley OIEO £160,000
* Three Bedroom Apartment
* Entrance Hall
* Lounge
* Kitchen
* Separate Bathrooms
* Gardens
* Make an Offer: 01908 524456!

Kingsmead OIEO £200,000
* Four Bedrooms
* Kitchen/Breakfast Room
* Dining Room
* Downstairs Cloakroom
* Master Bedroom with En-suite
* Front & Rear Gardens
* Garage
* Call 01908 524456!

Fenny Stratford £159,995
* Two/Three Bedrooms
* 1930’s Style Terrace
* Central Heating
* Double Glazing
* Separate Reception Rooms
* Inner Lobby
* Bathroom
* Gardens
* Make an Offer: 01908 524456!

Stoke Road £165,000
* Three Bedrooms
* Detached Bungalow
* Double Glazing
* Separate Reception Rooms
* Lounge, Dining Room
* Shower Room
* Garage
* Make an Offer: 01908 524456!
**Wolverton** £239,995

- Four bedrooms
- Spacious living accommodation
- Extended semi-detached 1930s property
- Refitted kitchen
- Refitted bathroom
- Conservatory
- Ensuite
- Front & rear gardens
- Off road parking

**Old Stratford** O.I.E.O. £175,000

- Three bedrooms
- Double glazing
- Gas to radiator heating
- Cloakroom
- Ensuite to master bedroom
- Front and rear gardens
- Off road parking
- Single garage

**Hanslope** £159,995

- Three bedrooms
- Double glazing
- Gas to radiator heating
- Cloakroom
- Garage

**Wolverton Guide Price** £220,000

- Three bedrooms
- Extended and very well presented
- Refitted kitchen
- Separate reception rooms
- Double glazing
- Ensuite to master bedroom
- Front & rear gardens

**Wolverton Mill Offers In Excess Of £175,000**

- Three bedrooms
- Double glazing
- Gas to radiator heating
- Cloakroom
- Ensuite to master bedroom
- Front and rear gardens
- Off road parking
- Single garage

**Old Stratford** £175,000

- Three bedrooms
- Double glazing
- Gas to radiator heating
- Cloakroom
- Garage

**Wolverton** £234,995

- Four bedrooms
- Period style property
- Refitted kitchen
- Refitted bathroom
- Front & rear gardens
- Garage

**Wolverton Guide Price** £100,000

- Two bedrooms
- Double glazing
- Gas to radiator heating
- Refitted kitchen
- Refitted bathroom
- Rear garden

**Bradville** Guide Price £100,000

- Two bedrooms
- Spacious property
- Double glazing
- Refitted kitchen
- Refitted bathroom

**Wolverton** £169,995

- Three bedrooms
- Detached
- Double glazing
- Gas to radiator heating
- Front & rear gardens
- Garage

**Stony Stratford** £199,995

- Two bedrooms
- Very Well Presented
- Refitted Kitchen
- Refitted Bathroom
- Gas to Radiator Heating
- Garage
- Off Road Parking

**Old Stratford** £174,995

- Three bedrooms
- Semi-Detached
- Double Glazing
- Large Garden
- Off Road Parking

**Wolverton** £109,995

- Two bedrooms
- Maisonette
- Well presented
- Gas to radiator heating
- Refitted bathroom
- Refitted kitchen
- Communal gardens

**Old Stratford** £174,995

- Three bedrooms
- 1930s Style
- Semi-Detached Home
- Double Glazing

**DUETO A HIGH LEVEL OF SALES, WE NEED MORE PROPERTIES TO SELL IN AND AROUND STONY STRATFORD. NEED TO MOVE THEN CALL US NOW! ON 01908 563825.**

**www.mortgagescountrywide.co.uk**

**www.taylorsestateagents.co.uk**
NEWPORT PAGNELL OFFICE
87 High Street, Newport Pagnell
Tel: 01908 611966
email: newportpagnell@taylorscountrywide.co.uk

OLNEY OFFICE
26a Market Place
Tel: 01234 713333
email: olney@taylorscountrywide.co.uk

Newport Pagnell £154,995
* Three bedrooms * Semi detached
* Double glazing * Gas to radiator heating
* Front & rear gardens * Garage
* Tel: 01908 611966

Newport Pagnell £199,995
* Four bedrooms * Semi detached
* Lounge * Kitchen/Diner
* Bathroom * Rear Garden
* Annexe with en suite
* Call Now On 01908 611966

Newport Pagnell £129,995
* Three bedrooms * Lounge
* Dining room * Rear garden
* NO UPPER CHAIN * 01908 611966

Lavendon £219,950
* Two Bedroom Detached Bungalow
* Kitchen/Diner
* Gardens To Front And Rear
* Single Garage * Village Location
* No Upper Chain * Tel: 01234 713333

Grendon £329,950
* Four Bedrooms * Stone Built Property
* Village Location * Re Fitted Kitchen
* Re Fitted Bathroom * Landscaped Rear Garden
* No Upper Chain * Tel: 01234 713333

Harrold £174,995
* Two Bedroom Semi Detached
* Village Location
* Downstairs Cloakroom
* Two Double Bedrooms
* Single Garage
* No Upper Chain
* Tel: 01234 713333

Turvey £189,950
* Semi Detached * Three Bedrooms
* Lounge/Diner * Fitted Kitchen
* Gardens * Integral garage
* Call Now On 01234 713333

Turvey £239,950
* 2 Bedrooms * First floor apartment
* Lounge/Diner * Kitchen
* En-suite & Shower Room
* Garage * Communal Gardens
* No-upper chain * 01234 713333

Irchester £199,995
* Four Bedrooms * Lounge
* Dining Room * Fitted Kitchen/Breakfast Room
* En-suite * Front & Rear Gardens
* Garage & Driveway
* Call Now On 01234 713333

Great Linford £174,995
* Three bedrooms * Chalet style home
* Detached property
* Very well presented * Double glazing
* Gas to radiator heating
* Downstairs Cloakroom * Rear Garden
* 01908 611966

Blakelands £249,995
* Four bedrooms * Detached family home
* Double glazing * Gas to radiator heating
* Ensuite to bedroom one * Garage
* Off road parking * Private rear garden
* 01908 611966

Turvey OIEO £299,950
* Four Bedrooms
* Lounge & Dining Room * Kitchen with Utility
* Conservatory * Ensuite to master
* Front & Rear Gardens * Lounge and off road parking
* Call Now on 01234 713333

Olney £144,995
* Two Bedroom
* Lounge
* Bedroom
* Front & Rear Gardens
* Downstairs Cloakroom
* No Upper Chain
* Call Now On 01234 713333

WOW!!
Because we are selling so many houses subject to contract at the moment, we urgently require more homes to sell! Call us today for a free market appraisal on 01908 611966

www.mortgagescountrywide.co.uk
www.taylorsestateagents.co.uk
NEW HOMES OFFICE
436 Midsummer Boulevard

TRADITIONAL 4 BED HOME £220,000
Situated on a newly released development on the edge of Milton Keynes with quick access to the M1. This amazing 4 bedroom home with drive through to parking boasts a separate dining room and large lounge with doors to the back garden.

MOVE NOW WITH PART EXCHANGE! £299,995
Rarely do we offer a traditional two storey family home like this. Spacious 2nd floor lounge with dining room and a family room from the kitchen. With the 4 bedrooms the master has an en-suite with separate shower and there are 2 further bathrooms with separate WC. Driveway and garage, or for a little more a double car park offered. Situated on popular area on the edge of west Milton Keynes. The development is away from main roads and backs onto the north bucks bridal way with countryside beyond.

AMAZING VALUE!! £99,995
Not shared ownership, not shared equity, full ownership of a brand new 2 bed apartment for this ridiculous price! Situated in West Milton Keynes, with easy access to M1. Great for first time buyers. Call Taylors New Homes now for more information!

HUGE 5 BED NEAR TRAIN STATION £390,000
Rarely crafted brand new five bedroom detached property with the accommodation set over 3 storeys. Boasting a kitchen/diner, 2 separate reception rooms including a 19’2” lounge. Upstairs there are 3 bedrooms and a bathroom. Outside there is a single garage. For more information on this amazing property please call the New Homes specialists now!

STUNNING 4 BEDROOM DETACHED £350,000
This stunning detached home is offered with double garage, boasting a spacious downstairs and large bedrooms with an abundance of fashion suites. The first floor accommodation also has two Juliet balconies. Situated on the fringe of east Milton Keynes with excellent access to M1 (Junction 14) and offering popular school catchments. (Internal photos from Showhome).

HUGE APARTMENT!! £138,995
This spacious 2 double bedroom, 2 bathroom apartment is bigger than some 3 bedroom houses at 888sqft. Ideally located with a short walk of the train station. The development offers private residents garden and allocated parking. This is one of the best value new apartments in Milton Keynes. Hurry before it sells!!!

BALCONY OVER THE LAKE! £275,000
Amazing setting to relax on your large balcony. This 4 bedroom home with study has veranda accomodations with carport and garage. Situated in a new area just on the south tip of Milton Keynes. Offering excellent access to Loughton Buzzard, Aylesbury or AS destinations. Access to central Milton Keynes is via the fast A5 dual carriageway.

IMPOSING EXECUTIVE HOME £430,000
This L-shaped house has all the traditional trappings of a 2 storey home. A 21ft lounge with 2 further reception rooms, spacious kitchen/family with utility, four double bedrooms with en-suites to 2. Dressing area to the master, separate shower in the bathroom and a double garage with generous driveway outside. Set in a popular West Milton Keynes area with sought after schooling, and a local centre a short walk away.

VILLAGE LOCATION £235,000
Just 2 miles from Milton Keynes within easy reach of Junction 13 of the M1. A new development centred by an established lake. Rarely available 3 bedroom home with south facing garden. Special incentives for this plot inc. professional landscaped and decked rear garden, high gloss ceramic floor to kitchen and contemporary kitchen appliances.

FANTASTIC TRADITIONAL HOME £289,950
Seldom do we see normal 2 storey, 2 separate reception, kitchen/breakfast, utility with driveway and garage. So rare as well that the area is in popular West Milton Keynes with good schooling and local centre a short walk. Arrange to see our fully furnished Showhome, key in office. Part exchange available!

TRADITIONAL 4 BEDROOM DETACHED £290,000
Boasting 4 double bedrooms and a bathroom with shower cubicle as well as an en-suite. This family size home is ideally situated on the fringe of Loughton Buzzard with easy access to Aylesbury. As flat stable or north Hampstead. *INCLUDES 5% DEPOSIT PAID, 3% STAMP DUTY AND MOVING COSTS!!
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TAYLORS LETTINGS OFFICE
436 Midsummer Boulevard

CASTLETHORPE £625pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this 2 bedroom property situated in the popular village location of Castlethorpe. The property is offered unfurnished and available immediately.

DEANSHANGER £995pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this four bedroom semi detached property situated in the much sought after area of Deanshanger. This property is offered unfurnished and is available immediately. Must be viewed!

CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES £800pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this 1 bedroom Fifth floor furnished apartment situated in the popular Hub development of Central Milton Keynes. The property is available immediately. Please call the lettings team to arrange a viewing appointment. 01908 393924

CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES £800pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this stunning 1 bedroom Penthouse apartment situated in the popular Hub development of Milton Keynes. The property is furnished and available now! Please call the lettings team to arrange a viewing appointment. 01908 393924

IS YOUR PROPERTY STILL SITTING EMPTY?
IF SO, CALL TAYLORS AND ADVERTISE TO THE WIDEST POSSIBLE AUDIENCE!
01908 393924
cmk.residentiallettings@taylorsestateagents.co.uk

GRANBY £450pcm

Taylors Lettings are pleased to offer this 1 bedroom property situated in the popular ‘Broughton’ area of Bletchley. The property is unfurnished and available immediately. Must be viewed!

BLETCHLEY £800pcm

Taylors Residential Lettings are delighted to offer this well presented three bedroom semi-detached property situated in the highly sought after ‘South Lawnes’ area of Bletchley. The property is unfurnished and available from 15th November 08. Must be seen!

BLETCHLEY £750pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this 2 bedroom semi-detached property situated in the popular ‘Broughton’ area. The property is available immediately and is unfurnished.

CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES £750pcm

Taylors Residential Lettings are delighted to offer this stunning two bedroom apartment located in the popular ‘Broughton’ area of Milton Keynes. The property is unfurnished and available immediately. Must be viewed!

BROUGHTON £725pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this well presented three bedroom semi-detached property situated in the popular ‘Broughton’ area of Milton Keynes. The property is available immediately and is unfurnished.

BROUGHTON £725pcm

Taylors Residential Lettings are delighted to offer this stunning two bedroom apartment located in the popular ‘Broughton’ area of Milton Keynes. The property is unfurnished and available immediately. Must be viewed!

Central Milton Keynes £750pcm

Taylors Lettings are delighted to offer this three bedroom semi-detached property situated in the much sought after area of ‘Giffard Park’. The property is offered with furnishing optional and is available at the end of October.

www.taylorsestateagents.co.uk

Call for a FREE Rental Valuation

Tel: 01908 393924
email: cmklettings@taylorsestateagents.co.uk
WOLVERTON MILL
OFFERS IN EXCESS OF £200,000
FOUR BEDROOM LINK DETACHED PROPERTY
MASTER BEDROOM WITH EN-SUITE
SEPARATE RECEPTION ROOMS
ENCLOSED REAR GARDEN
GARAGE & CARPORT
TEL: 01908 406951

BRADVILLE
FOUR BEDROOM DETACHED PROPERTY
SEPARATE RECEPTION ROOMS
GARDENS TO FRONT & REAR
GARAGE & DRIVEWAY
BACKING ONTO ALLOTMENTS
TEL: 01908 406951

WALNUT TREE
£249,995
FOUR/FIVE BEDROOM DETACHED PROPERTY
CLOAKROOM
SEPARATE RECEPTION ROOMS
CONSERVATORY
ENCLOSED REAR GARDEN
OFF ROAD PARKING

MONKSTON PARK
£135,995
TWO BEDROOM GROUND FLOOR MAISONETTE
LOUNGEDINER
MASTER BEDROOM WITH EN-SUITE
GARAGE & OFF ROAD PARKING
PHOTO SHOWS BLOCK

BLETCHLEY
£114,995
FOUR BEDROOM PROPERTY
CLOAKROOM
KITCHEN/BREAKFAST ROOM
ENCLOSED REAR GARDEN
OFF ROAD PARKING

NEATH HILL
OFFERS IN EXCESS OF £110,000
TWO BEDROOM FIRST FLOOR MAISONETTE
DOUBLE GLAZING (WHERE SPECIFIED)
GAS CENTRAL HEATING (WHERE SPECIFIED)
LOUNGE/DINING ROOM
GARAGE PROVIDING OFF ROAD PARKING
GARDEN

WOBURN SANDS
£179,950
THREE BEDROOM TERRACED PROPERTY
TWO RECEPTION ROOMS
CONSERVATORY
ENCLOSED REAR GARDEN
TEL: 01908 606951

MONKSTON PARK
£119,995
THREE BEDROOM PROPERTY
KITCHEN/BREAKFAST ROOM
ENCLOSED REAR GARDEN
OFF ROAD PARKING
NO UPPER CHAIN

BRADWELL COMMON
£154,995
THREE BEDROOM END OF TERRACE PROPERTY
CLOAKROOM/UTILITY ROOM
KITCHEN/BREAKFAST ROOM
EXCLUDED REAR GARDEN
OFF ROAD PARKING
TEL: 01908 406951

PUBLIC NOTICE
40 FARMBOROUGH, NETHERFIELD, MILTON KEYNES, MK6 4HG.
We are acting for the mortgagees and have received an offer of £59,950 on the above property. Any interested parties must submit any higher offers in writing to the selling agent before an exchange of contract takes place.

WE URGENTLY REQUIRE TWO BEDROOM HOUSES FOR GENUINE WAITING BUYERS.

Call Today for a free Market Appraisal
WilsoPeacock Estate Agents
635 Midsummer Boulevard, Central Milton Keynes, Bucks MK9 3BQ
T 01908 606951  F 01908 230456  E miltonkeynes@wilsonpeacock.co.uk
W www.mortgagescountrywide.co.uk
Call Today for a free Market Appraisal

43 High Street, Olney, Bucks MK46 4BA
T 01234 711481  F 01234 240118
E olney@wilsonpeacock.co.uk
W www.mortgagescountrywide.co.uk

87 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AB
T 01908 611388  F 01908 216109
E newportpagnell@wilsonpeacock.co.uk
W www.mortgagescountrywide.co.uk
SELL YOUR HOME FOR JUST
£299 + VAT
HERE’S WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU

• No commission
• Up to date market valuation
• Prepared sales details with colour photographs
• Advertisement on think smart property’s Website
• Promotion on Rightmove & Property Finders websites
• Local newspaper advertising
• Organised viewings
• Negotiate the sale
• Offer advice and guidance

In fact everything you would expect from your High Street Estate Agent but with MASSIVE SAVINGS

Call Think Smart Property now on
07807 836 831 or visit the website
at www.thinksmartproperty.co.uk
Open 7 Days a Week
Bletchley

Telephone
01908 648666
bletchley@michaelanthony.co.uk
www.michaelanthony.co.uk

Windmill Hill
Backimg Onto Golf Course £349,995

A Five bedroom detached family home with a conservatory and a double garage located on the ever popular Windmill Hill Estate. En-suite to master, downstairs cloakroom, utility room, study, gas to radiator central heating system, double glazing, view now to fully appreciate

Central Bletchley
£164,995

An excellent example of a three bedroom family home in walking distance of the town centre. The property offers gas to radiator central heating, double glazing, open plan lounge/diner, kitchen, three double bedrooms, integral garage, front and rear gardens. MUST BE VIEWED.

Bletchley Park
£229,995

Built in 2007/2008 this spacious Four bedroom family home offers many benefits including downstairs cloakroom, kitchen/diner and ensuite to master bedroom.

Rivers
£174,995

A Three bedroom detached family home on the Rivers estate. Offering entrance porch, lounge, dining room, kitchen, conservatory, bathroom, gas central heating, double glazed, garage, front & rear gardens.

Simpson Village
£139,995

A Two bedroom maisonette in the popular residential location of Simpson. Offering entrance hall, lounge/diner, kitchen, bathroom, parking, front & rear gardens.

Eaton Mill
£139,995

A Two bedroom maisonette in the popular residential location of Simpson. Offering entrance hall, lounge/diner, kitchen, bathroom, parking, front & rear gardens.

Caldescote
£179,995

A three bedroom link detached family home comprising downstairs cloakroom, separate lounge, separate dining room, part-refitted kitchen, built in wardrobes, ensuite to master bedroom, front and rear gardens, single garage to rear. Vacant possession keys in office.

Bletchley
£50,400

A two bedroom property available on the shared ownership scheme offering entrance hall, lounge/diner, kitchen, two bedrooms, bathroom, allocated parking and gardens to front and rear.

Tattenhoe
£33,600

A one bedroom property in the very desirable location of Tattenhoe offered under the Shared Ownership Scheme. The property benefits from double glazing, gas central heating to radiators, allocated parking, open plan living/dining area, bedroom, bathroom.

Fife Court
£45,000

A one bedroom property in the very desirable location of Tattenhoe offered under the Shared Ownership Scheme. The accommodation briefly comprises entrance hall, single bedroom, fitted kitchen, bathroom, off road parking and rear garden. Viewing highly recommended.

Porthcawl Green
£59,950

A one bedroom second floor apartment located in the ever popular Tattenhoe area on the shared ownership scheme. The accommodation briefly comprises entrance hall, lounge, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom.

Poets Offers in the region £180,000

A three bedroom semi-detached property situated on the popular Poets Development. The accommodation briefly comprises entrance hall, lounge, fitted kitchen, three double bedrooms, fitted bathrooms, garage, gas central heating to radiators, double glazing, No Upper Chain.

Barleyhurst
£209,995

A Five bedroom semi-detached home on the ever popular Barleyhurst Estate. The accommodation briefly comprises entrance hall, downstairs shower room, lounge, dining room, kitchen, study area, five bedrooms, bathroom, loft and rear garden, off road parking.

Emerson Valley
£199,995

A delightful three bedroom detached family home set in a private cul-de-sac, the property offers downstairs cloakroom, lounge, open plan kitchen/diner, en-suite to master bedroom, study/bathroom, front and rear gardens. Must be viewed, call Ian now.

Central Bletchley
£174,995

A three bedroom semi detached home on the Texas. The accommodation briefly comprising entrance hall, lounge, dining room, kitchen, three bedrooms, bathroom, front and rear gardens, garage and driveway.

Offices throughout Beds, Bucks & Herts

Telephone
01908 648666
bletchley@michaelanthony.co.uk
www.michaelanthony.co.uk
### Offices throughout Beds, Bucks & Herts

**Central Milton Keynes**

**Telephone**
01908 393553
miltonkeynes@michaelanthony.co.uk
www.michaelanthony.co.uk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wavendon Gate</strong></td>
<td>£169,995</td>
<td>A Three bedroom detached property in a popular residential area. Boasting downstairs cloakroom, two reception rooms, kitchen, en-suite to master bedroom, family bathroom, corner plot, front &amp; rear gardens, garage &amp; driveway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wavendon Gate</strong></td>
<td>£219,995</td>
<td>A Three bedroom detached family home in a popular residential location. Boasting entrance hall, downstairs cloakroom, lounge, kitchen/diner, conservatory, family bathroom, double glazed, gas central heating, detached single garage and driveway, front &amp; rear gardens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medbourne</strong></td>
<td>£55,000</td>
<td>A One bedroom top floor apartment on the popular shared ownership scheme, for a 50% share. Offering security entrance, lounge/kitchenette, bathroom, communal rear garden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monkston</strong></td>
<td>£159,995</td>
<td>A great investment or first time buyer opportunity to purchase a two bedroom semi-detached in the popular location. The property benefits from entrance hall, lounge, kitchen/diner, bathroom, gas central heating and front &amp; rear gardens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oldbrook</strong></td>
<td>£199,995</td>
<td>A Three bedroom detached property in a popular residential location. Boasting downstairs cloakroom, two reception rooms, kitchen, en-suite to master bedroom, family bathroom, double glazing, gas central heating, garage &amp; driveway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middleton</strong></td>
<td>£307,995</td>
<td>An impressive Five bedroom link detached property in an ever popular location. Within close proximity to local amenities, offering good school catchment area. VIEWINGS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Broughton Manor</strong></td>
<td>£37,500</td>
<td>A One bedroom cluster home for a 35% share, on the popular Shared Ownership scheme. Offering lounge/kitchenette, gas central heating, cloakroom/utility room, en-suite to master bedroom, double glazing, allocated parking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Woburn Sands</strong></td>
<td>£49,500</td>
<td>Choice of Brand new Two bedroom apartments in a highly sought after location. Offering 30% shared ownership, security intercom, lounge, fitted kitchen with white goods, two double bedrooms, bathroom, parking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Great Holm</strong></td>
<td>£199,995</td>
<td>A Three bedroom semi-detached home within close proximity to Milton Keynes centre. The property benefits from lounge, dining area, re-fitted kitchen, family bathroom, UPVC double glazed, front &amp; rear gardens, garage and driveway. NO UPPER CHAIN.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choice of Brand New Two bedroom flats on ground, first and second floor, in a popular shared ownership scheme for a 30% share. Offering lounge, fitted kitchenette, gas central heating, en-suite to master bedroom, family bathroom, security intercom, allocated parking. NO UPPER CHAIN. VIEWINGS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
Let's help you buy your property the Affordable Way!

Launched in September 2006, Homes 2 Own UK are specialists in Affordable Home Ownership and provide the new homes sales and marketing service for The Guinness Partnership who provide properties across the UK.

With over 20 years worth of experience of marketing and selling home ownership products, such as New Build HomeBuy, operating under the single brand name of Homes2Own UK means that we can save money across the Partnership - getting discounts on marketing materials and advertising, whilst building up a well known reputation for a good service the Homes2Own delivers. Most importantly, Homes2Own UK offer a more effective customer service package - offering a responsive service tailored to individual needs, a dedicated telephone number and website and fully trained Sales Team.

Specialists in Home Ownership!

What is New Build HomeBuy?

* NBHB was introduced by the Government to assist people who otherwise would not be able to afford a property.

* New Build HomeBuy is a part-buy/part-rent scheme offering you the opportunity to buy what you can afford now so you don't overstretch yourself financially. It also allows you to increase the stake you own in your newly-built property when you can afford to do so.

* Homes are sold as leasehold properties on shared ownership terms - they can be flats or houses; newly built or occasionally newly refurbished. You can purchase as little as 25% and up to a usual maximum of 75%. You will need to be able raise a mortgage for the share you want to purchase, and you will pay a subsidised rent on the share you don't own. Total monthly payments offer an affordable option to help you on to the property ladder.

* You can buy additional shares at a later date until you own 100%. This is known as 'staircasing'. When you want to sell the property you can sell the share you own through your housing association allowing further households to benefit from low-cost home ownership. The property is resold at market value and you will benefit from any equity which has built up on the share that you own.

What do I need to do to register?

Simply calling our dedicated sales line on 0844 800 20 20. You will then be sent a brief registration form to complete and return.

Once we have received and processed your application to register we will contact you to confirm your eligibility onto the scheme and you will be contacted in regard to suitable properties in your area of choice. Should you wish you can then arrange viewings on properties. If we have nothing suitable immediately we will keep you active on our database and we will contact you once a suitable property becomes available.

H2OUK have a wide range of properties available now and under development across the South East, South West and Midlands, with further properties available through Guinness Northern Counties throughout the North of England so the opportunity of finding a suitable property is ever changing. So, if you or someone you know is looking to buy an affordable property or just want to find out more about the scheme contact us now.

For more information on any of the properties opposite call 0844 800 20 20 or visit our website www.homes2ownuk.com or email sales@homes2ownuk.com

Rent is payable on the unowned share. Prices correct at time of going to print and are subject to change. All applicants to be approved by Homes2Own UK. Subject to an affordability assessment prior to any formal offer. Homes2Own UK reserves the right to alter any individual property or part of the development. Your home is at risk if you do not keep up repayments on mortgage or loan secured against it.

Henshaw House, 851 Silbury Boulevard, Central Milton Keynes, MK9 3JZ
Current new properties*
Affordable living with Homes 2 Own UK!

**AYLESBURY**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **BUCKINGHAM PARK**
  - A range of 1-bed apartments to 3-bed houses.
  - From £64,000 for 50% share.

**AYLESBURY**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **GRAND CENTRAL**
  - The most contemporary block on the development.
  - From £63,750 for 50% share.

**BEDFORD**
**BEDFORDSHIRE**
- **CASTLE QUAY**
  - A range of 1 & 2 bed apartments situated in Castle Quay.
  - From £70,500 for 50% share.

**FENNY STRATFORD**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **AQUA**
  - A range of 1-bed and 2-bed apartments in Buckinghamshire.
  - From £63,750 for 50% share.

**AYLESBURY**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **LAST FOUR 1-BED APARTMENTS REMAINING!**

**HIGH WYCOMBE**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **ERCOL**
  - Last 1-bed apartment on this contemporary scheme.
  - From £38,125 for 25% share.

**HIGH WYCOMBE**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **EDEN CENTRE**
  - Desirable range of 1-bed and 2-bed apartments.
  - From £80,000 for 50% share.

**LEIGHTON BUZZARD**
**BEDFORDSHIRE**
- **PAGES PRIORY**
  - A range of 2-bed apartments situated in Pratts Pitt.
  - From £33,750 for 25% share.

**MILTON KEYNES**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **ASHLAND VALE II**
  - Only three 3-bed houses available on this development.
  - From £84,800 for 40% share.

**MILTON KEYNES**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **BROUGHTON B5**
  - Stylish 2-bed apartment. Only two remaining!
  - £39,000 for 30% share.

**MILTON KEYNES**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **BROUGHTON C2**
  - A selection of 2-bed apartments.
  - From £42,000 for 50% share from £93,750 for 75% share.

**MILTON KEYNES**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **BROUGHTON CONWAYS**
  - A stunning development of 4/5-bed, 4 Storey Town Houses.
  - From £170,000 for 50% share.

**MILTON KEYNES**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **BROUGHTON GATE**
  - A development of 1-bed apartments to 3-bed houses.
  - From £53,750 for 50% share.

**MILTON KEYNES**
**BUCKINGHAMSHIRE**
- **WOLVERTON MILL**
  - Superb selection of two x 5-bed and one x 6-bed properties.
  - From £124,975 for 50% share.

For more information on any of the properties above call
0844 800 20 20
or visit our website
www.homes2ownuk.com
or email
sales@homes2ownuk.com
## Michael Anthony
**LETTING & MANAGEMENT - GUARANTEED RENTAL PAYMENTS**  
*(SUBJECT TO APPROVAL)*

### Fishermead
- **£450 pcm**  
  - One bedroom first floor flat  
  - One double bedroom  
  - Kitchen with white goods  
  - Central location  
  - Unfurnished

### Walnut Tree
- **£525 pcm**  
  - One bedroom cluster home  
  - One double bedroom  
  - Kitchen white goods  
  - Off road parking  
  - Unfurnished

### Aspley Guise
- **£700 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom terraced house  
  - Two double bedrooms and one single  
  - Kitchen white goods if required  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Unfurnished

### Kents Hill
- **£600 pcm**  
  - One bedroom ground floor flat  
  - One double bedroom  
  - Kitchen white goods  
  - Off road parking  
  - Unfurnished

### Springfield
- **£675 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom terraced house  
  - Two doubles and one single bedroom  
  - Kitchen white goods  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Off road parking  
  - Part furnished

### Bletchley
- **£695 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom terraced house  
  - Two double bedrooms and one single  
  - Kitchen with white goods  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Single garage  
  - Unfurnished

### Willen
- **£850 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom detached house  
  - Two double bedrooms and one single  
  - Kitchen with white goods  
  - Enclosed rear garden with decking  
  - Off road parking for two cars  
  - Furnished

### Bradwell Common
- **£750 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom terraced house  
  - Two double bedrooms and one single  
  - Kitchen white goods  
  - Single garage  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Part furnished/Unfurnished

### Loughton
- **£995 pcm**  
  - Four/five bedroom detached house  
  - Three double bedrooms and two single  
  - Kitchen white goods and utility  
  - Downstairs cloakroom  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Off road parking  
  - Unfurnished

### Monkston
- **£725 pcm**  
  - Two bedroom spacious first floor flat  
  - Two double bedrooms  
  - En-suite to master  
  - Fitted kitchen with cooker and fridge/freezer  
  - Allocated parking  
  - Unfurnished

### Bradwell Village
- **£750 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom semi detached house  
  - Two double bedrooms and one single  
  - Kitchen with white goods  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Off road parking  
  - Part furnished

### Stantonbury
- **£750 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom semi detached house  
  - Two double bedrooms and one single bedroom  
  - Kitchen white goods  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Single garage  
  - Unfurnished/Furnished

### Neath Hill
- **£750 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom semi detached house  
  - Three double bedrooms  
  - Kitchen with white goods  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Off road parking  
  - Unfurnished

### Stony Stratford
- **£625 pcm**  
  - Two bedroom character first floor flat  
  - Two double bedrooms  
  - Kitchen with cooker and fridge  
  - Situated in town centre  
  - Allocated parking  
  - Unfurnished

### Bletchley
- **£945 pcm**  
  - Four bedroom town house  
  - Three doubles and one single bedroom  
  - Kitchen white goods  
  - Ensuite  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Unfurnished

### West Bletchley
- **£750 pcm**  
  - Three bedroom semi detached house  
  - Two double bedrooms, one single  
  - Kitchen with white goods  
  - Conservatory  
  - Enclosed rear garden  
  - Well presented  
  - Furnished

## Choose Michael Anthony
**To let your property**
- Specialist letting department with trained rental staff  
- Comprehensive legal tenancy agreements  
- Overseas and non resident landlord specialists  
- Free rent guarantee  
- Professional buy to let  
- Centrally located offices  
- Free valuations  
- Internet advertising  
- Tenants deposit scheme

### Properties Required In All Areas
- **Free Rent Guarantee**

**Members Of**  
- [NAEA Estate Agents](https://www.naea.org.uk)

**Property Map**

---

**Contact Information**

- **Central Milton Keynes**
  - 01908 393553  
- **Bletchley**
  - 01908 648666

**Letting & Management - Guaranteed Rental Payments**

---

**Map Property Letting**

- [mappropertyletting@i12.com](mailto:mappropertyletting@i12.com)  
- [www.michaelanthony.co.uk](http://www.michaelanthony.co.uk)

**Michael Anthony**

- [www.michaelanthony.co.uk](http://www.michaelanthony.co.uk)

---
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Properties Bought Fast

Do you need to sell your property now!

- Financially stretched?
- Credit crunch hitting?
- Caught in a chain?
- Want to sell quickly?
- Any property considered

Solutions
- 24 hour decisions
- Repossessions stopped
- Long term rent back

Benefits
- No Fees
- Guaranteed Offer

Call FREE 0800 082 8633
or email info@copperhomes.co.uk
www.copperhomes.co.uk

"Copper Homes were the first company that actually listened to me, their advice was very honest and they did everything they said they would, we were very happy with service and would definitely recommend them.'

J.T. Milton Keynes
IS YOUR PROPERTY STILL SITTING EMPTY?
If it is it's costing you money!
Squares Residential Lettings have just had a record first half to the year.
We urgently require more properties in all areas to satisfy demand.

Squares are delighted to offer for rent a brand new 2 bedroom apartment situated in Old Stratford. The property comprises: Lounge * A kitchen with open plan kitchen * 2 double bedrooms * Bathroom * Allocated parking * Available immediately.

A 2 bedroom semi-detached property in Kents Hill. The accommodation comprises; Lounge * Kitchen / diner with white goods * 2 bedrooms * Master with built-in wardrobe * Front garden & drive * Enclosed rear garden. Available now.

Squares lettings are pleased to offer this 2 bedroom property in the sought after location of Walnut Tree. It has a Hall, Fitted kitchen, Lounge, Conservatory, 2 bedrooms, Bathroom, Enclosed rear garden, Located within a stones throw of park, Available now un-furnished.

Squares lettings are pleased to offer this 2 bedroom property, Hall, Fitted kitchen, Lounge, Conservatory, 2 bedrooms, Master with built-in wardrobe, Bathroom, Enclosed rear garden, 2 parking spaces, Available now.

Squares are delighted to offer this newly decorated, There is a Kitchen, Lounge, 2 bedrooms, Family bathroom, Available now. Don't miss out, call Justin now on mk 230250.

A 2 bedroom semi-detached property in Kingsmead. The accommodation comprises: Lounge, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, Available now. Don't miss out, call Justin now on 01908 230250.

Squares are delighted to offer for rent this 2 bedroom coach house style apartment in excellent decorative order. The property comprises; Open plan lounge with fitted kitchen & white goods * 2 bedrooms both with fitted wardrobes * Bathroom * Fully enclosed rear garden * Garage & allocated parking. Fully furnished. Available immediately.

Squares are delighted to offer for rent this 2 bedroom property. It is located in the popular location of Walnut Tree. It has a Hall, Lounge, Kitchen / Diner, Utility, 3 Bedrooms, bathroom and enclosed rear garden.

The Letting Agent
Call now for a free Valuation
01908 230250
449-499 Midsummer Boulevard, CMK, MK9 9BN

Find all our properties to let on

...and more
Goodchilds
Estate Agents & Lettings

T: 01908 698374
E: milton-keynes@goodchilds-uk.com
Xscape MK, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK9 3XS

Bletchley
- 3 Bedroom
- Detached
- Victorian property
£900 pcm

London
- 2/3 Bedroom
- Terrace
£900 pcm

Newport Pagnell
- 4 Bedroom
- Detached
- Off Road Parking
£1100 pcm

Blakelands
- 5 Bedroom
- Detached
- 2 bathrooms
£1150 pcm

Peartree Bridge
- 3 Double Bedroom
- Town House
- 2 Reception Rooms
- DHSS Accepted
£750 pcm

6 months rent guarantee, no set up fee

We require properties in the following areas:
- Central Milton Keynes
- Campbell Park
- Broughton
- Bletchley
- The Shenleys
- Woolstone
- Newport Pagnell
- Walnut Tree

Property urgently required in the following buildings:

Newport Pagnell
- 2 Bedroom
- Apartment
- Wet room
£695 pcm

Loughton
- 4 Bedroom
- Detached
£1100pcm

The Hub
- 2 Bedroom
- 1 Bedroom

Landmark
- Studio Apartment
- 2 Bedroom
- 1 Bedroom

Vizion
- 2 Bedroom
- 1 Bedroom

Call 01908 698374 for your Free valuation
Search all the latest properties online www.goodchilds-uk.com
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**Feast of Stewarts**

**OLD BROOK**

1 Bedroom Ground Floor Flat
* Rear Garden
* New fitted Kitchen
* Available End September
**£525 pcm**

**STONY STRATFORD**

2 Bedroom House
* Close to local shop
* Rear Garden
* Available NOW
**£600 pcm**

**FENNY STRATFORD**

3 Bedroom Semi-Detached House
* Fully refurbished
* Double glazing & Gas to Radios
* Available NOW
**£695 pcm**

**STOKE HAMMOND**

3 Bedroom Semi-Detached
* Close to Grand Union Canal
* Available NOW
**£795 pcm**

**MORE PROPERTIES URGENTLY REQUIRED**

---

**G&A Residential Property Letting**

**Local news EVERY DAY of the week**

**OLEY**

3 Bed Terrace
Local Housing Allowance considered.
£795pcm

**WOLVERTON**

3 Bed Terrace
Local Housing Allowance considered.
£850pcm

**BLETON**

3 Bed Terrace
Local Housing Allowance considered.
£795pcm

**Call Sally 01908 423704 or Rupert 01908 423706**

For more details or to make an appointment for a viewing please contact:

Sally/ Rupert
01908 423704/01908 423706
07811 044349

or visit us at: 58 Church Street, Wolverton, MK12 5JW

---

**Millbank Property Management**

**Landlords**

Do you have a HOUSE OR APARTMENT TO LET in......

ASHLAND SIMPSON
CALDECOTTE
WALTON PARK
WALNUT TREE
BROWNS WOOD
OLD FARM PARK
WAVENDON GATE
KENTS HILL
BROUGHTON
MONKSTON
MONKSTON PARK
MIDLTON

Instruct Millbank today and receive FREE MANAGEMENT FEES FOR THE 1st MONTH.

Open: Monday to Friday 9am - 6pm and Saturday 9am - 1pm

---

**Www.mk-news.co.uk**
Property to let

**WOBURN SANDS £525pcm**
A ground floor apartment in good condition throughout and close to local facilities. Part furnished. Available now.

**WOBURN SANDS £995pcm**
A three bedroom semi-detached property situated in an end of cul de sac location. Flexible furnishings. Available at 2-3 weeks notice.

**ASPLEY GUISE £745pcm**
A two bedroom semi-detached property with off road parking. Flexible furnishings. Available now.

**ASPLEY GUISE £975pcm**

**WOBURN SANDS £795pcm**
A three bedroom end of terrace property with cloakroom. Flexible furnishings. Available mid-end Nov.

**WOBURN SANDS £1,100pcm**
A late 19th century four bedroom property close to local High Street with off road parking and good size rear garden. Unfurnished. Available 11/11/08.

**NEW**
**WOBURN £1,975pcm**
A superb four double bedroom Townhouse in the heart of Woburn with off road parking and roof terrace. Unfurnished. Available mid Nov.

**ASPLEY HEATH £1,800pcm**
A three bedroom detached property in a quiet and off road location, close to local woodland. Unfurnished. Available end of Nov 08.

**ASPLEY GUISE £745pcm**
A two bedroom end of terrace property with off road parking. Flexible furnishings. Available now.
PAs are up town top ranking

PERSONAL assistants working in Milton Keynes are among the top earners within their profession across the UK, according to research released today by OfficeTeam, a leading provider of specialist administrative personnel.

There are clear salary differences amongst PAs working across the UK with those in Milton Keynes who have over five years experience earning on average £8,000 more than their counterparts in Edinburgh who earn on average £22,000.

The OfficeTeam Salary Guide 2009 provides a forecast of annual salaries for administrative personnel across the UK for the coming year.

The much talked about north/south divide remains evident amongst the administrative profession with PAs in the south typically earning higher annual salaries than those based in the North.

Four out of five of the top salaries are earned by PAs working in the south, with Leeds as the only city representing the North in fifth place.

Yet even within just the southern regions, the differences in salary levels of PAs across the region are more prevalent than those in the north. There is a £2,000 difference between PAs working in London and those in Milton Keynes who are next on the top earners’ list.

In the north, the salary level of a PA remains fairly consistent with little difference across the various cities.

Rebecca Parnell, regional manager, OfficeTeam said: “The role of the PA has seen significant changes over the past few years with bosses becoming more reliant on their keen organisational skills and ability to handle multiple priorities, more so than ever in today’s current economic climate.

“The strong demand for skilled PAs means employers are offering competitive salaries to attract talented workers.”

Regional Ranking: Average Annual Salary (5-plus years experience)

Top Five Salaries by Location
1. Central London - £32,000
2. Liverpool - £22,000
3. Leicester - £22,000
4. Portsmouth - £27,000
5. Leeds - £26,000

Lowest Five Salaries by Location
1. Edinburgh - £22,000
2. Liverpool - £22,000
3. Leicester - £22,000
4. Nottingham - £23,000
5. Birmingham - £22,000

Sponsored by

Infamous five CV blunders

The worst blunder you can make when putting a new CV together is to tell an outright lie about your achievements.

That’s the opinion of a number of UK bosses quizzed by jobs search engine AllTheTopBananas.com.

It asked more than 50 managers with recruitment responsibilities for their tips to help users of its new service, the UK’s cheapest automated online CV writer.

And the compiled tips are a revealing insight into common mistakes job applicants make on their CVs.

Dave Martin is MD of AllTheTopBananas.com. He said: “You only have one chance to get an interview for a job, and that’s by sending a powerful CV. So you can see why people are inclined to tell lies. But experienced recruiters tell us they can often spot a lie a mile off. If a CV looks too good to be true it probably is. They also throw away CVs with spelling mistakes or packed with false information.”

The top five CV blunders identified by the recruiters are:

1. Lying
2. Spelling or grammar errors
3. Filling the CV with ‘me, me, me’ or ‘I, I, I’
4. Waffling on about things irrelevant to the position you are applying for
5. Forgetting to paint a brief picture of what you do away from work

Simpson School

TEACHING ASSISTANT

MK3/4 (L1/2) (depending on experience and qualifications)

29 hours (8.30am – 3.15pm approx)

Help needed!!!!

Some of our KS2 children are looking for a Teaching Assistant to help them in class, to share their work and to have fun!

If you feel you meet their criteria then contact Nicola Hulland at Simpson School, Old Groeway, Simpson, Milton Keynes, MK6 3AZ or telephone 01908 670074

CLOSING DATE: Friday 31st October 2008

INTERVIEWS: Week beginning 3rd November 2008
At Milton Keynes, we're supporting the growth of our vibrant city while continuing to deliver excellent services. It's an exciting place to be and we're keen to get the balance right - including the work-life balance. So if you're looking for family friendly benefits and the chance to make a difference, make a move to MKC.

**Head of Corporate Communications**

Ref: 50017015/MKN  
£47,086 - £44,457  
We're looking for a world-class city here in Milton Keynes. A city that offers outstanding services and facilities to a vibrant, growing population. A city that is a great place to live and work. And one whose future you'd like to help define in this challenging post.  
An inspirational leader with a deep knowledge of the local government arena, you'll add proven expertise in PR and marketing to a sharp strategic focus.

**Youth Support Workers**

Ref: 50011927/MKN  
Various posts ranging from 8 hours to 18.5 hours per week.  
You'll need formal qualifications for this role, as you provide young people aged 13 to 18 with somewhere to go, something to do, and someone to talk to. Creative and enthusiastic in your approach, you will bring experience of working with young people in a variety of settings.  
This post is subject to safer recruitment practices.

**Assistant Nursery Leader - Kingston Day Nursery - 37 hours**

£17,574 - £21,244  
Accompanying you in the development and operation of the day nursery and taking charge in the absence of the Nursery Leader, you will provide hands-on care and education with a non-discriminatory approach. An NVQ Level 3 qualification or equivalent and experience of working with the under fives is required. This post is a one year fixed term contract.  
This post is subject to Safer Recruitment practices.

**Fledglings**  
Ref: 50017015/MKN  
£11,961 - £13,663  
You will provide hands-on care and education with an on discriminatory approach. An NVQ Level 3 qualification or equivalent and experience of working with the under fives is required. These posts are one year fixed term contracts.  
This post is subject to Safer Recruitment practices.

**Families Information Service Manager**

Ref: 50012232/MKN  
£28,270 - £33,231  
You will lead the Families Information Service, ensuring the provision of robust, timely, and accurate information on a range of childcare activity and parenting support available for children, young people, and their families. Your wide-ranging service management experience will include project planning IT systems and delivering marketing campaigns.

**Drugs & Alcohol Reduction Co-ordinator**

Ref: 50017120/MKN  
£28,270 - £33,231  
Accountable to the Drug and Alcohol Strategy Group, part of the Community Safety Partnership, you will co-ordinate the local delivery of national anti-drug and alcohol strategies. Confident working at a strategic level and conversant with drug and alcohol misuse policies, you will have experience of developing multi-agency initiatives. You will also have proven ability to consult with service users.

**Audit team review and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of**

**Teacher of the Hearing Impaired**

Ref: 50012259/MKN  
£28,270 - £33,231  
At Milton Keynes, we're supporting the growth of our vibrant city while continuing to deliver excellent services. It's an exciting place to be and we're keen to get the balance right - including the work-life balance. So if you're looking for family friendly benefits and the chance to make a difference, make a move to MKC.

**Control Centre Operator/Mobile Warden - Community Alarm Service**

£17,564 - £21,244  
+ Shift Allowances  
12 hour shifts (rotating days and nights)  
The Community Alarm Service promotes independent living through the use of social alarms and emerging technology (Telecare/Telehealth) in partnership with key stakeholders. The operator elements of this role will involve taking calls from residents, linked to the Community Alarm Service, as well as handling out-of-hours council emergencies. Mobile wardens responsibilities will include responding to emergency calls from our disabled and elderly residents and maintaining alarm alarm equipment.  
Alongside experience of working with vulnerable people, you will ideally have one year experience in a control room.  
Confident dealing with emergency situations, you will have an understanding of community alarm equipment, first aid and a positive approach. An NVQ Level 3 qualification or equivalent and experience of working with medical emergencies. These posts are one year fixed term contracts.  
This post is subject to safer recruitment practices.

**For formal enquiries please contact Paul Barton on 01908 252772 or Michael Duffy on 01908 252775.**

**To apply online visit:** [www.thelplaceobe.info](http://www.thelplaceobe.info)  
**For an application form, email:** jobs@milton-keynes.gov.uk  
**Call us on 01908 253344 or 253462 (24 hour answerphone).**

**Teacher of the Hearing Impaired**

Ref: 50012259/MKN  
£28,270 - £33,231  
At Milton Keynes, we're supporting the growth of our vibrant city while continuing to deliver excellent services. It's an exciting place to be and we're keen to get the balance right - including the work-life balance. So if you're looking for family friendly benefits and the chance to make a difference, make a move to MKC.

**Design Trainee**

Ref: 50016004/MKN  
£11,961 - £18,217  
You will support the Landscape Architecture Team with the production of computer-aided drawings and graphic design presentations in support of the Education Capital Programme and the SK8MK project. Conversant with street skating, you will bring knowledge of AutoCAD, PageMaker, Photo paint, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, NBS and similar products.

**For formal enquiries please contact Richard Ferrington on 01908 252270.**

**Contract Monitoring Officer**

Ref: 50017121/MKN  
£28,270 - £33,231  
Responsible for the contract monitoring process within Adult Social Care, you will oversee a portfolio of contracts and agreements, evaluate service providers, develop consultation arrangements, and enhance processes. Skilled in analysis and reporting, you will have experience of building constructive commercial relationships together with a working knowledge of relevant legislation.

**For informal enquiries please contact Mick Hancock on 01908 257867.**

**Interview date:** Week Commencing 24 November 2008.

**Auditor**

Ref: 50010113/MKN  
£11,961 - £28,862  
(dependent on qualifications and experience)  
This is an exciting opportunity to help our forward-thinking Internal Audit team review and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our services. Bring a flexible approach, good team working skills, and the ability to communicate effectively, and we can offer excellent training opportunities and flexible working hours.

**For informal enquiries please contact Geoff Ibarow on 01908 252268.**
Home Care Workers
£7 per hour minimum

Plan Care is new to the County and is recruiting Home Care Workers to work with elderly and vulnerable people in their own homes in these areas of Bedfordshire: Bedford, Sandy, Shefford, Biggleswade, Stotfold, Arlesey, Hirsto.

You will be able to work full time and/or flexible hours including evenings and weekends and you will be providing a valuable service to your community.

We pay excellent rates with enhancements for evenings, weekends, bank holidays and part time bookings plus a premium for NVQ2 and NVQ3 in Care.

You must have some previous care experience, a caring attitude and be able to work on your own in often stressful situations. We will provide you with full training but you will have to apply for a CRB (police check). Own transport (car, motorbike, bicycle) is useful but not essential.

Please call 01234 270242 or you can email recruitment@planpersonnel.co.uk

Plan Personnel Domiciliary Care Unit 1B, Bedford Heights, Manton Lane, Bedford MK41 7PH.

We are an equal opportunities company.

Shenley Brook End School
Headteacher: Mr Glen Martin
Warboys Centre, WARBOYS, Ely,
Cambridgeshire, CB6 2JG
Group 7-11-10 Mixed Comprehensive Foundation

Looking for a part-time temporary post?

We require a

Minibus Driver

This is a fixed term contract until 17 July 2008.

Rate of pay is £9.01 per hour.

Hours are 4 per week 11.30am-1.30pm Monday and Wednesday, term time only.

The school is seeking to recruit a minibus driver to drive a 16+2 seat minibus operating a shuttle service to and from the school to four locations. You must hold a full, clean, driving licence including category D1 and be able to provide some evidence of your driving record and referees. You should also be willing to undergo a DBS check and welcome from candidates who have already passed the Council Driving Test. If you do not have this, we will arrange a test, success of which is a condition of appointment.

Details are available from our website schoolchec.co.uk, via email to personal@shenleybrook.end.leetons.milton-keynes.ed.uk or by telephone 01908 523261. “Pay rise pending”

Closing date: 1.00pm on Friday 7 November 2008

The school is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and all applicants will be required to undergo an enhanced CRB check.

Full time Sales and Marketing Assistant

We are a small, busy office based in Ampthill who are the leading UK distributor of a range of School Textbooks and Stationary.

We are looking for a full time sales and marketing assistant area manager to cover Bedford and surrounding areas.

The Role

• Making Sales Calls to new and existing customers
• Assisting in sales order entry
• Online Marketing
• Creation of newsletters and flyers
• General Administration
• Providing support to Business Manager

The Ideal Candidate will have

• Previous experience in sales
• The ability to work under own initiative
• A creative approach to sales
• Working knowledge of Sage
• A valid UK Driving Licence

Send CV to Natalie Robertson or PULS UK, Unit 10, Ampthill Business Park, Ampthill, MK45 2WQ

NO AGENCIES

Wootton Upper School
Mixed Comprehensive Upper School 13-18

WORK EXPERIENCE ADMINISTRATOR AND APPLIED LEARNING ADMINISTRATOR

2 posts, each 25 hours per week, term-time plus 4 weeks

Required as soon as possible for the school’s administration of this key aspect of our improvement agenda.

Please contact the school for an application pack.

Closing date: Wed 5th November 2008

Wootton Upper School, Hall End Road, Wootton, Bedford, MK43 9HF.

Tel: 01908 767123 Fax: 01908 767603 Email: wootton@wootton.beds.sch.uk

Website: www.wootton.beds.sch.uk

All posts in schools are subject to Disclosure

NVQ Trainer/Assessors

Beauty therapy 2 days pw and hairdressing 2 days pw

To train and assess at Oakhill Secure Unit

You will have A1 assessor award or equivalent, be qualified in both subjects, have experience of delivering training, be able to meet targets and deadlines

We offer: a salary of £23k – £24.7k, 8.30 - 4.30 working hours and on-going development opportunities for the right person

Applying for writing with CV to

Lisa Shepherd & Rachel Timms

Heart of England Training

Eleven Arches House

Leicester Road

Rugby

CV21 1YD or email rachel@hoet.co.uk

Heart of England Training is an equal opportunities employer.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

A City of opportunity

Position: ASSESSMENT OFFICER

Location: Milton Keynes

Description:

The position is a key point of contact for students who require additional support to access and participate fully in learning. It involves managing all aspects of the assessment process for students with disabilities, ensuring that all students have equal access to their education.

Salary: £20,000 - £24,000 per annum

Closing Date: Monday 4th December 2023

To apply, please visit the university’s official website for more information. Equal opportunities statement applies.

Resident Worker Level 2 (3 posts)

£20,591 - £25,146 pro rata

20 hours evenings & Saturdays

For a full list of requirements and to apply, please visit the university’s official website. Closing date: Monday 4th December 2023.
Augener are an innovative market research company and IT company providing systematic real time customer feedback information to the desktops of business decision makers.

Analyst/Mathematician £22k - £26k bonus/benefits. We require Analysts to assist in the set up of projects and the analysis and interpretation of research data. Good maths, statistical, Excel and Access skills essential, SPSS desirable.

Sales Relationship Builder £18k - £22k bonus/benefits. To research prospective clients, make exploratory phone calls, provide online demonstrations via teleconference facilities, manage marketing materials, database records and information.

Executive Interviewers £18k - £22k bonus/benefits. To undertake B2C interview feedback with senior managers by phone and occasionally at their premises. You will need excellent organisational, interviewing, documentation, interpersonal skills and be smartly presented. Previous management or commercial experience an advantage, training available.

Customer feedback telephone interviewing work full and part time. You must be fluent in English with good listening, written and interpersonal skills. Requires patience and accurate approach.

For all jobs: Send your CV & covering letter/email stating why your skills are suitable for a role, with your current salary to jobs@augener.com. Augener is an Equal Opportunities Employer and welcomes Applications from all sections of the community.

TO ADVERTISE YOUR VACANCY • CALL 01908 242490 • FAX 01908 689550 • EMAIL classified@mk-news.co.uk • ADVERTISING DEADLINE - TUESDAY 5.00PM

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

WAREHOUSE OPERATIVES
Immediate work available.
Excellent opportunity to work from now to Christmas.
Tel: 01908 309237 or 01908 621181
Cleaning Operatives required for cover work in various areas of Milton Keynes. Must have been interviewed prior to Christmas. Please call 01908 556600.

£80 a day. Good talkers to start immediately. Call 01908 621181 for an immediate interview.

FOOD/SANDS and Stony Stratford salons

SALES & PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR

To assist with planning and organising from initial sales enquiry, pricing, to production of manufacturing drawings and telephone liaison with Customers and Suppliers.

The successful applicant will preferably have an aptitude for sales, an understanding of construction drawings, be proficient with CAD and be comfortable dealing with customer inquiries over the telephone. Product training will be provided.

This is a varied and interesting position within a busy office environment in a growing business.

Salary depending on experience, ability and results.

Hours are 8:30am - 17:30hrs (Mon - Fri) based in Ampthill.

Simpex Limited
4 Woburn Street, Ampthill, Bedfordshire MK45 8HP
Email: sales@simpex.co.uk
No Agencies
Previous applicants need not apply.

 Apprentice/Commis Chef

We are one of the country’s busiest and most successful music venues, promoting around 300 shows and 100 bands each year. Last year we opened Café 21 and due to the continuing success we now have an amazing opportunity for a Commis Chef to join our well established kitchen team.

Salary will be dependent on age and experience. No experience is required - just enthusiasm! We offer a competitive package including some entitlement plus bank holidays (or in lieu of). Hours will typically be from 1.00p.m to 9.30 p.m, 3 days out of 7, including weekends on a rota system.

For a full job description and application form, please contact: Jonnie Jones on 01908 605430 (Mon - Fri) or email commischef@stables.org.uk

Application Deadline: Monday 3 November

The Stables is committed to equality of opportunity and positive action in employment and we welcome applications from all sections of the community. Equality No 26446.
**Car Park Technician**

**£17,781 - £19,463 p.a.**

Working in all weather conditions, you will undertake repairs and maintenance of ticket machines and barriers in Council car parks. Duties will include collecting cash from "Pay and Display" machines, carrying out regular maintenance and repairing faults as they occur, and routinely service machines with tickets.

Experience of loading, unloading and repairing vending machines is essential, along with demonstrable experience of using computer applications. You will also be required to walk or stand for long periods, and must be able to lift 30 kg with a potential maximum weight of 150 kg.

Closing date: 5th November 2008.
Ref: 08/1424.

**Civil Enforcement Officers (Parking)**

**£15,842 – £19,463 p.a. (progression scheme) + weekend enhancements**

Do you enjoy working outside with minimal supervision but as part of a team? We wish to strengthen our dynamic team of Civil Enforcement Officers serving the local community. You will be required to enforce all relevant parking, loading and parking restrictions on and off street and ensure adherence to parking regulations. You should have excellent customer care experience, be confident and willing to assist and advise the public on parking matters. You should also be able to demonstrate an ability to deal with difficult situations. Working outside in all weather, on your feet or in a mobile patrol, you will be skillful hand writing and a full manual driving licence would also be helpful. You will be provided with a uniform.

Closing date: 5th November 2008.
Ref: 08/1425.

**Senior Administrator**

Ref: 336-4393

Band 3: £14,834 rising to £17,732 per annum

**Location: Dunstable**

You are looking to appoint a self-motivated, conscientious team player in the role of Senior Administration Assistant, working for the Bedfordshire & Luton Eating Disorders Service based at the Disability Resource Centre in Dunstable.

You will need excellent organisational and communication skills and infinite patience and have the ability to work in a busy environment, being able to prioritise workload. You will be involved in arranging outpatient clinic appointments, audio typing, minute writing, Federal and General data entry, routine management of the information system. For an informal discussion, please contact Faith Russell on 01582 709066.

Closing date: Friday 31st October 2008.
(However we reserve the right to close adverts earlier)

Please apply for this post at www.blt.nhs.uk/jobs
Alternatively please contact Denise Twining on 01582 709066 for an application pack.

Interview date: 12th November 2008.

** systems administrator (primary healthcare systems)**

Band 6 £24,103 to £32,653 p.a. 37.5 hours per week

Based initially at Doolittle Mill, Ampthill

Are you a highly motivated and enthusiastic team player who likes working in a rewarding environment, using your own initiative?

We are proud to offer this excellent opportunity to join our highly successful team with an excellent reputation for its work, situated within an outstanding organisation.

This role will be at the forefront of change and change management within Primary Health Care Systems. You will have or be able to demonstrate that you can quickly gain specialist and indepth knowledge of clinical systems such as: Choose and Book.

You will be confident at:
- First line systems support
- Managing projects
- Documenting, designing and delivering training in the field
- High level of Excel experience is desirable

This is a broad and very interesting role. You will be in a position to make a real difference to the way people work and be able to improve the user experience of Primary Care Systems. If you have what it takes to deliver world class support, then this could be the role for you.

You will also be part of a committed and friendly team where personal development is encouraged and facilitated.

The post requires you to travel, therefore it is essential that you are able to travel to all outlying sites.

For further information contact: Mark Meakin, Systems Manager, Primary Care IT on 01525 636860.

Vacancy Number: CO147A
Closing Date: 27th October 2008.

To apply on-line please visit our website at www.bedfordshirehospital.nhs.uk or for an application pack contact our Employment Services Team on 01525 636889 quoting the vacancy number.

Further benefits include: NHS Pension and Life Assurance, training and development, childcare concessions and flexible working practices.

NHS Bedfordshire is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, young people and vulnerable adults, and expects all staff to undertake this commitment. Applicants will be subject to robust safer recruitment practices.

NHS Bedfordshire will apply for a Criminal Records Disclosure from the DBD before the post may be taken up.

We actively promote equal opportunities and positively encourage applications from suitably qualified and eligible people regardless of sex, race, religion, sexual orientation or disability. All full-time posts are open to job-share.

Visit our website at www.bedfordshirehospital.nhs.uk
Dental Nurses

Required to join expanding state of the art dental practices in Houghton Regis and Hitchin

- 13 surgery practice in Hitchin
- 8 surgery practice in Houghton Regis, to be expanding to 12 surgeries

Air Conditioned, Fully computerised (inc digital x-rays), Oral support, IV Sedation, Implants

Applicant must be qualified with a minimum of 5 years experience, self motivated and enthusiastic to help build an AI team.

- Funding and study time provided for further training (e.g. implant placement, radiography, foundation degree, etc)
- Salary £22k-£24k (subject to interview/trial)

Contact: e81611.hood@nhs.net
Closing Date: 27th October 2008

Make your mark everyday, in every way!

Yarl’s Wood Immigration Removal Centre near Bedford, part of Serco Civil Government, cares for an ever changing population of up to 405 detainees made up of single females and families on behalf of the UK Border Agency. Some spend a few days with us, some spend many months but they all help make working for us a unique and rewarding experience. We provide secure accommodation for a cosmopolitan population who have been detained by the Immigration Service, many of whom are scared, isolated and thousands of miles away from home.

Detention Custody Officers

£17,712 per annum

Alongside maintaining general security, you’ll work with individuals from a diverse range of nationalities who may never have been held in a specialist centre before. Taking responsibility for their safety and security onsite you will also be responsible for escorting them to other locations, such as courts or hospitals. Your common sense, pride in your work and responsible attitude will enable you to deal professionally at all times with our residents, other members of staff and the management team. Excellent communication skills are vital as this role, as you will be working in a challenging environment that offers all the career prospects you can handle.

Chef Manager

£20,000 per annum (40 hours per week) rising to £20,500 after a probationary period

Working in collaboration with Managers within the Centre, you’ll assist in providing a varied and healthy menu which takes into consideration the religious, dietary, cultural and medical needs of all our residents and children. You’ll also be responsible for supervising the catering staff and managing the entire food service provision including ordering, stock control, maintenance of accurate records, and providing the highest standards of safety and hygiene. Along with your substantial experience and a City & Guilds 7002/2 qualification, you should have a positive, helpful and adaptable approach to your work and environment.

For the above positions, as well as a competitive salary you’ll receive benefits including pension and life assurance schemes, comprehensive training, ongoing development opportunities, employee assistance programme and the option to join a Health Cash Plan, plus more.

If you feel you have experience and skills which could be transferred to this unique environment and would like to apply please contact the Human Resources Department for an application pack by calling 01234 821618. Email: angela.peear@serco.com

Closing date: Wednesday 29th October 2008.

To view these jobs on serco.com/careers please search using reference Detention Custody Officers – 11187 and Chef Manager – 10731.

Serco is an Equal Opportunities Employer. Due to the sensitive nature of our work all staff must have the right to live and work in the UK, five years’ checkable address history and UK residency for at least three years. You will also have to pass Criminal Record and Counter Terrorist Checks and must have indefinite leave to remain in the UK.

Please be aware that these roles are exempt from the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974, consequently all offers of employment are subject to satisfactory security clearance and approval by the Authority. www.serco.com/careers
Sharnbrook Upper School and Community College

Catering Director/Manager

Bedfordshire/Northamptonshire border

Salary scale Pt 28-31 £22,845 - £25,320 Pay award pending

We have a highly successful Federation school; 100% over 5 A*-C, with a track record of providing our own services and support. We gained Healthy Schools status last year and are looking for an experienced and entrepreneurial person to join our team.

This will be a challenging but rewarding position with good working hours, but you will need to be able to work to the school schedule and be able to take a team of 11 staff with you and, of course, you will have excellent interpersonal skills.

We expect that you will have a good conceptual background and 3 years experience of managing staff. Able to handle people and work well with colleagues, you will work on a mix of 3-4 days per week - delivering food, clearing buildings, working closely with staff, teaching team leaders and training new starters.

Closing date: 28th October 2008

Written applications will be required to undertake an enhanced CRB check.

Applications should be submitted to Miss S. Mead, Deputy Headteacher, Sharnbrook Upper School, Bedford, MK44 2TF. Tel. 01234 213321 Email: m.smead@ashcroft.beds.sch.uk

Sharnbrook upper school and community college

Catering Director/Manager

Bedfordshire/Northamptonshire border

Salary scale Pt 28-31 £22,845 - £25,320 Pay award pending

We have a highly successful Federation school; 100% over 5 A*-C, with a track record of providing our own services and support. We gained Healthy Schools status last year and are looking for an experienced and entrepreneurial person to join our team.

This will be a challenging but rewarding position with good working hours, but you will need to be able to work to the school schedule and be able to take a team of 11 staff with you and, of course, you will have excellent interpersonal skills.

We expect that you will have a good conceptual background and 3 years experience of managing staff. Able to handle people and work well with colleagues, you will work on a mix of 3-4 days per week - delivering food, clearing buildings, working closely with staff, teaching team leaders and training new starters.

Closing date: 28th October 2008

Written applications will be required to undertake an enhanced CRB check.

Applications should be submitted to Miss S. Mead, Deputy Headteacher, Sharnbrook Upper School, Bedford, MK44 2TF. Tel. 01234 213321 Email: m.smead@ashcroft.beds.sch.uk
MK JOBS FAIR 2008

Wednesday 29th October
9.30AM - 7.30PM
FREE ADMISSION
FREE PARKING

Hilton Hotel
Kents Hill Milton Keynes

Recruitment Training & Education Exhibition
Career and Job Opportunities for All

MKNEWS
Sponsored by
CVMATCH
MILTON KEYNES COUNCIL
WHY ADVERTISE in mkclassified?

- We print more local news than any other newspaper, and as a result we have more readers looking through these pages. At the last count we had over 139,000 readers each week!
- We personally hand out 3000 copies each week to commuters at MK railway station and put more copies into MK’s residential areas, shops, bars, hotels and businesses than anyone else.
- Advertising with us costs less than any other local media and more importantly, it works! Contact us now to place your advertisement.

Sell your goods or services FAST through mkclassified

PHONE 01908 242490
EMAIL classified@mk-news.co.uk
BY HAND
MASON PROPERTY SERVICES LTD
1 Diamond Court, Milton Keynes, MK15 0DU

FAX 01908 689550

Large Town House
Room in a house share. MK14 6HD. Professional only, non-smoking and no pets. Available now with all facilities. Off road parking. 07791 969203
greathomes.4ce@yahoo.co.uk

MASON PROPERTY SERVICES LTD
1 Diamond Court, Milton Keynes, MK15 0DU

Call Joan now on 01234 364400

Pay by: Credit/ debit card. Cheque or Cash.

Large Double Room
Private En Suite
within shared House. T1 professional non-smoker 07710 430339

ROOM TO LET Cowley Park, beautiful large room with dressing area & en-suite. Price negotiable. Suit professional female. Ref 512214

ROOM TO LET for furnished House, Suitable for professional or AMP applicants. £625 per month. Call 07941 521807

E & O.E.

AERIAL SERVICES
SIMPLY DIGITAL FOR ALL YOUR TV IN NEEDS
DIGITAL AERIAL £90
Freeview Aerials • Foreign Satellite systems • Mobile and Car Aerials • Sky and Freeview • Sky HD and Freesat • General Maintenance • Sound & Lighting Equipment • J & P Services
01908 238451

Articles For Wanted
MANNEQUIN: Wanted: female size 8-14 £70 01908 238451

ARTICLES FOR SALE
SLABS FOR SALE
Approx 90 of 600mm x 600mm Call 07911 308721 for more details

DOUBLE ORTHOPAEDIC best brand new still £259 will accept £195 can deliver 01132 613235

MOBILITY SCOOTER Brand new, used once, Impeo, full suspension, lights, indicators, captain seat. £350 will accept £150, call 01132 815746

LIGHTWEIGHT Aluminium Tri Wheel Walker, Swivel Front Wheel & Brakes, Extends, Shopping Bag, Basket & Combination, £45, 01908 649132

Laurie Ashley “Choice Longue” Cêleme upholstered, excellent condition and still has tags £350, call 01132 815746, Trade

Two matching Laura Ashley upholstered “bed room chairs”. Cream, with button backs, excellent condition and still have tags £350, call 01132 815746

Small Zanussi Freezer Suitable for use on a top of a work or 1 drawer. Nearly new. Cost £60. Will sell for £35. Collect only from MK.

Tel: 01908 238451, Evenings only.

Articles For Wanted

WOODSELLING:
 synonymous with tradition and craftsmanship
 quality and durability at competitive prices.

Building Plans
For Planning and Building Regulations, Extensions, Loft Conversions & New Builds. Free consultation and written quotations provided.
Tel: Robyn Bradbury on 01908 655332 or 07970 706249
info@bradbury-design.com

Call 01908 242490, 07975 798478

Alfa Plastering
All work guaranteed. Specialising in all types of plastering. Call for a free quote
Call: 07966 250855
Dino: 01908 678005

Handy Man
General Maintenance
Guttering, Fascias & Soffits
Water Tanks
Plumbing
07975 798478

Bathrooms
Complete (Special Offer)
Bath, Pedestal and basin, taps, toilet and cisterns, floor to ceiling. All supplied and fitted.

Call 01908 242490

E & O.E.

AERIAL SERVICES
Digital TV Aerial Installations
01908 261870

ASTRA AERIAL SERVICES
Digital TV Aerial Installations
01908 261870

mkclassified

Phone 01908 242490
Fax 01908 689550
Email classified@mk-news.co.uk

Over 139,000 people in Milton Keynes read
MKNEWS every week.
MAKE SURE OUR READERS
SEE YOUR ADVERT!
Call 01908 242490 or email
advertising@mk-news.co.uk

50% off a free quote

Building Plans
E & O.E.

Building Plans: Designed, Co-ordinated and Passed for Building Control
FOR EXTENDING, NEW BUILD AND
LOFT CONVERSIONS. FREE Initial
APPRAISAL
Tel: 07990 988980
01908 706249
masonpropertyservices.co.uk

CREDIT CONTROL/ SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Small businesses and Sole Traders.
We will issue invoices and chase payment thereafter if required.
We will type your correspondence, reports, thesis, lecture notes, quotes, invoices etc.
Copy or audio typed.
Call Frances on 01908 649574
for more information or email frances@account-ed.co.uk

YOU’RE READING THIS PAGE
along with over 139,000 other people in MK.

MKNEWS Advertising in the MKNEWS works and is cost effective.
Call us 01908 242490
**G. MOORE HAULAGE LTD**

**GRAB SERVICE**
- Hardcore and topsoil
- Deliveries
- Free estimates
- Accounts opened same day
- Prompt delivery
- 6 + 8 Wheelers Available

**01234 851731**

**G. MOORE HAULAGE LTD**

**SKIP HIRE**
- £3.50 per yard @ 25 yards
- 30 & 40 yard roll on, roll off available
- Commercial, domestic builders
- Top soil
- Hardwood
- Road permits applied for

**01234 857000**

**UNIVERSAL SKIPS LTD**
- Skip sizes 2 - 40 yards
- Grab hire yard
- Very competitive prices
- Tel: 01908 442003
- Email: skips@universalskips.co.uk
- www.universalskips.co.uk

**ANTIQUE, DOMESTIC & INDUSTRIAL UPHOLSTERS & CURTAIN MAKERS**
- WIDE RANGE OF FABRICS
- FREE ESTIMATES, EXCELLENT RATES.

**Diane Merner**
- Upholstery & Interior Services
- Workshop: 01908 352022
- Mobile: 07975-326276

**Licensed Waste Removals**
- Removal of white goods, domestic and trade waste, house clearances, garden clearances etc.
- Please contact MAYLES LTD for a highly competitive quote
- 01525 371975

**C & H FISHER GROUP**
- Licensed waste collectors, disposers and transporters of all waste (commercial and domestic).
- Waste management solutions for all your needs.
- Tel: 01908 242490

**MK NEWS**
- 01908 242490
- 01908 242490

**WHERE NEWS IN MK COMES FIRST!**

**LEARN DIRECT**
- FREE MATHS & ENGLISH
- CALL LEARN DIRECT 01908 239251
- conditions apply

**MATHS, ENGLISH & SCIENCE HELP**
- Our qualified tutors will help children of all ages.
- Phone anytime on 01908 677740 (voted winner).
It used to be that ‘family car’ meant a large saloon like a Ford Mondeo or Vauxhall Vectra, with four doors and a big boot stuck out at the back.

But in recent years automotive designers have got a lot smarter at what they call ‘packaging’. Put simply, it means they can get a really spacious interior – and certainly enough room for Mum, Dad and two children – into a very compact exterior, and still leave room for a generous cargo area behind.

There's no better example of this than the Honda Jazz. Despite being just 3.83 metres long – and smart-looking too – the cabin is on par with many larger models. And it's all because Honda's engineers came up with a clever way to free up more space when the Jazz was on the drawing board – they shifted the fuel tank from under the back seats to under the front ones. It gives unprecedented flexibility to the interior, and means owners can fold the rear bench in two different ways. Pull one lever and there's a huge and totally flat load floor, pull another to create a sectioned-off compartment in the middle of the car.

Practicality is great, but nobody is going to buy it without performance – and thankfully the Jazz delivers here, too. Under the short bonnet there's the choice of a 1.2-litre 78bhp or a 1.4-litre 83bhp petrol engine. The latter delivers an impressive 49.6mpg and low CO2 emissions of 134g/km. However, if you want really frugal and cheap motoring, the 1.2-litre is the model to go for. Fuel economy is a mighty 51.4mpg, with emissions of just 129g/km.

Both are linked to a five-speed manual gearbox, or if you buy the 1.4 you can opt for Honda's innovative CVT-7 automatic transmission. The steering wheel features easy-to-use rocker switches on the horizontal spokes, allowing instant upward and down shifts. It means you can drive the Jazz just like an F1 car – keeping your hands safely where they should be – or leave the system in auto mode and let the engine do the work for you. That's a great feature for stop-start urban driving.

There are three trim levels on the Jazz, which are S, SE and SE Sport. Standard equipment on all models includes speed-sensitive power steering, electric front windows, power/heated door mirrors, anti-lock brakes, central locking and a CD player. SE grade adds a host of extras including air-conditioning and an electric tilted/slide glass sunroof. The top spec SE Sport gets 15-inch alloy wheels, side airbags and front fog lamps.

Safety is always an important issue when family motoring is concerned, and the Jazz has been awarded four stars for occupant safety by crash-test organisation Euro NCAP. And that makes this vehicle – which even Honda calls ‘the little big car’ – ideal for anyone needing a safe, practical, reliable, fun-to-drive machine.
**Go Topless**

Peugeot CCs have a steel folding roof so when it’s up they are like a normal Coupé

*2002 52 Plate*

**Mazda MX5 1.8 Arizona Convertible**
*Red, CD, PAS.*

**Now only** £5495

**SAVE** £1500

---

**Fancy going topless with Perrys Milton Keynes?**
We have a huge selection of convertibles, all with low mileage and huge savings available across our range. So visit us today and see what you fancy!

---

**Are you looking for a new Ford?**
Absolutely no pressure and genuine value for money are the reasons people come back to us time after time.

**RGR** is a friendly family run business, always ready to help in any way, this applies to all staff. I cannot think of any improvements.

"I would like to thank you so very much for your care and consideration and all the help you gave me when buying my Ka. You went out of your way to help and this is one of the reasons I chose RGR because we have always had such good service."

Mrs J.H., Milton Keynes

---

**CHOICE OF QUALITY COMMERCIALS ALL WITH 12 MONTHS MOT **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transit 350 LWB High Roof Van 2.5 Diesel</td>
<td>£6,900+VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit 260 SWB Panel Van 2.0 Diesel</td>
<td>£5,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit SWB 280 Van 2.0 Diesel, White, Medium Roof, Ply-lined</td>
<td>£4,495+VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Connect 2001 1.8 Diesel, White, New Ply-lining, Ladder Rack</td>
<td>£3,995+VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiat Ducato 2.0 Diesel SWB Panel Van, White, Electric Windows</td>
<td>£4,995 No VAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**We believe in offering the same high standards of service to both our new and used car customers.**

---

**MKMOTORING***

**WWW.MK-NEWS.CO.UK**

**TO ADVERTISE CALL 01908 242490**
QUALITY CARS
TEL: (01234) 822213
www.qualitycars.me.uk

MKMOTORS

MK NEWS

WANTED

DEAD OR ALIVE

CARS, VANS, 4X4s, MOTORCYCLES

DAMAGED NON-RUNNERS

MoT FAILURES

ANYTHING CONSIDERED

CALL

ASTWOOD AUTOS FREE ON

0800 135 7667
07765 675463

REWARD £60 MINIMUM CASH PAID

WORLDWIDE MOTORS

MOT’s £25

with this voucher

Serving from £65

TELEPHONE

01908 210352

Unit 3 Willen Works, Old Willen Road, Newport, Pagnell, Buckinghamshire MK16 0DF

MK MOT

SERVICE—TYRES—DIAGNOSTICS—REPAIRS

CARS & LV £35.00
CLASS 5 & 7 £45.00

SERVICING

FROM £35.00 Inc

ALL MAKES & MODELS

DIAGNOSTICS

FROM £23.50 Inc

AIR CONDITIONING—TOWBARS
LOCKING WHEEL NUT REMOVAL—VAUXHALL SPECIALIST

62 BURNERS LANE, KILN FARM, MILTON KEYNES, MK11 3HD

WWW.MKMOT.COM

01908 262323

INFO@MKMOT.COM

DEALS on Wheels

Mobile Tyre Service
Now Available!

BEAT THE CREDIT CRUNCH & COME TO DEALS ON WHEELS!

www.dealsonwheelsmk.com

01908 270260 / 07947 197144

Unit 14, Tavistock Street, Milton Keynes MK2 2PF

© Terms and conditions apply
CONVERT YOUR CAR/ VAN TO CASH!

We buy cars, vans and 4x4s of any make, year or condition.

**Reasonable rates**
Buyers of cars/vans/4x4 MoT failures and third party right offs £30-£250

Buyers of scrap cars and vans £100-£1200

**Call Liam: 07793 259 507**

**For local news that counts**

www.mk-news.co.uk

Main dealer 
Diagnostics Tools & Equipment
Audi & VW technicians for 40 years experience

Service to manufacturers and MOT.

Save up to 50% on main dealer costs

**TOP MARQUE CARS LTD**

They cater for all needs

www.top-marque-cars.co.uk

**ALL MAKES WANTED**

**Call 01908 242490**

**TOP PRICES PAID**

**FOR ALL VEHICLES**

End of life, mo failures, accident damaged & non-runners

Absolutely anything considered

We supply a fast, friendly service

24 hour recovery service available

**£7904 113233**

**CARS/VANS/4x4’s**

**WANTED**

**£30 - £3,000**

Non Runners, Scrapped/Damaged Cars

Good and Bad, Anything Considered

Immediate Cash Paid

Same Day Service or via appointment

**7 DAYS A WEEK 9am-8pm**

**07773 216586 01582 898681**

**TOP MARQUE CARS LTD**

45 years experience of prestige sports and luxury vehicles sales.

www.top-marque-cars.co.uk

**TOP PRICES PAID**

For all vehicles

End of life, mo failures, accident damaged & non-runners

Absolutely anything considered

We supply a fast, friendly service

24 hour recovery service available

**£7904 113233**

**TOP MARQUE CARS LTD**

45 years experience of prestige sports and luxury vehicles sales.

www.top-marque-cars.co.uk

**TOP PRICES PAID**

For all vehicles

End of life, mo failures, accident damaged & non-runners

Absolutely anything considered

We supply a fast, friendly service

24 hour recovery service available

**£7904 113233**
Our customers come from all over the country because of our good name and personal service where they can speak to the engineer working on their car. Our work is second to none and they still save up to 50% on main dealer prices.

Our workshop is not housed behind a flashy reception area where you hand your keys over and your car disappears not to be seen again until you pay your bill.

We run an open workshop where the customer is shown what’s wrong with their car and you can discuss the solutions with the engineer.

Our workshop carry’s the latest VAG approved equipment including:

- VAG approved computer diagnostics
- VAG approved four wheel alignment
- Tyre fitting and computerised balancing
- Air conditioning services
- VAG trained technicians
- Reception with broadband access

We offer a full range of tuning services including engine tuning and track day preparation.

**Current Offers**

**FREE Diagnostic check**

**FREE Safety Check**

**50% OFF Air con service**

Having your car serviced with us does not affect your main dealer warranty.

**Save money servicing your car**

**VW, AUDI, SEAT, SKODA**

**SAAB 9-3 AERO**

2000, 2.0 petrol, 3dr, leather seats, CD stereo, TCS, ESP, E/Calipers, good condition.

£2,000

07780 518225

**Suzuki GRAND VITARA**

2003, 1.6 petrol, 3dr, alloys, electric windows, good condition.

£3,400 ono

07766 163395

**Toyota**

**COROLLA**

1.8 Petrol, 5dr, air/con, £9,000.

£500

01234 881540

**Vauxhall**

**ASTRA 1700 TURBO**

Diesel, very economical, VGC, full service history, long MOT, very low mileage, tax held, 5dr.

£1,450 ono

07835814283

**ASTRA ACTIVE 1.7**

2001, 1.7 diesel, TXi, air/con, alloys, 67,000 miles, long MOT, very low running costs.

£3,100

01234 838671 07813 916061

**Vauxhall CORSA**

1.2 Petrol, £750, alloys, low mileage, good condition.

£1,200

01234 741778 (T)

**Vauxhall CORSA 1.0**

1.0 Petrol, £900, alloys, low mileage, good condition.

£1,150

01234 305075 07966 040828 (T)

**Vauxhall CORSA 12V**

2002, 1.2 diesel hatchback, £850, 70,000 miles, good condition.

£2,500 ono

01234 308838

**Vauxhall VIVARO**

1.9 Diesel, £1,600, long MOT, alloys, low mileage.

£2,500 ono

01234 308838

**Volkswagen**

**GOLF**

1.9 TDI 2003, 5 door hatchback, £1,100, 71,000 miles, MOT, full service history, very economical.

£1,999 ono

07917 811064 01908 526761

**WV POLO 1.4 CL**

1997, 1.4 petrol, £600, MOT, full service history, very economical.

£500

01234 388898 (T)

**Volvo**

**V70 SE**

2000, 2.4 petrol, £1,200, long MOT, full service history.

£2,600

07941 812662

**Finance available**

For details please contact us on 01908 242490

**MOT**

Free MOT retest if required.

**Free vehicle cleaning**

**Free battery check**

**Free Tyre check**

**Free oil and filter change**

**Free engine diagnostic test**

**Free engine performance assessment**

**Free engine tuning**

**Free engine alignment**

**Save money servicing your car**

**VW, AUDI, SEAT, SKODA**

**Save money servicing your car**

**VW, AUDI, SEAT, SKODA**

**Save money servicing your car**

**VW, AUDI, SEAT, SKODA**
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**VW, AUDI, SEAT, SKODA**
Point won or lost?

CREWE ALEXANDRA 2
O’Hanlon (O.G 32), Miller (42)
MK DONS 2
Baldock (15), Chadwick (78)

BY JAMES CUNLIFFE
cunliffe@mk-news.co.uk

THE jinx has been broken – but the curse has not been lifted.

Ten league games into the season before this, fabulous wins had been followed by limp defeats. No draws, no grey areas, just black and white – because it seems that when the Dons are good they are very very good, but when they are bad they are horrendous.

These are the games that every football fan dreams about the fixture congestion and his idea is that the weather’s terrible, it’s cold and the pitch is grey areas, just black and white – because it seems that when the Dons are good they are very very good, but when they are bad they are horrendous.

For the Dons went ahead on 15 minutes through Sam Baldock but for the best part of an hour at Crewe Road it was bad, bad, bad.

The Italian seemed caught in two minds after the game about their first stalemate of the season.

He felt a bit of a loss to be honest but we’re glad we got a point,” he said.

The truth is that after Chadwick cashed in his pot out of jail free card the Italian and his team shouldn’t have been glad – they should have been happier than a hedge fund boss who’d just found a couple of billion down the back of the sofa.

Not so for Di Matteo, who as a first time manager, can count the limbo of a couple of billion down the back of the sofa.

His team were outplayed, out-battled and ever so nearly out-scored. Yet his draw as a new feeling.

The Dons had backed their side play their second of five games in 15 days last night. He believes something needs to be done about the fixture congestion and his idea would be to play further into May.

He said: “When the rice season of weather comes in the league is concluded and you play so many games in December, January when the weather’s terrible, it’s cold and the pitch is not nice. “But in May you could play another two.

Three weeks up to the end of the month.

“Get rid of a few midweek games or have a little break at Christmas because you play so many games.”

CHARLIE Collins scored twice but was stretchered off in MK Dons under-22s 2-2 draw with Coventry City.

It was later revealed that Collins, who was called up for the Republic of Ireland under-18 squad last week, only received a minor knock. The point for Mike Dunn’s side extends their unbeaten run to three games.

DRIPA’s loan period with Cheltenham Town has been extended by two months. The Dons defender has been at Whaddon Road since September and will now remain with the Robins until December 28.

MK Dons have backed a new campaign to build a new $25m stadium this weekend.

When he took over mid-September the Robins were rooted to the bottom of the table but he has since lifted them out of the bottom four.

Before their match with Tranmere last night the Robins had picked off eight points in six games.

Dons defender Drippa Collins extended his loan at Whaddon Road by another two months but will not be allowed to play against his parent club.

Flavin Betsi will be available for selection after serving his three match ban.

The game flourishes when people from all walks of life, are able to participate in it. And it appears to be the out-of-form teams that the Dons slip up against.

Already this season the Dons have lost maximum points to Swindon, and were held to their first draw of the season against Crewe – both living at the wrong end of the table.

DONS head back to London for a midweek meeting with Leyton Orient.

Last time they visited the City the Dons came away with three points from a stunning 4-0 win at Millwall.

But Millwall were high flying, Orient are in the deep dark early relegation fight.

And it appears to be the out-of-form teams that the Dons slip up against.

Already this season the Dons have lost maximum points to Swindon, and were held to their first draw of the season against Crewe – both living at the wrong end of the table.

When he took over mid-September the Robins were rooted to the bottom of the table but he has since lifted them out of the bottom four.

Before their match with Tranmere last night the Robins had picked off eight points in six games.

Dons defender Drippa Collins extended his loan at Whaddon Road by another two months but will not be allowed to play against his parent club.

Flavin Betsi will be available for selection after serving his three match ban.

The game flourishes when people from all walks of life, are able to participate in it. And it appears to be the out-of-form teams that the Dons slip up against.

Already this season the Dons have lost maximum points to Swindon, and were held to their first draw of the season against Crewe – both living at the wrong end of the table.

Making a point: Luke Chadwick fires in the equaliser

Up, up and away: Julian Baudet beats Peter Leven
ICE HOCKEY

Lightning’s seesaw season continues

MK LIGHTNING 7
ROMFORD RAIDERS 4

TELFORD TIGERS 4
MK LIGHTNING 3

ICE hockey fans in Milton Keynes have been warned to expect a hairy October as Romford Raiders, with a 2-0 lead going into the third period, could have taken all three points when Olney penalised for an offside offence.

But the momentum sealed a victory for Bletchley as they scored an unconverted try.

The result meant that Lightning did not lose another game in the second half of the season and that the team were unbeaten in their last five games.

But Lightning fans will have to wait until next weekend to see if they can continue their winning streak.

RUGBY

Harman kicks Bletchley to cup win over old rivals

BLETCHLEY earned the spoils in the local derby intermediate Cup meet- ing with Olney. A kicking masterclass from Phil Harman handed Bletchley a 20-20 reverse victory.

The old rivalry match lived up to its fierce reputation with six yellow cards handed out for fighting, a spear tackle and killing the game.

Bletchley flyhalf Harman kicked four penalties and one drop goal giving him an individual total of 15 points. Early on Olney were made to pay for ill discipline as Harman struck his first penalty straight through the posts.

Then when Olney’s defence held off good work to deny a try the ball found its way back to Scott McKenzie’s assist to put the score to 3-1.

Six minutes later Andre Smulter restored Lightning’s three goal lead but it lasted just two minutes as Darren Cotton was also on target for Lightning.

FANS have also been invited to take part in a divisional competition in the South West East Division at the Recreation Ground.

But Lightning were just too strong and Chris McEwan’s strike nine minutes from the end gave them a comfortable win.

The same could not be said the following day when Lightning narrowly missed out at Telford in a penalty shoot-out.

Lightning came from a goal down to lead 3-1, with goals coming from Michael Miles, Tom Mawson, and Smulter though it was tight between them and James Archer that was the talking point of the second period.

However, Telford got themselves back on level terms with Marek Hornak netting twice to take the game into overtime.

Neither side broke the deadlock and it was Lightning who were left shat- ered by a loss on penalties.

FANS have also been invited to take part in a divisional competition in the South West East Division at the Recreation Ground.

When the Lions eventually responded it was through Tommie Eddie and he went on to add more points as they dragged the score back to 32-54.

The Lions also found Bletchley went on to post the final 11 points of the half with Terrell Brown three nar- rowly less so to 43-57.

In the third quarter the Lions man- aged to get within single digits of the distance of the raiders following a 5-0 burst.

Yet, missed lay up from Carl McNally coupled with a pair of three-pointer and one point from Windless, helped the guests stay well ahead at 64-86.

The gap proved too big in the final quarter which saw only Yorick Williams and Dru Spinks score the highest 10 points.

The 29 point victory was Leicester’s largest over the Lions in the British top division so far.

LIONS have a break this weekend but are back in action on Wednesday, October 29 away to Plymouth Raiders, tip-off 8pm.
MK DONTS 1
Gallen (c) 61

STOCKPORT 2
Taylor 57, Lewington 80+1

AN unfortunate Dean Lewington own goal in the ninetieth minute handed Stockport County a 2-1 victory at stadiummk last night.

The Dons looked to be claiming a deserved point when Tommy Rowe skipper Lewington inadvertently hit Gerba, were left feeling robbed after a last minute yell from Roberto Di Matteo.

A minute before the break Gueret denied sub Gallen and Chadwick as it flashed his moment in front of goal had gone when a last ditch tackle prevented Forster being called into action.

First blood: Ali Gerba slides the ball past Fraser Forster to put the Dons ahead with almost the last kick of the first half

A minute before the break Gueret was alerted to the danger of the wide man and blocked his run into the box before he could capitalise on the opportunity.

Jon Macken had blocked a fierce drive from Alan Navarro with his legs, then Mark Wright blasted over twice. Dons pushed Lewington and Shaun Cummings high up the flanks while Chadwick was making a nuisance of himself by cutting inside to provide support to the front two.

As the Dons continued to pressurise the Hatters regained their defensive minded style but still managed to threaten at the opposite end. Anthony Pilkington had Willy Gueret beat with a right footed swerving shot although his measurements were wrong as the ball skimmed beyond the far post.

A minute before the break Gueret was alerted to the danger of the wide man and blocked his run into the box before he could capitalise on the opportunity.

Stockport’s players would have been in for a ticking off at the break when their minds were already in the changing room as the Dons went a goal ahead.

A tired felt roof transformed by FSG
Introducing our latest Roofing System

For a FREE no obligation quote call freephone 0808 1066095
Tél: 01908 639371 FAX: 01908 639389

Any size
Any colour
Any complexity
BBA Approved
Fully qualified installers
Established local company
Efficient friendly service
Lifetime guarantee

FOR A FREE NO OBLIGATION QUOTE CALL FREEPHONE 0808 1066095
TEL: 01908 639371 FAX: 01908 639389

GRP Flat Roofing
UPVC Fascia, Softifs & Cladding
Aluminium Seamless Gutter
Garage Doors

www.fsgpropertyservices.co.uk

TAYLORS
Milton Keynes
Proud to be MK’s favourite
Call us on: 01908 678510

ROOMS
MASSIVE CLEARANCE!
Quality Furniture | Open everyday
160 Quakerway, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3 9NN | 01908 298100